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.FOREWORD 

This report on the· Quali~I' of Rural Primm·1• Schooling in Thailand : .4 Case Studv 
of .the Four School<; in Central and Northeastern· Thailand is a part of the research project 
on the F~ctor~ Effecting th~ Quality of Rural Primary Schooling, a joint project between 
the Office of the National Education Commission and the National- Institute of the Develgp0 

ment and Administration. The project was commissioned by the International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC) in Canada. The purpose of the research was to study the qui:tlity 

. and the relevance of primary education to ·the Thai rural environment and need-s. The 
· antJ:lropological research method of fieidwork was used in this st~dy which~ is expected to 

contribute and throw useful insights in tpis area. 

The Office of the National Education Commission would like to thank the . con
sultants- Dr. Pote Sapianchai and Dr. Gerald Fry-, the working committee, _the 'drafting 

committee, the researchers, the informants and everyone else who have made valuable 
contributions through their comments. ' \ 

(Dr. Panom . Pongpaibool) 

Secretary-General 
National Education Commission 

January, 1987 
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PREFACE 

The findings from the research The Quality of Rural Primary Schooling : A Case 
Study of the Four Schools in Central and Northeastern Thailand are directly related to the 

Office of the National Education;Commission's\research project on the one hand ; -and on 
. I . - - - - _I 

the other hand, they reflect the chain of events and reality one finds in the dynamic process 

of primary education in rural Thailand. 

The fieldwork was completed as early as December 1981 but the final draft was -
not ready until 1983. On its release to relevant government departments, the National 

Primary Education .Commission was interested and asked to be allowed to.make the report 

available to its various departments responsible for the implementation of the primary 
' curriculum. 

However, the version published by the National Primary Education Commission 

was only the final draft which had yet to go through the research working committee. 
Certain information had yet to be added as well as the final recommendation. The working 
committee made ·several revisions to the draft, added more relevant information, verifying 

old in formation and rnade alterations when necessary. Some chapters were in fact rewritten 

and recommendations were added. The final report was made in December 1987 and was 
sµbmitted to the draft committee and the final revision was made after the committee's 

recommendations before the Thai version was printed and translated into English. 

However, readers are cautioned here that finding in this research were made from 
the four rural primary schools under study so are not representative of the rural primary 

schools in Thailand. The conclusions drawn from this study shouJd serve as hypotheses 
which need to be verified with the situation in other rural primary schools. The verification 

should be possible as other schools have the same school components which are factors- in 
this research namely the curriculum, supervision, budgeting, school cluster administration 
and the assessment system all of. which is reported in Appendix I. 

The recommendations in this report Was not made until after the revision and a 
follow-up study of the changes among the four rural schools through the years 1982-:1987. 
So it is expected that the research findings are relevant still to today's situation and hence 
to primary education policy makers, educational planners and implementers of prim.arr 

education. 



The hospitality and cooperation from the ,school staff, students and parents in the 
four communities- under study h~d- made this research possible and the researchers would 

like to express their sincerest thanks to these people who have been given hypothetical names 

for their protection. Also many thanks to the fieldwork research assistants and the research 

team whose devotion, endurance, perseverance as well as grasp of the research conceptual 
framework were crucial to this long term research fieldwork. It is µeedless to emphasize 

that the success of a qualitative research is conditional to a close co-operation and trust 
between the informants and the researchers. 

Supang Chantavanich 
and the Research Team 

January, 1987 
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.CHAPTERl 
RESEARCH B.t\.CKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 

Research Background and the Signific?nce 9fthe Researc~Question---
Primary education in Thailand is aimed at enabling the people to lead a good li~e 

as well as laying foundation for higher study. Since the State demands that education is 
compulsory, it has an obligation to give this service gratuitously, efficiently. and equally to 

all citizens in primary school age group. 

Primary education has been through changes and developments. In ·1978, the duration 
for compulsory primary ed~cation ~as curtailed from. 7 t'o 6 years .. In I 980, the fesponsibility 

for the rural schools, previously under the· ~harigwat Administrative Otgar\ization, was given 

t'o the Ministry of Education's Office of the National Primary Education Com~ission .. 
These two movements have caused many changes in th~ administrative system of primary 

education. Thus the study of the changes through this period is cruci~I as one would .. normally 

~xpect the changes to bring about a .better quality in rural school educatfon. 
. - ' . . . 

"' There have been several researches on the efficiency in primary educati~ri. management 
J • I • 

such as A Case Study of Students 'Drop-out in Elementary Education (General Education 

Department, MOE 1974), Efficiency in Primary Schools cfhe Office of the National Education 

Commission, 1977), Qualitative Performance of Schools at all Levels in Bangkok Region 
(Educ~tional Technique Department, 1978) and Research Report No.13: Behaviour and Time 
in the Working Practice .of Elementary School Teachers (Gener'al Education. Department, 
1979). These studies were often surveys at macro level of the static aspects of primary 

school at a certain time due to the research time constraint. The conclusions drawn were . 

often evaluative and explanatory in terms ~f. static variable . indicators. like acheiv:ement 
scores. ·Hence, they often failed to reveal the dynamic process behind the education.al 

phenomena which gives us details of the actual teaching-learning process in. the ·classroom .. 
Thus most conclusions drawn on the quality of Thai pri.mary education so far have been 

pri.marily based on students' achievement .. 

It was then felt that maybe another method . could be used to complement the 

quantitative researches on this topic. One available method was the use of fieldwork where 
observations could be made and recorded, over a certain period of time, of what were going 
on inside and- outside the classrooms. In this way, the dynamic and complex phenomena 

can be recorded and analysed with each phenomenon seen as a functio~ing part of the 

whole complex system of primary education. One can then study the primary school education 
in depth and from the actual observations· of what were taking place in the schools and the 

classrooms. One can also get a more complete picture, a better and deeper understanding 
of the natural and dynamic causal factors of quality in education in ·the schools, both in 

{' 



terms of efficiency and· effectiveness in the Thai educational management. One can also . 
see how each causal factor interacts with one another as well as the causal relationships 
between the factors. It was felt that this qualitative method might give a more definite 

guidelines to the solutions of the problems one is facing with in our primary schools and 
any improvement through controllable factors .Jike those concerning· learning-teaching 
process. 

For reason already stated, the .International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 

in Canada has commissioned ani~nthr.apologica.l\ researc.h on factors affecting the quality of 
_ education in· the Thai rural schools and the task was given under a joint project between 
the Office of the National Education Commission and the National Institute of Development 

Administration. · · · 

Expected Out~ome of the Research 
It was expected that the research would give deeper and greater insights in the 

working of the ~arious factors involved in the creation of quality. In- fact, it is expected 
that this research .. 

1. will suggest or even confirm new hypotheses for our future study of primary 

education 
2. will propose a guideline of future education .management and administration 

especially at the micro level (the school). . .. 
3. wiil present a thorough description of the actual process of curriculum imple

mentation in a classroom on which further developments in primary education 
can be made: · 

The Objectives of the Research 
a) General aim : to examine the quality and relevance of the Thai primary education · 

in the rural setting and condition. 

b) Speeific objectives : 
l. ·to study the· implementation process of primary education in the rural areas 

which effects the quality of its output 
2. to compare the actual quality of rural primary education with that expected. 

Research Methodology 
There are 4 phases in this research : 

1 .. The selection of the schools as cases of study : two small sized schools in two 
provinces were selected. One province was in the Central part of Thail,and while the other 

province was in the Northeast. The choice of the four schools was made in accordance with 

the following crfreria : 
.. a)· they were small sized and -previous to this research- were under the respon

sibility of the Changwat Administrative Organization . . ·Their number of students ranged 
from 150-200. Small schools were chosen as previous researches had indicated that they 

were usually low in their efficiency. 
b) in eac~ province, the schools were selected in pairs with one being poorer in 
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quality than its counterpart as I indicated\ by the. MOE' s Classificatior of Sc~ool Standard 
(1976). This.classification was used because it is the one which made a study of the school 

• I , 
standard on the nat10nal scale. The selecJion was also made on ground .that the paired 
schools must be located in similar environ,ment, with equal amount of education input in 
order to minimize interference from exogeneous v.ariables ·so as to ensure the research internal 

validity. 

c) using. Herriot' s method of cross-site study (1977), it was decided that the 

second paired school should be situated in different' geographical region. This is to 'serve , 
as a replication. Their inclusion can ·also increase the explanatory power of any future 
generalization made from this study as it will add greater validity of the study findings. 

d) the school choice was also made on ground of accessibility by the research 

in terms of transportation; communication, available housing facility and safety precaution 

as the researchers had to live in tile schools for one years during the data collection phase. 

2. Data collection and research instruments : data were collected over a period of-

12 months from April 1980 to J]\ifarc~\ 1981. The field researchers spent that time living 
with the villagers, teachers and students in the schools. Observation and their subsequent 
detailed ~ote-takirigs were made 'daily in and outside the schools. This duration 'was 

. . ' ' . ' .· . 
deliberate!y chosen to coinside with the agricultural calender of the villages. In this way, -

one could record the interaction between the -education phenomena ·and the social and 

cultural setting outside the schools. In. the original research design, only one year had been 

allocated to data collection: however, the researchers found it was necessary to go back to' 
the schools three more times ·to get certain information c'onfirmed as well as to gather more 
information. Thus the data collection was not completei:l until December 1981. 

Participant observations were used for data collection. The researchers were_staying 

in the schools, as teacher assistants, while interviewing informally the people ~ho were the 
target groups like headmasters, teachers, students, the parents and the community leaders. 

. ' . ' 1. 
Thus apart from the documentary research instrui;nents, one may also say that the researchers 

were themselves the most valuable instruments in this research. Other sources used were 

school documents, earlier school statistic records, the district accumulated records and other - . . 
research findings on the same topic: Cognitive and non-cognitive achievement tests ~_ere 
also Used to Collect the School grade 3 Students I . achievement SCOres SO that Comparison 

could be made between schools. An ,invent,o'ry was also used for survey of-parents I _econom_ic 
backg'round.. An interview guide for parental education investment. was used but these 

interviews were not made until the later part of the data collection when a good rapport had 
been built and the researchers had been accepted by the people in and outside the schools: 
Classroom observations did not take place until the researchers had been 7 months in the_ 
schools .. The researchers spent. all that time mixing and forming friendship with the form 

teachers and _their students. They were helping as the teacher's assistants during group 
and pairwork activities. In this way, observations of the classrooms and of the teaching
learning patterns of behaviour could be naturally observed. In some subjects; the researchers 
may helped with .the actual teaching. or just stayed outside a classroom to observe if the 
teacher was teaching a subject the. researcher could npt ·participate in. The researcher's 
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participation in each _school depended very much on her relationship with the form teacher. 

3. Data analysis : in actual fact, analyses were made all the time while the researchers 

were on sites. Each piece of information collected were interpreted and classified and a 

series of t~eir summary was made. Then 4 sessions were organized at the National Education 
Commission where the research_ers from the four schools met to present the summary they 

· made. The summary consisted of detailed observations of the fi~ldwork which were organized 
syste~atically according to the previously set out criteria. The interpretations of the data, . 

their analysis and finally the conclusion were then used to set up tentative hypotheses. 

Each summai:y served as an interval report of the school under study. Then a summary 

report of all the schools was made and presented to the project sub-commitee which 
consisted of experts from all the government offices concerned. The sub-commitee met to 

discuss the summary, its problems and then suggested courses of action one might take 
as well as planning for the next phase of study. Altogether, four interval reports have 

been made: 

The first report was made ln July, 1980 during thi first semestre after three months 

of fieldwork. This is a report of the general information on the schools and the villages. 

The second report was made after 8 months of fieldwork in December 1980 (dudng 

the second school vacation). It was after this second report that the tentative hypotheses 

were formed. 

The third report was written in March 1981 (during the third school vacation). 

This is an analysis' of more data which had been: collected and verification of the set hy

potheses. 

The final analysis was made after one year of fieldwork in October 1982. This is 

a complete analysis of each site when information was systematically classified, and inter

preted. At this point, related phenomena were specified, described and discussed before 

conclusions were made on the phenomena. Our hypo.theses were drawri on these conclusions. 
At this stage, the researchers found that it was necessary to go back to the sites to get missing 
information, to clarify statements as well as to verify the hypotheses. After this was 

completed, the;draft\version of the case' report was made. 

The field researchers then presented their reports to the project leader, who synthe

sized and made comparative analysis of the information from· the four schools under study 
to determine the indicators of quality of education in the rural primary schools. This was 
done by cross checking with the Thai primary education curriculum and with finding from 

previous researches. In the final analysis, inductive method was used mainly and basic 

statistics were used for quantitative data. 

4. Presentation : -This report will be presented using the analytical description. 

All names used are hypothetical but the description are real. Esst'ntial figures _and statistical 

information will be given in tables. The actual final report consists of 6 chapters which 
cover research background and the significance of the research question related literature 
on -the q~ality of rural education, descriptions of schools and their communities, school 

monitoring system and the quality of the primary education output, relevancy of the Thai 
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primary education to the real needs in the rural communities in terms of its objectives and 

contents. The final chapter will draw conclusions on which discussions arid recommendations 
1' . 

will be based. If has been decided to add Appendix III which describes the researchers' 

expe~ience in anthropological fieldwork as it was felt that the description could be useful 

to other researchers. 

Scope: of this ·research 

This is a case study of 4 rural primary schooJs. Findings from this research may not 
apply to other rural primary schools in Thailand. 

5 
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CHAPTER II· 
THE QUALITY OF RURAL EDUCATION 

Educational concepts of quality in education. 
Over the past two d~cades,. quality of education has corrie into focus of attention. 

in most-developing countries. However, exper.ts still disagree as to its definition a:nd nature 
. in spite of nu~erous researches on the toplc. According to the Unesco' s Thesaur~s,' 

"quality" means "standard" but standard is also a vague term. In fa~t, the quality aO-d 
standard of ~ducadon are relative terms which have to be taken in the social context. The 
standard of education in o~e country may be quite different from that in anotl)er country. 

Another group of researchers ha~e quantified the "quality of education" through 

the measurement of efficiency in the educational output' namely the graduates' .. standar~ 
of achievement. They studied the quality of education by evaluating it and the extent of . . . 

which the graduates had attained the quality -required by the curriculum. Their attempt 
~as to identify the causal factors for each va~iable in the quality of education. The most 
widely used indicat.or of quality' of education, ~specialiy the quallty of primary ed~cati~n, 
was the' students I cognitive learning scores in ai-ithmetic' and the native language.' Bqth the 

educationists and educational e~onomists used this indic.ator wid~ly until 1975. when Alexa~der 
arid Simmons proposed ,their "Education.al Production Function (EPF)" as one- w~y of 

predicting and explaining the students' cognitive achievement. This function was formuiated 
after numerous researches on stu.dents learning achievement in over .10 developing, countries. 
In this function, the major independent .variable for students' cognitive achievement are 
fa;nily background (social and economical), students'. pre-school education, school input; 
pe~r group and other external variables like school community and students' levels of in- . 

· t~lligence. 

From 1980; orie noticed. a change of trends in the. interpretation of .ed~cational 
quality from the use of indicators and statistics to the study· of qualitative variables like 

attitudes, educationists' views, etc. Educational phenomena other than studentachi~ve~ent 
were taken into account (s~e Hurst, 1981). Thi.s change in methodology may h.ave been 
caus.ed by the World Bank's realizati~n-after the giving of huge financial aids to developing 
countries to increase the quality of pri~a~y ·education .. Looking back through the last 
century, it seemed that improvement in the quality of ~ducation ir most co~ntrles, means 
educational ref~tm, f~llowed by a new curriculum development and its implef11e~tation; the 
decrease in the teacher-student ratio and subsequent increase in the national educational 
budget. When this known recipe for quality in education had be~n fully reinforced, evaluations 
were made with disappointing result. The change in teacher-student ratio arid the student Is 
expenditure per. head had not always brought about higher students., achievement scores-_ 



One also realized that. quality in education meant more than high achievement scores. 

There are other just as important research' questions which would' have to be answered 

as well'rriaybe through the use of non-quantitative r~search methodology. 

Ant~ropological concepts of quality in education. 
Anthropological educationists· have sought to find answers to the same questions 

in its early years some 60...:.70 years ago, anthropologists like Franz Boas and Margaret Mead 

_ studied the educational system of tribes in the South Se~. Their poin.t was that. education 
I 

was a process of cultural transmission and socialization. Education had a great role to 

play in the character formation of an individual, ·and that its study had. to b,e carried ~ut. 
through actual observations in the context. 'This "worm's eye view" approach came to a 

standstill during World War II but came back to life in. the Western society in last two 

decades. We· found. Dreeben (1968) studying what American children were learning in 

schools. His. conclusion was 'that social rules and standard were learned through school 

and clas~room activities and that the students retained this learning which they later applied 

to life in the society. Thus one may look at this learning as the normative outcomes of 

education. Students had learned these rules and standard through the use of "hidden 

curriculum" which,. Dreebeen explained, were the social norm expected to be observed _by 

all the students without being actually wfitten in the curriculum·. Dreeben identified 4 types 

of c~ltural tr~~smission through this hidden curriculum namely independence, perseverance 

and achievement, Universalism Or the respect for people IS human right and Specificity which 

is the ability to recognize individual differences as well as the ability to select appropriate 

mode of beha~ioral interaction for each Individual. The school does not only give th.e students 

. these normative social behavioral patterns but it also procedes to train students for future 

career: and politkal involvement. These normative social patterns were the school's standard 

but they h~lped the students greatly iri adjusting themselves ~o the outside woi-ld once they 

left the school. 

In the same year we found Jackson (1968) studying classrooms in American primary 

school.s. Jackson was of. the opinion that classroom activities were comple).(: and. there were. 

constantly variables which gave a great deal. of burden to the teacher who could not really 

set any definite or pr~ds~;b_~h~vio~~l~bjectives for the activity. One teacher was teaching 

arid responsible for 20-30 students while having to teach 5-6 subjects for well over 1,000 

·hours. · J~ckson stated that the figure of these teaching hours wer~ me~ningless as one could 
I . 

not really say that the time had been wasted or fruitfully employed to the students' benefit. 

His conclusion was that changes in evaluation method, in curriculum reform or the educational 

innovation could not help to improve the educational quality unless one can motivate the 

. teachers and convince them first so that they were willing and happy to implement the curri-
• -, • ~ t 

culum with conviction that it was the best thing for their students. 

Jackson thought that children le'arned through praises, rewards and the teachei:s' 

auth~rity. In school, the teacher was the students I first boss and in order to receive praises 

and rewards, the students learned to create falsified behavior. 

8 
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Interesting view on the teaching role of s,chool. was in Apple (Apple t97.9)_, Apple . . . . . . . . 

believed that the curriculum could never be neutral. It was closely connected with ideology 
and in fact, modern schools maintai~ed ai:id 1Suppo-rted the idealistic hegerrio~y "'.hich the 
country elites a~d1 .leaders had wanted and had implem.ented the curriculum with, so that . 
members.of the society will conform to-the idiology. This is quite similar to Bowles' view 
that in_ capitalist society, schools tended to produce docile or obedient workers and employees 
for the capitalists (Bolwes,. 1972), Apple in fact gave an analysis of the cu~riculum to support 

this belief. He identified that the hidden curriculum wa:s highly influential and made the 
students Conform With the Society IS ideology as Shown• in the teaching Contents in social 
science and in science subjects. Apple also pointed out that it was determined that the 
students would take for granted the basic assumptions in the theories and learning and this 
was one way' of conforming them to the soeiety' s beliefs and ideals. ·Students were intellectually 

conditioned through all their educationar process. 

Dreeben and Jackson'~ view have been tried :out through the studies of non-western 
societies as well as in many developing countries in Southeast Asia. Some researches on 
this line deserve our attention here. · · 

Gurevich (1972) studied the change in rural school teachers' roles during the period 
of r'ural develop~ent by the Thai government. · His conclusion was that previously to the 

/ introduction of the rural development program, the te~chers' role was quite polymorphous 

but their role was gradually reduced until it had become monomorphous, i.e. teaching only. 
fo his view, teachers should have only supporting role and not a leading one. In fact, 

' . 
taking a leading role in rural development had an adverse effect on the students' education. 
In another research (Gurevich, 1976) he gave a further analysis that 'in rural schools he had 
been studying, there were disparity and discrimination in ethnicity, language, and class 
among the students and this was in reverse with the trend in rural development which tried 
to rid the society of the discriminatJon. 

In the meantimes, Henry Holmes (1973) was conducting researches in rural schools 
in the North-East of Thailand. He studied the farmers I attitude towards higher education 
for their children, the correspondence and suitability of ~chool education to the rural life, 
and the correspondence between the educational output i.e. the g'raduates, to the social · 
needs. He discovered that the farmers who would like their children to go on to secondary 
school education did so be~ause they had wanted them to get a better job than the hard 
workh1g and insecure rice farming. They saw no use in the 7 years of compulsory primary 
educa9on and did not see why their children should attend 7 years of it as opposed to the 
original 4 years. The existing primary education, to them, had no effect whatsoever, to their 
agricultural career. They believed that the existing educational system was to sJ:iape the 
students for a better w~y of life and better career and so ~o need for any improvement. . 
So one may say, at this superficial level, that the primary education did correspond with 
the farmers I requir~ment but not to their Social needs. 

Outside Thailand, there were many_more_researches some of which will be mentioned 
here. 
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Manalang (1971) studied the Philippines rural schools and found that schools had 

ab important role to play in cultural. transmission. One part of the culture was the acceptance 

of the government bureaucracy .under which the school was. a unit. The other part of the 

culture came from the school community. The essential culture transmit was literacy, 

_arithmetic knowledge and skill, manners, and other social values like obedience, respect to 

grown ups and submission to authority. Thus it was impossible and useless· to expect the 

schools-to be ieaders in rural development and to initiate desirable rural changes. 

Foley also did a study of the Philippines rural school (Foley, 1976). He studied the 

role of scho.ol and the. teachers in .building the national stability. He discovered that most 

s.chools were of poor quality and most teachers had poor morale. The social values transmitted 

to the children were submission to paternalism and the maintenance of existing social 

structure. Politiq had recently played and increasing role in SGhools and teachers took 

safety precaution by seeking the politicians' protection. Foley's conclusion was that the 

.school's role fo building pationalism was by becomin~ highly involved in politics. 

Shaeffer (1979) carried out a study of primary schoo~s in East Java and discovered 

that the culture transmitted to the students were literacy, arithmetic skill, and social values 

like obedience, respect and loyalty to the nation. Teaching methodology was not conducive 

to their.tr.aining to be independent or original. The greater was given to the ritu~l ceremony 

than to the .learning contents. He concluded that this form of education. was useful to the 

making of )oyal and disciplined citizens but not very useful tq preparation of the students 

for the immenent changing economic world. 

Among non-Asian developing cquntries, researches were carried out by Brook and 

· Oxenham (1980) of the rural schools in Mexico where social and economie structure m:id 

condition were different from those in Asia. The education in Mexico was to meet the 

·requirement of the· non-:-agdcultural economic system. That is, Mexican primi:i.ry school 

· leav.ers were expected to form a modern sector in the· society who would become laborers. 

or service gives. Their research was to find out that, with this kind of expectation, wh~t 

!shou_ld\ be quality in the. Mexican ~ducation. Brook and Oxenham found that agricultural 

parents were .not interested in what quality of education their children received from schools 

but parents ~f the modern sectors were. They also discovered that the failure in the new , 

· curriculum implementation was mainly .caused by the negative attitude_ among teachers who 

were defective in their professional commitment and who were not interested. in students 

.from agricultural background. 

Conclusion 
Findirig from researches during the past decade have many things in common. The 

quality of education· in most developing countries was· not up to the expected standa.rd. 

Curriculum analyse? have showed that there exists between what is being taught arid what 

is socially needed and. realistically practical in terms of subject contents and objectives. In· 

teaching-learning process, the teachers have refused or have failed to perform all the duties 

specified. Productwise, education' has done very little to help school leavers the majority of 

which are agricultural' people. Moreover, schools have formed students' character and, social 
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structure which a~e not conducive to the living in the rapidly changing economic world whi~h , 

is Foley's conclusion in_ 1977 of the anthropological studies of education in de~eloping 
' . ' 

countries. 

Back to our original question of the definition of quality of education, it would be 
impossible to give an op~rational definition of this term. Anthropological educationists' 

approach like those of Mead, Dreeben and Shaeffer, sees th~ quality of education embedded , 
and fused in every single step of educational process which consists of educational phenomena. 

· The . process starts with the curriculum, the teaching-learning and evaluation· process· and. 
I . ~ ' 

end with the quality of the products, i.e. the school leaver. Looking from this view, the 

quality of rural education is describable and measurable in terms of 
1. The degrees of relevancy of the curricular objectives and contents to the local 

context and its usefulness to the people arid their way of living. 

2. Its definite provision for implementation methodology, operational, monitoring 
and feedback processes whereby every objective can be evaluated. 

3. Its ability to realize all dimension of the desired quality in the educational output. 

·Other definitions by Mead (1946), by Morris in Sheffield (1967), by Brook and 

_Oxenham (1980) will be given in Appendix II. They are essentially the same definitions as 

the one given here: 
. 

The 3-dimensional definition of quality in education consists of three stages which 

are sequential. The curricular objectives and. conterits from the beginning,; the middle 
stage is .the implementation of the objectives through teaching-learning process arid if this. 
middle stage is effective, it would be followed by the final stage-namely the yielding of the 

fine quality in the educational output. One can see that the relationships between the three 
stages are not only sequential; Stages One and Stage T~o are causal factors to Stage Three. 

This is the c9nceptual_ framework used in the research and the causal relationship between 

the th~ee dimensions will be described in details in Chapter Four. 
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Communities.and Their Schools 

. ''Miss, when can. we have this afternoon lesson?'' . ~ -, 

-
, · In this. chapter, we shall describe the four communities and their schools which 

we have chosen as cases for m~r study.- Their names will remain -anony~ous but for our· 
reference, we shall refer to them by their hypothetical names. 

Site One : Central Thailand 
/ 

Community 

School 
Community 

School 

·Site one 

1.1 ~oi:ig Bua Village, Tambon Klang Yaaw, Amphur Bua Luang. 
.. I.I ·wat_ Nang Bua School. 
1.2 Klang Yaaw Village, Tambon Klang Yaaw, Amphur Bua Luang. 
1.2 Roong Pitaya School. 

' Tambon Klang Yaaw in_· central Thailand is in a province which is. half ag~icultural 
and half industrialized. Then it ~onsisted of 23 village_s _which scattered al~ng the two banks 
of the irregation Klang Yaaw Canal.· The canal enabl~cf- the-villagers to grow 2 ricecrops 

' ' ' ' ' . . ' \· 

annually. In this district, there were 5 temples, one health center ai;id 7 primary schools. 
Electricity·was available but there was no water supply; The villagers relied.on the rain 
for drinking water and used ~he canal or the artii;an wells for other uses. The district qffice r. 
was 9 kms. from the inter-province highway and was reachable by a good asphalt roa~L 

Community t. t Nong Bua Village 
~ - . 

Nang Bua Village was 26 kms. from the inter-:province highway or 17 kms. from its · 
district office. The village consisted of clusters of houses namely Mini-Villages 7,8,9 and IO 

, • , . I . 

on 4,00,0 rais of land (approximately 2.5 rais to one acre). There were 140 houses with a 
I population of 970. 26.39% or 256 of this population were between 1-12 years. 'The-villagers 
were mostly endogamous. The Nang Bua Village School was in Mini-Village No.9 which· 
also. situated th¢ Health Center. The community lay-out is .shown in Diagram '1. 

The· m~j6rity. of th.e villagers were rice farmers and_ the members of their fa~ilies .· 

helped on the f~rm! Children frorri the age of 8 could s'erve as an economic as~et. They 
c~uid free. the parents from housework or ·~ct~ally help· on the fafm ,t.hems~lves. · With 2 

annual ricecrops, one would expect the farmers to be f~irly better off which 'was not the case. 
Jn 19,81, a survby revealed that although the .annual income .per family was 60,100 baht (a~
pr~ximately 75 baht to one US. cioll~r), the annual expense' was 62,500 baht. Many fa~ilies . 
were in debt for lack of reserved. capital and lack of land_ o~nership. This meant rents and 

/ 
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Diagram t.: Community 1.1 Nong Bua Village 
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high interest loan at the beginning of each farmirig season. The local mill owners .supplied 

the loan and.charged an illegally high interest. Payments back were made in kinds after the 

harvest. Most houses used modern farming machinery powered by fuel instead of the 

indigenous use of animal labor. A great amount of money obtained by loan was spent on 

machinery as well as 'on ·insecticides and chemical fertiliser. The greater loan of course 

brought with it greater production. The villagers would have done well had. there been 
stability in the rice price and had the weather been kind. But a pest and a droµght in 1980 

completely destroyed the crops while the compound interest kept ~oing up. Moreover, many 
villagers were keen gamblers and this added more debt to the families. 

However, the weather had been more kind than not to the villagers and so far one

has not yet heard of any case of starvation in Nong Bua Village. Most houses had radios. 

They also went to town often for both business, shopping and recreation. A village bus 

ran to a big market where one could buy anything but this bus service was not available jn · 
the rainy season when the village dirt road b_ecame bumpy and unusable. During this_ time, 

the only means of travelling anywhere was by walking. 

It was interesting to note that while Nong Bua villagers· welcomed a lot of modern 

technology through their contact with the _urban society, they remained. fairly conservative 

and were strict in keeping up the ritual ceremonies in rice farming. Although the village had 
a health center attached to it, when members in the family became ill, the villagers prefered 

to go to the village_ "witch" doctor or the monk at the temple for treatment through ·herbal 
medicine. 

The villagers did not have any high opinion of their formal community leader - the 
village head. The religious leader - the abbot, fared no better after a scandalous affair with 

a woman. This unfortunately, had a negative effect on the school which was attached to 
the temple. 

School 1.1 Wat Nong Bua 

This was the first primary school to have been set up in' Klong Yaaw Dist_rict as 
early as 1934. Then the school· was using a part of the temple for classrooms. It now had 2 

concrete buildings but still there was not enough room. The school had to use "One multi
purpose area as school library, sick bays as well as teachers' room. 

Wat Nong Bua offered Primary One to Primary Six with one pre-kindergarten 
class. The school population in 1980 was 143. The pre-schooling class was a joint project 
between the Village Board of Education and the Board of Local Development.. 

Budget. In 1980, the government budget received was 334,308 baht. This was exclusive 
of the budget it received for building and land investment which came in separ.ate category. 
13,997 baht cam~ from other sources of income such ·as subsidies from the village council, 
donations from the villagers and funds raised on school fairs. 10,297 baht out of the non-
government budget in fact came from the villagers' donations. Most. non-government ' .. 
budget was used for supply for educational expendables.-

Education Media. The school was fairly well equipped with radio-cassette players. 
maps, globes and some science kit. But there seemed to have been an insufficient supply of 
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,Diagram 2 :-~chool 1.1 Wat ~~11:g Bua 
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sport equipment, stationary, books and school uniforms which had been sent from Bangkok. 

School Staff. Thirty-eight years old Somchart, the headmaster, had been in this post 

for the last 15 years. He had a higher certificate In secondary education and was studying .. 
for a degree with one of the open universities. He was not·'very articulate. Some years 

previously, the abbot was involved in a scaridal and in_ order to pro~ect the school's reputation 

- and interest, Somchart tried to get the s~hool committee to compromise with the abbot and 
was, as a result of this intervention, accused by the villagers of lack of principles. The school 

had 7 other staff members as list.ed below: 

Name Sex and Position Age 

I. Som chart Male, Headmaster 40 

2. Ladda Female 50 

3. Sak Male 44 
4. Chalasri ·Female 29 

5. Poon Male 27 

6. Kanda Female 24 
7. Pin .Female 22 
8. Cha-oom Female 19 

Qualificationwise, one teacher had a B.Ed. degree, three had higher certificate in · 1 

education, three had received lower certificate and only 2 teachers l'lad more than IO years 
of teaching experience. 

Daily School Timetable 

At 8.30, pupils sang the national songs and said their prayers. This was followed by 

homeroom which lasted about I 0-15 minutes after which the first lesson began. In Primary 
Three and Four, the teachers started with· homework correction. For instance, if the home-. 

work was arithmetics, the teacher would write the correct version on the blackboard and 
then asked the pupils to self correct or peer ~orrect. Sometimes. the teacher only provided 
the correct answers. withqut expla.ining how they have been a,rrived at. Then a new lesson 

was taught followed by more exercises. This usually took up the whole morning. The Thai 
subject daily timetable was not in any s_ense followed. In Primary Five· and Six, the form 

teachers observed the timetables more strictly. Lunch .hreak came at 11.30 and lasted tor 
half an hour. In the afternoon, lower primary pupils finished the. exercises they had .started 

in the morning, made corrections and then proceeded to another subject which may be Thai, 
Life Experience or Work Experience. In the Thai lesson, the pupils read and did more 
exercises until 14.00. In Primary Five and Six, the teacher,s were more strict with the time

table and kept the pupils in the classroom until 15:00. Aft~r this time, the pupils usually 
played around or took care of their schoo! vagetable plots. 

Community 1.2 Klong Yaaw Village 

Klang Yaaw village was next to the 10th mini-village of Nong Bua. It expanded 
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Diagram 3 : Community l.2 Klong Yaa~ Village 
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· over 2,400 rais of land. with 74 house~ forming 2 mini-villages No. 11 and 12._ The population 

was 714. Out of this number, 234 or 32.70/o were between 0-12 .. A concensus in .1981 

sho~ed that the aver~ge annual income per fan:iily was 55, 100 baht while the expenditure 
came to 51, 700 baht. Most of this money was earned and then spent on farming. 

Socio-economicaily, Klong Yaaw Village was not much different ·from its counterpart, 

Nong Bua Village. They were very much alike in terms of general standard of living, 

transport facilities, people's occupations as well as their social values and b,eliefs. Neither 
villages accepted their officially appointed heads. Klong Yaaw Village, however, was more 

fortunate in one respect insofar as it had Kamnan Mee, an ex-village officer, as .the unofficial 

community leader and as his daughter-in-law, Khruu Rachanee, was acting headmistress of 
Roong Pitaya School whieh was under our study, the school did benefit a great deal from 

his unoffidal patronage. . 
. An irrigation canal also ran throug~ Klong Yaaw Village but the villagers did not 

live in clusters but spreaded _along the two banks of the ·canal. Mini Village No. I I was the 

most centrally located and Roong Pitaya School was in this village (see Diagram 3). Mini 
Village No.12 had some Mon people among its inhabitants and one could see a trace of 

their, racial difference in the children's traditional hair style. Otherwise, it was difficult to 

distinguish them from the other ethnic groups as they an. kept the same Thai traditions and 
also spoke the Thai language. 

' . 
Economically, mini-village No.12 was not as well off as most family members in 

this village had' no capital even to rent the land for farming so they had to work as' farm 

laborers for other village fellows (who also rented the land from the owners). Payments 
usu,ally could be made either in cash or in kinds. · 

As a whole; Klong Yaaw Village seemed to have greater group cohesion and unity 

as there had been no serious conflict between the community leader and the people as they 
. recognized and accep(ed their leader. One could not really say that they admired him and 

in fact, some villagers even suspected that Kamnan Mee had taken advantage of them. But 
. on the whole, they admitted that he had done a great deal for the village. 

School 1.2 Roong Pitaya 

This school was established m 1942 on its present site of 6 rais of land in Mini 
Village no. I I. The land was donated by one of the landowners ,in the .village. There was 

' only one school building which was first ·built in 1974 with only 3 classrooms. However, 

the villagers later had donated money as well as free labor to turn the open ground floor 
of the buil~ing into 3 more classrooms. They were not proper classrooms by any ~tandard 
with. insufficient lighting and ventillation. The second floor of the building was used as 
teachers' room as_well·as sick bays and library. It was worth while to note that the library 

was quite well used ; one could see children going in and out of it before the school started 
in the morning and during breaks (see Diagram 4). 

The school received 202,440 baht budget in 1]80. Another 16, 154 baht came from 
. donations, out of which 10,121 baht wa5 the villagers' contributions. Most of this non-
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government budget was ·Spent on school expendables and teaching materials as well as 

other contingencies like ininor repair .work. · Roong Pitaya received the same amount of 

subsidies in terms of teaching materials from the ministry in Bangkok as its counterpart

Nong Bua- as they belonged to the same school cluster. 

The school offered one class each from Primary One to Primary.Six. However, the 

villagers had asked the school to take on -their pre-:-school children. The school complied to 

this request and took on 32 children in this age group, They were put in Prima,ry One 

class for lack of extra teacher to cater for the additional class. 

There were. six teachers including the ·acting headmistress, Khruu Rachanee who 

·took care of one class and working also as .acting headmistress. The teachers names, sex 

and age are listed below: 

Name Sex Age 

Rachanee Female, headmistress 29 

Kaysorn Femal,e 30 
. Wichit ·Male 24 

Kala ya Female 23 
Malee Female 23 
Ramphaa Ferpale 22 

Qualificationwise, one teacher had higher cer~ificate in education while the other five had 
only the lower certificates. In fact, two teachers were studying for a B.Ed. degree. Four' 

teachers lived outsid~ th(;! village which meant daily long journeys as well as travelling expense. 

Roong Pitaya School had had a highly competent headmaster-Decha-until 1980 when he . . 

had served his term, and was transfered to manage another primary school. Unfortunately, 
the man who replaced .him bore a grudge against the district officer and considered his 

transfer to Roong Pitaya School a spiteful punishment. Thus he had got himself requested 
to help (emporarily in a school in another district. This had left Roong Pitaya without a 

headmaster and_ the district officer . had, for temporary measure, appointed Ra.chanee 
(Kamnan Mee' s daughter-in-law)· acting headmistress. So Rachanee was working on two 

jobs, She was 29 with IO year experience in teaching. She was studying for a degre.e also. 
She, was very socialable and with all these 'qualifications plus her contact with the local 

community leader, most people would have liked to see her appointed. However, it could be 

clearly seen that with a class to take car~ of plus her part time study, Rachanee would not 
or could not find any time for her administrative works. 

·Daily School Timetable 

8.30 was the time school began but the pupils started to arrive as early as '7 .30. The 
teachers on duty arrived only IO minutes just before 8.30 to ring the bell. He/she would 
see to. the pupils i1,1 singing the national song, saying their prayers and going to their class-

- , - / . 

rooms. Next the pupils started to clean the classrooms while the teachers,- waited in the 

teachers' room, reading newspapers or talking. About this time, the teachers who lived 
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outside Nong Bua Village would have;: arrived and would be recovering from the long journey. 

Some of them would be eating the breakfast they had bought at the market on their way. to 
school. · The first lesson started at arourid 9.00 a._m. with very little time spent on lesson 

planning. 'Teaching methodology was the traditional lecture type which ·was highly teacher 

centered. The teacher followed the textbooks closely. Then assignments were given and 
while the pupils worked on the assignments, the teachers would correct homework. Sonie · 

teachezs would come outside and chatted to each other. The pupils too began to talk ,and 
play so the volume of noise ·would go ·up. This signaled to the teachers that it was time to 
go back to the class to give more -assignments, or-to begin a new lesso_n. Some pupils had 

not finished the previous assignment so they would continue with it while the teacher taughf 
the new lesson. The morning session came to an end at 11.30 a.m. After one hour lunch

break began the afternoon session. However, the teacher did not appear until about one 

o 'dock. Ofteri a pupil would come to the teachers' room to ask if the teacher would like 
I ' 

them to go on· to the next exercise. The cheeky one would ask: "Miss, when do we start the 

afternoon lesson?" 

In Primary One, Two and Three, the teachers let the pupils out as early as 14.30. 
In Primary Three, in fact, there was no. teaching by 14.00. The pupils were told to work 
quietly on the assignments. This was to give the form teacher eriough time to get ready for 

her departure for her evening class where she was taking her B.Ed. degree. In Primary 

Four~ Five and Six, the pupils should have had another period of activity-typed lesson but ·, 

rarely was this lesson conducted. The pupils were asked to work on homework or take care 

of the school agriculture plots. School was· officially over by 15.30 when. the pupil stood 
attention before they were released. 

Site Two : Northeastern Thail3;nd 

Khaw S~i District was one of the 'bigger province in the northeast of Thailand. 
The province was in fact very expansive. On one part were _mountains and v'!_lleys wh~le the 
other part _consisted of swampy land along the banks of several rivers which meet here. 

Some areas were badly flooded in the r.ainy season as there 'h'.as no ·good drainage system. 

Khaw Sai was in the mountain with sandy soil and s9me open forests. This tambon
consisted of nine villages. Most people were farmers or farm laborers. They lived in clusters 

along the inter-:-district road. The district.had one health center, 14 primary schools. There 
was no water supply nor electricity. In fact,· the lack of water supply was a real problem to 

. ' . 
the villagers as the village had no rivers nor streamlets flowing past it. 

Many villagers had to rely on the ponds which contained very little water, which was 
often very muddy. They drank and washed with this water. In April and May, there was 
just no water at all in the village. People had to walk miles before they could fetch any 
water back home. 

The t~o communities tinder study in Site Two were ·: 

Community 2.1 Huaj Haeng Village in Tambon Khaw Sai. 

School 2.1 Wat Huaj Haeng Sc~ool. 
Community 2.2 Sra Kaew Village in Tambon Sra Kaew. 
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Both communities were in Khaw Sai District which-on a good asphalt road-was 84kms fro91 
~he inter-province highways .. ,.A dirLroad,,sonnected the district office. to Huaj Haeng Villag~ 
i . · 9~1W1" ;i.n~riH. f.l:Wn .1.l v:flrrnmrno:J: c.mG·1gm{~ I 
which was 4kms further out while 8kms further on the same dirt road lay Sra Kaew Villag~. i . . --~ ! 
1 w ~-fl~ I Fo~munit~ 2. ~ Huaj Haeng Village. ;..:.. · . · . _ . . j _ 

j This village _wa~ o~ 314 ra1s of Ian .. The villagers used t~e s~rrou~dmg · ~rers 
about 10 kms. from 21t'ne ''v1Haig€~f(!enter for agncultural purposes while mhab1t the mnyr 
~enter of the village. There w~ altogether 180 households in 

1 

the center and 14 mole 
further i'lWay.:'Jon the so ea11eclsnHilf-=VillJg;;J 2¥flE population was 832 with 420 men arid I 2qorlc l · i 
~l2-WGme1h-S7.,.69%-or-480-ef-t:his-number-were--between-o=-1"4-years. Most people own;d 
two-Storey-wooden~houses-w~th-the-livi-ng-quar-teF-~n ~he-fir-st-flpo\ The ground floor was 

rsed fe?., storage or h~~J?,?P&\uY-} rswh~::fip~,lj floor wj \wd:spnt st~.vreT with open space wiih 
po pai?ihon. The lower p'artl=was usea"'ror moking, eat\ng and re'\e~on. The upper Iev~I 
was for sleeping. There was no electricity nor water slippl~arrdrliamps w~e used for lighting. 
l . ~QEiii1V ir.iM . \ \ I 
ffhe v11lageJ~i--Jiaa dug three ponds but only one was\ u able, the othe \two had become 
~hallow and polluted. 'fhe watefun ~tl!iPbnly one pono ~~ft wasrzai~~s 11\uddy but it w!s 

fhe only source o(_wat:r.,,_~upply. When t~is p. sind bee\&_;~ dry, the vftlag_e\ had to waJk 

ron:i_~ _ _'.-8 kms to f~tcW~<t[ .. frOm another v~llage. ~\ ) ' I 
1 1.oY1 ~·gGllrlf lfltM 01 b!lo)1 11i0 : \ I / 

1-- r:iajor occupation was farmirg but this could-~~be don;.:(n/he ra'.ny 1~s4; 
~o the villagers had to rely on w~rkimg as farm laborers \n;.'°ther;v~I ges which \1.ad no 
I • I •1 . \ "'\ 1. J • I . 
problem m wat~foJS.11~Jill~g~, .. iMHenc~ 1ne saw many of them\ ~1?rJtm to central f~~~\a1d 
where, due to good weather, peo~1e were employed all year ~?:,iYnd/ In fact one1~may say 
~he people in this village had at !ea~t · major jobs. The major'\incdme came from selling bf 
1 -- 1 

. I 
hops and wages. The-salecrops- ave the villagers a lump sul·. b~t it was spent oh payir\.g 
I -- --~ ~ \ 1 back the loan--w1§b-t-heYhad to take at the beginning of the f rming season. T-hos~ho 
l -------- . ...-- \ -. -~ . I · cw:ere better-ofr would have to save the money for the next seaso w.h1eh-"Jeft very httle f9r 
I ...-·___-- . . 

~iify~ spending. For the latter purpose, the villagers ~o--refyon wage. Village recoras 
in 1981 showed an average annual income of 22,630-0aht per family. 70% of this incodie 
bame from crop sale.· Most ~oney _in--fa:ct~s spent _gpA60'd, clothing and on __ Jar-m:iig 

burposes like buying seed§_,----Hi-rin-;labor carr,i.e_,1t'o·c5'3.85% of the totaJ_e~·pendlt~re. T~e 
! --~--- ,., ,µp{\1 ---~ ~ 
hext highest or 25~00% was spent -on:..lfarming purpose. The--lowest expenditure was tn t ~ , C \'JP' ---:-

t;!dUC~_tiOn;·-ffiiS ranked Iowest>'.\Vith only 5.05% o(_the-fotal expenditure. As a whole, tie 
!Je"Q'P1e were not actually starving but they-wereclefinitely struggling. They eould not affo~d 
j _. .. .- l 

to take a day off as this would-depnved the family of the money that was needed for daily 
. --- i 

~pending. TheX-)Jg.d-to--be very economical. However it was worthwhile to note that t~e 
beople s_pennf great deal on alcoholic drinks. They did not think that this was a waste bf 
I d • .----- • • • ~ 

pfoney. Bottled and local brewed whisky was drunk daily. · · I 
l . From t.he nu~rition poi~t of view, th~ villagers seemed to coms~me foo~ which wrs 

P.!J2!!~~_valu~~J~E:"-§_taple"~~.!.:__ __ !E~~-~.J<:L2.f star~_and no!!!!.!l_g els~ JUSt to k~p 
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.themselves from hunger. For minor illness-. they wou!d let nanire talce care ~f themselves 

but for the more serious. ones. they ~ould use faith healing which may or may not have 
been all that effective. Usually. they would keep the more common medfcine such as 
aspirins at home. One would not go to the hospital unless it was felt that' there was no 

hope left for the patient. 

There was no transport within the_ village and people had to walk to go anywl).ere~ 
or to get any communication across~ For travelling between the mini viEiages. people used 
bicycles, local minibus or they would walk if' the distance was not far. The local bus would 

tilke the villagers to the district office once in the- morning and there would b~ another service -
in the afternoon; but ·it would be a mistake to wait· for one during the day as the service . . ' . 

was rather unreliable. The people would go into town a couple of times each month as 
there were shops in the village. Also the villagers could find some vegetables for food such 
as roots and b_amboo shoots in the forest. . For communication with the outside world, the 
whol~ village had three sets of television but every house owned at least one ~et of radio. 

The ~fficial community leaders .. were the village officer (Kamnan) and the headman 
(Phuu Yai Buaan). The headman had a,greater role to play especially in social activities 
and he did not do· much in terms of the village developement scheme. The village official 

- ' 
did not have a great role to play but he was well known for the authority he had which.came 
with the office he held. The district officer .and his staff, who were representative of the 
various government offices, had even les.ser_- r.ole to play. Their job was more to convey 
the government's instruction, decision and policy to the villagers. Occasionally', they would 
seek help through the village, council. There was no unofficial community leader in this 
village. The headmaster and most of the older teachers lived outside the village so did not 
mix too much with them. The younger teachers lived in the viHage but they were too busy 
bringing up young children to take any part in the community activities. The abbot was 
also elderly and sick ~nd there were not enough monks at the temple for it to be effectively 

'· contributive. 

The people kept very much to their traditions, beliefs and cultural values., When 

t~ere was a. drought, the villagers would perform the fertility rite in the middle of the 
village. Religious days were strictly observed as well as many beliefs: For instance, the 
villagers would start their children's education by bring them to schnol on the first Thursday 7 

of the month as this was regarded as the Teacher's Day. Also no one would cut his ~air on _ · 
the day of the week that he was born. 
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School 2.1 Wat Huaj Ha~ng 
~. '3;.~.f\ i"'.'J·?. :~~H~f; ~:i1 

Originally,'-Wat0ruaj Haeng wa?,)~8-fiA'~!TJ ~~h8~1 attached to a tem~!,~;;;s~1i.\ 1947, it 
was transfered under the Ministry of Education. The abbot and the Education District 

L' - ~if Br rD·-1 "'. riJ r; rM 
Officer then started a ,fpundation and through tc~e. jopations collected ~her~, \V.as enough 

~L~ _,Jf)!Jt51 . 1.1.;:,,,·:· .. 

money for a building w.i~h nothing else in it. In l 9W~t\~he school received ;b};l;d,?~fJrom the 

government and was fuHctioning properly by 195~.1m~~ fii;st, it offered only";f~~!,nary One 
to Primary Four, and when the years of compulsory education was increased from 4 ·to 7 

'·<" · 5JJ)P-l'.J"1 •rrl~,rc.,;.~," \ 

and then later on 6 year~ 1 it then asked for more budg'et.for expansion. The"scila·aL~as right 
'.":~ sls1n'J~1 J-;flquc 

in the middle of the village. It consisted of three connected buildings with one -~eacher' s 
t: 'l!Srr!S"l ""'if])JB~'-\ · 

house, and three out-of~cioor toilets. There was no 'library and a part of tl1e.teach'ers' room' 
:· 1 ~- 5iBl'./: n·llo.I"~ 

was partitioned off to make room for sick bays (see Diagram 6). 

· . ·.i~f1 ~ ... ~r..mf5' ·if"·P'~{#}'i~1 .,,~r<';."c~ 
In 1980, The school received a budget of 265, 175 baht exdi.isive oT ·canstrucfibrl 

a~d lan:a ~hve~t'mi::nt~lfuild::i~tt'Jals'6'lreceivddi 1iufotHer·g;~37Jf;'[i11t fr'Omjdtherl'shtirees1gf income 

sti2wtas'rr6hi the'~illage 1 i:oiuic'ii ,.:'donitioil~i;·r;:·efif 'nfoYi1e1:teft.1.sthis mbneysheip·e'a me •school 

t6' 1c6'iJ~i-with 'urtex\Je'2te<l e~iiehaiftif~ ffl(if1ffimsr rei:laifsi ~iict\Jgavci:':it'-t'reeaorri tor s15end·-:-rrf-on 
Schobf iciivitlei:i:· :;_ ';; · ";: ri '.J '.'i ,, :-· '~ .. , ;;• ~ :":tJ :;')r( '.)<{ i fl [ ti 0b ()) '.JV J;; i r,: iJ '..•' ':J'; ,~ :· '"·:i·: f:·;: J~'. f 

b'J!?f~l 
1)r::-· . ·1·.r (),~.Q H~ h·J;·,_r;~.-· r1.-.:-·.:·JI r:.:·;i't bn.s r;rqo1 ~rfJ gn(nnsI:J J?.1i1 '(d nB~f3d <.ffqur; :::ri1 

::H :T , fl ,T;her~. ~aS;;I)ot:\!n,O!Jgh S,l,lpplY:·:9fJ)W ,0t<3a~t\i;O&iltJ§lJ~!R? ffi~~ff aJ~r~en~ rfi~gfit;;~;;u;1g~q~"° 
1ln,;f act!! th_ei;~-~-~~ ~-:il~ckr (of,,-~q,,qrdirmtjpp ri:!l rH1_~9rg~ni~t_i[)p ·rn Trh~'.J~.t49J;P.t§£ · 1~1f:~JJ?2H\cJ 
W,~f;\!;·_si;:11t?."'ithourn:1ccompan;y,i9g t_e~q!;i§!li ~ ,S m~n~a!~r ;u;i!t r\~s'XE!~ll'9n:i~.~i.W,y R~f 9§y~t.l).e(~~l,Jid,y!,1,~~,S 
w,c:>.i: kb.o.oig ~r;ri,yed,s 1N Qj r:e~or<;ls: JW.~re. 15~P.trQb-t llc;J; _stµ¢~m~s'Jlo9.Js),l,9~9 s>,0/ ~~E_q'1 ~,eref1R§t c~~~r 
te!iI;l! jarrd t110~.~~t·h~k1WS:f!:!i,retulif!e9 rW:e,r;~-1:llJ5.l!alJy1 q_amagy~! ~~p~IM€t~,g)1i;n_g;2.i;:r!,~t~~j~\~~\l,cl)1 [aS 
.th~1-.sc;i{1nq:r;ki~n gl~b.e~,,rmap~1 f ,s_q~l.es,.:._et5,"~c:;re. n,q!bU§~1c;l;dar1!J;leis1~?S[OJ>.9h 5;J;~(fr~f?la,~i r;i~t 
_yn0ugh·isp~1ts:~equipm~r;it1Jpnr:i;i~<Wfth~,gf,<;!ltJ,qkgi,~n9n~P.d~1thtt1E\liu~is~hL1!.~t~mfP!-§I 9Hl1~J:S~ 'U' 
t)1e').UNI~E,F, i·'.vyfoyJ!<YP.t ·mmsed, "in,1 th~_rJS\C~y.s~: g,s;2t~~J~RhR9,l(1£9.1;Ilgr;Q,OE'.JPJ143fH1Y f?;Q;~ijp '.!h~ 

yUJ~gy iW-hQr:KJ.1~»'11 h9\Y::: t0,pl~)I, t h:)r:n;·J:3Th~ r~c_h9Rl '.C\f:S?µJd h~H\~rli-!<~~ LtP.:~~C.:.~iY~! tJ1yrif~~i,~J,o,_~?tl 
.if:l§trcurn.eJ1,tS -~S1:ih }YOµ)~h P~J ea~y ( tQ::g,~~1 co/.) t~~~,h(fl) aw,9.f;l!?j3~~e,~'1J~g.\:'.!:,S ~n5~,.i t;; ~~Y.!~ IW.:Wr! b,€'.rJl 

more pra~Ji,c;aHmtb~,rur,alr.a,r;~~-§tx;I:'h~ t!':~C\1J::rs ~;;ir,~1Y.JP!i94\!<t~d ~mY.A.e~shi;r;ig aj~fi·oJ grri·:s~t7_>! 

i :o·.u 
01 ·~. rr il t 9scr;-\\iidiU~J''H:a~R£ 1lift bYgd · P~\~l[fyc. drie 'fBr.PriM~iy· sii~w1t~2~2h18oi1fJ8t3ul~H6h 

·iwii§ 8276~zti~h cf-i~~rn~i~'1 r o ·~~J!es~~tb1 'br ~tr~~:_ g-Flf1~::h~g iY'eJ}~?618 P~~&i~(' WasGt~~,~~afiill~~~f!r. 
'fi~ 1:Was11 b61

fn[ 1i
1
n""'t'!fis t{iiii~'g~n~gd:d1£<l'r1~e~l11in·~rn~riWite3rH}~'.3\rfdrS::1 rqH~ 5tb~e-i~~db{t;~'l5i

i~~Vtf¥i~~1~1~(fr1rbd1ug~ii6~. , ~·H~,:;~~s:J~is61 ~~~'fci~r~1 t~rcmg ?iHa~~:o c;-i}HR2¥1 ~hTtW 1tiP\~\\lli~sifb 
tt~i&{1ci r b~2 Bi~ [JUrri~,W 1j 6 i.;~, r ffe-i\y~§'5ort~U 1 ~~eri:,~r 1,lii~'.;v<liiffigt 03rri~2-f JJ~ti6'ii~0JA~-s 1rhli~t 11~¥t 
(thi:~~J{8or1Jciriiini1W~ficin')iigiugrid~d tJ?'"' Nfb1~ib6r lii~0 '6t~i?ru'gicie~Hibtf"l,di81fted fcF tHPs 
~~\u~ge'.?3r1th1?~i1·\{~£;b{3 :.:rfg~ri9b.tafbfJ~J16tvgt 3c~Rfh8iittf 1Hf"~&~8£~ori~~ft~~xst~~lf r\~&gr 
:~~i'b~d~r~)~<llibfil'io~u·:r~b f J~~hin~'~kp/J-iJggJ riW~Ja n6~1J~\fi~0fl18vi~~'tW~9 1?e~1rs~' tR~¥r 
1~~ik/{J'[~er~3~~'(~~~rr2;46Sr~ 4,8r~c5[h?.'11 aat'Ji' 1m~ Hill~11~aEiiWfj 6Hl~ '.f<fJr 'l'i%d i!V 'ttle 

-11 Th · d .:1or1' .. c!1f-~\Y 
1

1>.liauq '.ldJ 5'.l? 01 >l;::s biuow :'.:lrl'.J.s:ir 5r!1 w1rl1 vr age. err names, sexes an ages are 1sreu ue ow. _ 
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Names Sex Age. 

Praneet Male, headmaster 30 

Nantha Female 33 
Soinkid Female 32 

Surachai Male 58 
Bupha Female 32 

Chomchai Female 34 

Sup ha Female 26 

Prakhong Female 25 

Kowit Male 26· 

Daily School Timetable 

During May-August 1980, there was not enough teachers for each class. The 

teacher on duty rang the bell at 8.30 then the children sang the national song. If the head

master was in, he would give 10-15 minute homeroom through the loudspeaker. Otherwise, 

the teacher on duty would have to do it in the headmaster's absence. Inside the classroom, 

the pupils began by first cleaning the room and first lesson started at 9.30, a.m. and lasted' 

until 11.30 a.m. The pupils played in the classroom until lunchtime at 12.00 a.m. The 

afternoon· session began at 13.30 and ·ended at 14.30. The pupils then palyed until 15.30 

when they were sent home. Altogether, the pupils studied ,3 hours daily. Between September 

,1980 and February 1981, more teachers were recruited, so the school started at 9.30 a.m .. 

The morning session fasted until 12.00 and the afternoon classes were between 13.00-15.00. 

So in fact there were 5 hour schooling daily. However, whether there were enough teachers 

or not, the learning-teaching pattern remained the same. The upper primary classes followed 

the school timetables and mathematics, science, geography, history, social-ethical lessons, 

hygiene, Thai language and English. There were no teaching of physical education, boyscouts, 

but their periods were used for teaching of the compulsory subjects already mentioned. 

Refering to the "homework" was used often as an introduction to the first lesson. The 

usual catch phrase was ' .... yesterday we studied ... and today, we'll study .. .'. In the lower 

primary classes, the lesson began with reading Thai, followed by arithmetics. The teacher 

would ask the pupils to read the problems. He then demonstrated how to do it on the 

bladkboard; then he would ask the pupils to complete the exercise. If the teacher remained 
in the classroom, the noise volume was under control but should he leave the class, it 'would 

go up. Some teachers brought some sideline work to do while waiting for the pupils to 
finish the exercise. , Some would go ho~e to feed the young babies. However, most pupils 

were well disciplined although a few would fool around. The· teacher returned at about 

11.00 a.in., gave the correct version and asked the pupils to self or peer correct. Now and 

then the teacher would ask to see the pupils 'workbook. 
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l
'Community2.2 Sra Kaew Villag~ -·-·-----------------, 

. Sra Kae~ Village. +as rather m~untatinous with .surrounding open for~s:s .. Fe1 
big trees could bej seen as 1tj had sandy soil structure. There were altogether 8 mm1-village~ 

in tbjs1;xi~li;1;g(;!. ~e people! li~ed in clusters and work:d. as. farm laborers. .s~a Kaew ha9 
one heartil center and two pnmary schools. Some \}11Il1-v11lages had electnc1ty supply as 

. . . ' ! 
ear y as '981.tl

1 
wever, tfuere was nci water supply so water~'shortage was alw.ays one of 

the villagers' maj~r proble~s. ·. g~ . j 

Sra Kaewlwas situa}ed on 350 rais of land with 110\Jus'eholds clustering near on~ 
anot.J1();f!iV ~h~ tot41 populat,on was 615 •. 43._350/o of whom were between 0 - 14. :he rec~nf 
concensusvrevealed that the· average family size was seven, four out of whom were m workmg 

age~ with two in s~hooling ~ge. The village was ar'.d with most of its Ian~ unsuitable fat 

~agncultural purpores. Hoiever.' ther~~~~e s~me. nee fa~ms ~round t~_:,_~~~:~:~~-~d . a~out 
5'-kQl~ away ther9 were sorpe hill far;mm~,;gomg s>11.-bfectnc1fy suppJy came m 1981 bu~ 

,_ there -\Vas~ wa;-er supply /and th(on;)!/water ,.r~s?-_urce-was-the-Kuut---Sawaaj--P-001--in-t.hb · 
n~ntheitn!fl.Side):>f the village-(se~Qj<}g~m 7)/ In' the dry season, -the water in the pon1 · 

. I bec~~~mucldy and3;51.i:Jt'y1~b'm~t~~ ylllagerS/~'d<no choice but to use _it for drinking an1 
~?Shing. Some of th5J11ffii _v1l}ag5~-d~g thep· own pond and pumped m some water frory · 
'iKuut Sawaaj PootdDring the r~iny/seas0n forllreserved supply. A coricensus in 1981 revealed 

,.- / 1 ' · · I 

P
·. verage)ncome per famil~ of ):'.8,07p ba\ with an annualy expenditure of 21,140 bah~ .. 

.... ~g Village also showed a/ simil~r rec©rds of average income-expenditure. 1
1 

· . it/ I I · . 
, !he two villages ~re !milar i1 t~rrtjs of occupations, ·general-well being, trapsporf 

I facilities and the tradit) · nal . eliefs the;r ~J?e1~le shared. Leaderwise, the v'.llage-head w~f 
11 not respected due to h'1Vself1shness an~ mer:t1

1
:1a. ·The headman was more, hlr.e.1d,rlu

1
e, to hrs · · ! .. ,>-. f :.= L! 2qocf~ J. .Dn ;;~liTJJv UL -.·: ~ 

i out~pokeness, decis~~11e~~ s and. i.nitiatirs1}_ rn fact ;~:__,wa,~M~QQ.nsi~Je for many villagr 
project works sucp/ %'S' /he rep~~[S of t.(~g1llp.ge s~b9~_1 _ _roads[1S1d bndges. However, thf 
real leader. was lyfa~at Yai. (Mah\ is a\') iilfqrmal title givenn tp_someone who had been a 

. I r'i" / ~[armT . .! c;~ 1 • zqodG _1,...-J . ! 
'monk for many' yeays). He was a d1sqaJ?! r¢l::WY .. ~_J.Q__the heaama_n. T~~- vill~gers sho~a 
milch respect ahd __ tlust in Maha Yai. file'ilmcceeded in organizin_g the villagers to donate in 
cash and in kinds as well as free labor lto:bJj}cl-t·h~- prin~i~b~ilding in Sr~-K~~w Te~p,e 

. I 9f which the- villagers were very proud' ott hc~ey0Jfoped it would be the biggest temple ip 
1

1

· the area. The building wa~bift~~.::>.c6¥fi1p1~1t~d,~etl 1 ctue to laqk pf funds. The total cost had beeh 
r l .I 1i-,11J,,~'.) r!J.io5H ' 

estimated as _3}900,000 ba'frt\0.@'1o faL0Ihly 7000',00u had been collected. I 
loort~2 wQs)[ 0 12 !;"· "~J;tij I : 

I School-2.2-St.;..._~~--~ i · · I 
I The school was established in 1~45 wren it used a part of the temple for classroom~. 

By 1965 it was oftefi1rfgrPiffrhil(y One tojPi:im;ary Four. In 1955, a budget was allocated fJr 
a two .storey- building with eight classrobms. l Then in 1977; the loc~l council allotted moJe 

! f ~ 

money for the alteration of the open ground floor to add more rooms to the building. 
I So in 1978, it could offer Primary One t~ Primary Six. As shown in the map, the schofl 

l~!~:.::~~~~ot~.~~=~;~~:~f ;.~:_:~.~~~:.~:~~:_:~:i~~~-~:~~~~~,~.:;_gm s:~:~~~~:~il~;~:~e:J: 
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teachers' quarter and two separate ·out-of-door toilets. The school had no library and 
Primary Six classroom was partitioned off to make room for the ~ick bay's and the teachers' 
room (see Diagram 8). 
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In 1980, budget received was 290,464 baht. This was exclusive of any construction 

and land investment fund. ·The school also received other subsidies through donation~, 
school rents and some other contributions. This came up to 4,830 baht. The money was 
spend on stationary supply 1;lnd some minor repairs as it was not subjected to the government 

strict financial ,regulations. Textbooks, supplements and audio-visual aids were sent with 

a lot of delay from the Bangkok office. 

In 1980, the school offered Primary One to Primary Six. There were two classes 

each for Primary One to Primary Four but only one class each for Primary Five and Six. 
The pupil population was 271. The villagers also had asked the school to take care of 10 

pre-school children and they were put in Primary One class. 

In 1980, Sra Kaew School had two headmasters. Khruu Prasop had· been its 

headmaster for 5 years before his retirement at the beginning of the second semester. He 
belonged to the village. After his retirement, his assistant, the 27 year old Somchai succeeded 

him. Khruu Somchai was also studying for a B.Ed degree. He came from a different 

village. Since he had taken office, Khruu Somchai would stay in the village during weekdays 
and returned home to his own village at weekends. Somchai was in fact very well off 

owning over 200 rais and having his own tractor. There were eight other teachers all. 

· under 30. Most of the teachers had received the higher certificate of education and the 
maximal teaching experience was 3 years. Their salaries ranged from 2,465 baht to 4,815 

, · baht. Five teachers lived in the village and five had .residence outside. Five out of the ten 
teachers were studying for higher qualification in the evening. Their names, sexes and ages 

are listed below. 

Names Sex Age 

Prasop Male, headmaster 60 
Somchai Male 27 

Boons om Male 27 
Swang Female 28 
Theramet Male 22 

Som Male 24 
Somyot Male 25 

, Pisit Male 22 
Norn Male 24 

Daily School Timetable 

Students arrived the school at 7 .15 and by 7 .30 most of them were in school. They 
ran around playing; some did the cleaning of the classrooms; others watered the plants or 
did some weeding;. The teacher on duty was the first to arrive as he had to supervise the 
cleaning. Then he rang the bell at 8.45; he then did the homeroom through the loudspeaker. 
The children then went into their classes. The on-duty-teacher then went around each class 
taking school rolls. When Prasop was head, the other teachers would arrive early but when 
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Somchai took over, they only arrived just before the first lesson began. at 9.00. The more 

noyice teachers would spend 10-15 minutes planning the lessons by studying the teacher's 

manual but those who had more than 5 years of teaching experience felt that they needed " . 
no lesson planning as they were wen versed ·in the contents. In lower primary'"classes, the 

timetable was very flexible and was regulated by the pupil's pace. After the lesson presen

tation, the teacher would ask the pupil to do some assignment. Next he would correct it 

and after the correction, ·they would move to a new subject. For the upper primary classe~, 

there were morning and afternoon sessions. Usually upper primary children studied two 

subjects, one in the morning and the other in the afternoon. However, i_t was not infrequent 

to see a teacherless cl~ssroom especially when the headmaster was away or when there was 

. a shortage of teachers. The· pupils then monitored the class themselves 'and peer taught. 

In the meanwhile, other teachers would stay in the teachers' room, reading newspapers, 

co_!:recting assignments or even sleeping: The teacher on duty then rang. the bell at 12.00. · 

The afternoon session started at 13.00. The school was over by 15.00 although the official 

time was 15.30. 

Conclusion 

This chapter contains the general description of the four, communities on which 

our case study schools were sited. The first two communities namely the Nang Bua and the · 

Klang Yaaw villages were in the centr_al part of Thailand. They were both agricultural and 

were not far from the more industrialized communities. The other two communities 
namely Baan Huaj Haeng and Baan Sra Kaew Villages were in the northeast. They too were 

agricultural but the arid weather as well as the drought had created a lot of problems for 

the villagers. The general descriptions of the four schools under study have also been given 
and the next chapter wiH look at the various aspects of the relative quality. 
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CH.t\.PTER IV· 
. Monitoring Process Affecting the Quality 

in Primary School Leavers 

' ..... that they can read and write and can do sums is all 
that J wantfrom my pupils. ' 

.. ' 

In this chapter, one would like to refer back to the conceptual framework used in 
defining the quality in primary educa.tion~ In Chapter One, we have defined it as starting 
with the curriculum, followed by the teachirig-learning process and ending with the quality • 

of the produ~ts which are primary school leavers. However, in the methodology used in 
this study, "the researchers did not walk into the village ·with this conceptual framework as 
this might have a pre-deterministic effect on the findings. By actually living in the villages, 

we were in close contact with the people in their natural habitat, taking down· recordings 
of things that went on before presenting them in a more organized way in our report. It 

was interesting to find that when asked to define 'quality of education' those concerned such 
as the villagers, teachers, pupils etc. were thinking in terms of learning achievement and 
when one asked what factors would ·produce the high quality in education, the answer 

received was _the teaching_:--learning process and the people who implemented if. So we 

could see that when one compa'res their interpretation of what makes quality in education 
with our conceptual framework, the correspondence was only partial. This partiality 

reveals that there was a gap between the educationist 's concept of education and that held 
by people at the giving-receiving end. In Chapter Three, we have chosen to present and 

explain first the concept held by those involved in education in the school-:community 
setting as they were our on site findings. In this chapter, we will first present the learning

teaching pro'cess which are the second dimension of quality according to our conceptual 
framework. Then we shall try tq' explain the third dimension of quality in education namely 

the evaluation process which can be used a.s an indicator for the quality of our school · 
leavers: And since we believe that the second dimension bears a causal relationship to the 

third, one will look at this relationship in greater details. 

On the first look, this research on the quality of primary education is no different 

from other quantitative study of the same topic with an emphasis of the pupils' achievement. 
In a sense, t.his is true in so far as the model used in this study has similar structure to other 
researches. Here· one is also defining the relationship between a number of 'independent 

·variables and the students' achievement which is the dependent variable. However, the 
basic difference will lie in the explanatory analysis of.the achievement. By living in the 



community, not o~ly had w~ seen" the mechanism of the implementation process, but we 
also saw how one factors effected or worked against another. Thus, in this study, one is 
not so much interested in defini_ng the degrees of effectiveness of each variable, but rather 
in revealing the mechanism that had been going on that had produced that effectiveness, 
or in some· cases the lack of it. 

In actual fact, the teaching-learning in the four rural primary schools unde-r study, 
gave a great emphasis to the skill block. So in this sense, one may take the pupils' achievement 
scores in the skill subjects_ as representative of their quality. All factors under study were 

. ' . 
conducive to this achievement. However, in this research, we have paid attention to ot.her 
aspects of quality such as the -achievement in character formation as well as the pupils' 
ability to apply the knowledge they have gained through education to their ways of life and 
occupations. However, due to the limitation in time, these other two aspects have been 
insufficiently covered and one had to be content with using the finding and conclusion drawn 
from our study of the teaching of moral and ethics which will be presented in Chapter 5. 

In the implementation process, there are six major factors which seemed to have 
effects on the student's achievement namely, 

1. educational management 
2. headmasters 
3. teachers 
4. teaching-learning and evalu~tion system 
5. pupils and their parents 
6. school communities 

We shall be presenting these six factors by first analysing the data one has obtained 
from the four schools under study and presenting them in Tables 1-6. - As shall be seen 

_ later ~n, this method of presentation will put the four schools in a comparative study and 
one could see that cer~ain factors stand out rather clearly while others show insignificant 
differences. This, in a sense, has helped us to explain the difference in the students' -
achievements between each pair of schools. Cross comparison also helped to explain the 
difference geographically. Some factors will be presented, although they don't reveal much 
difference but they seemed to have effects on other faCtors which are themseives effective. 
This analysis aims at presenting the mechanism how· one factor effects directly or indirectly 
another factor and thereby causes effectiveness or ineffectiveness jn the implementation of 
primary education. 

Educational Management Factors 
- - -

Under educational manage~ent, one will look at the 4 aspects of educational 
management namely 1) supervision and follow-up of the implementation, 2) non-government -
budget and expenditure 3). teaching-'-leaming materials and finally 4) the administrative 

. system at the district as well as at_ the school cluster levels. The comparative study of the 
four schools gives us Table 1. below. 
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Table 1 Factors effecting the educational management in the four schools under studyr in 1980 

Factors 
Roo~g Wat Sra Huaj 
Pitaya Nong Bua Kaew Haeng · 

,, 

1. no. of supervisory visits 2 3 
\' 

2. rion government budget (baht) 13, 154 13;297 4,630. 3,338 
3. non government budget per 86.5 93,0 15.0 - 12.1 

pupil capita 
4. arrival of the teaching- July July October July 

learning materials* 

• • the first term starts in May. 

1. Efficiency in supervi~hm and monitoring 

Findings obtained fr9m the study of the four schools revealed that supervision was 
not in accordance with the aims and objectives set by the new curriculum nor· were the 
visits regular to be effective. Huaj- Haeng School's tw~nty years back records showed 
that there was ·no visit made. Sra Kaew School received one in 1980. This could mean · 
either that the schools had neglected to enter any visits. made in the records or then~ had 
been none other than those recorded .. However, it seemed that the schools in the central 
provinces of the country with better communication and transport facilities received more . 
frequent visits i.e. 'thrice or twice a year. We had also studied the effectiveness of these 
visits. We reco,rded that the visit was made followed by the checking that the school records 
were in order. No professional advisory meeting was arranged. At Nang Bua School, a 
supervisor made negative comments on the teachers' methodology during one visit, but 
made no suggestion as to how to do it better. The school had mentioned that they had 
made several requests for training in teaching methods as well as the guidelines for evaluation . 
procedures and instruments such as classroom observation sheets and directives for evaluation 

. . . I 
by the objectives but had received no answers from the supervisory unit. The latter in turn 
pointed out that t~ey had not been able to make their supervision more effective for lack 
of funds. Another point that seemed to deserve urgent reconsideration was t.he potentiality 
of the district supervisory units to function as a body which could give professional assistance 

' . . . 
to the teachers especially in terms of the implementation of the relatively progressive curriculum. 
Another interesting finding was the fact that the schools were usually given advance notice 
of a visit in order to give it time to ~get the records in order for the investigation. How 
effective were the school internal professional supervision, which had great bearing on this 
problem, will.be discussed when one analyses the headmaster's role in educational management!.' 
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2. Sources of non government income and expenditure 

In the past, the government budget was paid to the school in kinds and not in cash. 
However, recently, some cash ·had been given to the school to buy some teaching expendible 
materials. H'o.wever, the school did need some money t~ spend and the normal practice 
was to find otli.er sources of income to be used for daily expenses and for any activities 

. which the headmaster had given his approval. The sources of this non government income 
·were donations from the public (from the temple or the school committee, teachers them
selves and from the local community). The school also collected some money. from rents, 
and from some profit made through the sale of school lunch. There was some money raised 
on school fairs, and the school also received donation from the people who used the school 
premise for social functions. This income varied in amounts depending on the socio
economic background and condition of the local community. For instance, Huaj Haeng 
and Sra Kaew Schools on the barren land in the northeast could raise only 3,000 baht to ' 
5,000 a year while Nang Bua and Roong Pitaya schools managed ro raise over 13,000 baht. 

·It was interesting to study how this money was spent. Out records showed that the schools 
often used this money for 6 categories of expenses namely 1) teaching materials ~) office 

·expense 3) sport equipment, 4) games and musical instruments, 5) maintenance and minor 

repairs and 6) miscellaneous expenses. These were expenses which could not be planned not 
estimated in advance. They were also urgently needed. Listed under office expenses were 

· stJ;!ncils, staplers, blackboard erasers, thinner, paper and poster colors, seeds etc. Sport 
equipments, games and musical instn1ments were never sufficiently provided by the government 
budget; Those the schools had were heavily used and became outworn. They should have 
been regulary rep]aced. The school, however, just could not afford to keep replacing them. 
with their small non-government budget. It was deplorable to see the children make shift 
with whatever they could find to entertain themselves with. The common sports played by 
children were skipping over a long string of elastic bands and throwing their r·ubber shoes 
instead of the rubber rings that the school could not provide. Building maintenance, a 
crucial item which often demanded big budget, tended to be turned down by the government 
budget· screening board. Thus one often sees in most rural schools, an old deserted building 
which are unsafe for l.ack of repairs ·and a new building being under construction. This is 
because it is often easier for the headmaster to request a budget' for a new building. Thus 
when any small repairs were needed, the headmaster often used this non government income 

\ . 

to buy the materials and obtained free labor of the janitor, other teachers or did it himself. 
Often, th.is money was spent on building more toilets, water _tanks, pavements, and land 
levelling. Under miscellaneous expenses were small items which often added up such as 
travelling expenses, entertainment fund, refreshments for school v.isitoi"s, newspaper sub-· 
scription etc. How they added up was shown in Table I. The highest non government 
budget at N~ng Bua school was 93 baht per pupil capita, next highest was 86 baht at Roong 
Pitaya School. 
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3. Teaching Materials 

The.teachers at Sra Kaew School classified the teaching materials into .three categories 

namely a) those officially provided by the school (through the government budget) b) those 

which the teachers provided or had prepared themselves arid . ~) those which the school 

required that the students should provide themseh;-es. Here under the educatibnal management, 

one ~ould confine oneself to the discussionm of the official provision of te~ching materials 

only. 

3.1 Delay in the delivery of the teaching materia.I . ' 

When this· research was carried out-in the third year of the implementation · 

of the new .curriculum, the schools still did not receive the materials in time for~ its need in , 
' ' ' 

May. The teachers had not received the essent.ial teaching aids such as teacher's manuals, 

lesson plans, coursebooks and recommended supplementary readings. Thses things were 
. I 

needed before the beginning of the ·term to allow the teachers to prepare themselves. But 

always, the department in charge had failed to deliver them in good time.' rhis ~as one of 
the. reasons why the teachers were forced io use the previous curriculum. However, it 

should be' noted here that after 1980. there was no more delay in the delivery although ' 

complaints about the delay of coursebooks given on loan to needy pupils have been received. 

So one could say that some efforts are being made from the official sector. At Huaj Haeng 

School where the first batch of materials arrived on July 7th, while the second batch came 

on November 12th; the needy students had to buy their ·own books while many who could 

not afford went through the· lessons without them and obviously understood little of what 

was being taught. What was delayed were not only the teaching materials but also the 

supply of pencils, exercise books, and school uniforms for needy pupils. Nong Bua School 

received the annual supply of school uniforms for needy stud.ents two months after the 
. . ' 

beginning of the first term and did not receive the supply for stationary and notebooks m:itil 

the middle of the second term'. In a situation like this, the burden was forced back on the 

parents who could ill afford "it. Already, to them, education for their children are expensiv;. 

Not only that they had been deprived of extra income that the children could have earned or 

.. the free labour the parents would have at home, now they had to pay for it too. Obviously; 

many children went through the whole term with no stationary nor books. At Huaj Haeng 

School,_ the headmaster forgot fo bring teaching materials and statfonar'y supply from his 

house which was quite a distance from the· school. In fact; those. materials never gO.t 

delivered to the school. 

3.2 Incongruities among the teaching materials 

a) the incongruity between the prescribed and the on-the-market teaching media 
and materials. In support of the new· curriculum, the Departmen~ of Curricuhim and 
Educational Technique· had prepared lesson plans, tead1ers' manua,I, .course books and 

supplementary readings which corresponded closely in subject, contents, teaching methodology 
and evalu_ation procedure to that recommended by the curriculum. On the other hand, the 

Ministry of Education also encouraged private publisners to submit for approval coursebociks 
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. for any subjects in the new syllabus .. Once the approval was given, the schools if they 

, wished to, could use the~e books as an alternative to the official' ~ne: This in.itself was a 

good policy as it encouraged competition and allo:wed teachers to have a wider selection to 

, choose' from. However, in practice, it was not the teachers who made the decision as they 

were told to use .. the course book that the' province education board ·had selected: In ·a ·sense, 

it should not matter much as to who would make the decision provided that the people who 

did it were well versed in the curriculum and syllabi. But this was not the case. Thus when 

. the policy of freedom of choice was introduced at the early stage, the result was confusion 

if,not chaos in one of the following ways: 

1) Private publishers more often than not failed to provide detailed lesson· 

plans and teacher's manual's which should have accompanied the coursebooks as .these two 

··items were usually commercially unprofitable to produce. In provinces where the Education 

Committees had chosen private publisher's course books, the teachers were at a loss as to 

how to make use of the ·books as the manuals and lesson plans supplied by the Ministry of 

Education were of no use to them as the two coursebooks were completely urirelatable. 

The more serious problem was the lack of recommended instruments for evaluation which 

·was compuls9ry at th_e end of each lesson in ·the ~e;v curriculum. Thus the teachers in· this 
provinces chose the easiest way out-they went J;>ack to using the previous curriculum 

which they knew so well that they could adapt, integrate or modify to their real nee~s. 

Another point often ignored by the province education authority was the fact that the 

private publisher's coursebooks were usually more expensive than those provided by the· , 

ministry. 

I . 

2) Often, there was a delay on thejprovince'educational authority's part to 
' ' - - - . 

inform the ·schools about the choices they had made. · Most schools would decide on the 

:coursebooks.(for next year by the end of the third term as it wa~ not possible to contact the 
1 
· _st~dents du~ing the long vacation and it would be too late to leave the decision until the 

beginning of the new term as the books may have been out of print.· In many cases, the 

provinc_e authority did not inform the schools until the beginning of the new term; In the 

meantimes, the headmaster was forced to decide on the books for reason already stated. - ' 

This was the case with the four schools. unde.r study. All the headmaster.s, not able to wait 

any longer, decided to use the ministrial coursebooks on the grounds that they corresponded 
cl.osely with the syllabi only to be informed three months later that the province authority 

had decided on another coursebook prepared by_ one of the private publishers. Thus the 

headmasters were landed with a situation where they could not retrieve-'their order as the 

ministerial books had been distributed among the pupils. The problem was increased by the 

fact that the private publishers did not provide any free books for needy students so the 
teach~rs found that they were landed with different sets of coursebooks; teacher manuals, 

etc. all in one classroom. This is a classic example of a good policy being mishandled and 

thus created a ludic~ous situation. It should be noted that the price of private publJshers 

coursebooks sometimes cost 50-IOOOJo more than that provided by the mini~try . 
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· b) Teaching material supplied to the schools were often irrelevant to their 

needs. In 1978, parts of the teaching mate!-ials were supplied by the l!NICEF but some of 

these materials were not very useful to the schools. For instance, they were sent tamburines, 
dru'ms and animal rubber seals. Th~ schools could make use of the drums but no one in the 

schools knew how to play the tamburines nor .what to do with the rubber seals. The. two 

items were last seen safely kept in a locker'. At Huaj Haeng School, the headmaster would 

like the pupils to learn to play the xylophones but had neither the instruments nor the teacher. 
So he. ingeniously devised a plan whereby he got the ja11itor from the district secondary 

school to bring his personal xylophone and taught at Huaj. Haeng School while the head~ 
master in return offered to go and give lessons in photography and fireworks making at the 

school the janitor belonged to. 

3.3 Inadequate supply of learning materials and school uniforms. One may well 

question why there were riever enough learning materials for needy children when the 
condition was that they were on loa-n to the pupils only during the school year. We have 

got the .answer while staying at the schools. Roong Pitaya gav·e away the books to the 

first batch of children and thus found itself with no books left at the arrival of the next 

bunch of students in the followif!g year. It was possible how the teachers could have this 

misconcept about the loan because of the inconsistency one found in the coursebooks' 

forinat. The coursebook 's for the Thai subject, for instance, require<;l that the students -
wrote on the pages and blank spaces provided by the· course books thus mak;ing them · 
useless for the subsequent loaners. At Hauj Haeng School, the teachers failed t.o read the 

instruction on how to use the coursebooks in arithmatic and allowed the students to use 
them to do the exercises in- instead of using the workbooks which had also been provided. 

At the end of the term, coursebooks were returned but they were in such deplorable conditions
as no training on how to conserve the public property had been given to the pupils. Many 

pages were torn or scribbled on. We also found that not all t_he pupils classified as ~needy' 
by the teachers received the materials. As for the provided school uniforms, if was found 

that they often did nqt fit the children. True, this is a point of no great significance but 

it revealed some wastage that could have be_en avoided. Also one must emphasize th_at the 
misfit uniform did have an adverse effect on some needy pupils who felt that the misfit 

uniform put a label on their economic status in the school. Many such cases had been found 
at Nang Bua School. 

. i 
3.4 Inequal distribution of educational material supply. Although it was the govern-

. ment policy that the subsidy in the form of educational material should have been distributed 
according to the need in each area and province, in practice, favoritism prevailed and some 
schools whose headm~sters had .good contact with the province educational, committee 
were able to get more than their fair share: This was the case found. at Sra Kaew School 
as well as at Huaj Haeng .School. The headmasters there_ used the contact they had to secure 
a surplus of teaching material and construction budget (which was very difficult to come by) 

. I -

for the schools. 
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4. District and inter-school cluster adminstration 

4.1 AbuSes in the exercise of authority by district educational officers were widespread 

and- causing a great deal of adverse effect among the schools in the district. One of the 

most common practice was a request for teachers to help the district on jobs which had no 
. ' . 

aConnection with the person Is professional ability. This was often done without any con-

sideration given to the inconvenience it was causing the school. . This was the case with 

Somsak at Roong Pitaya School. The account given by him must be read wit_h some. scruitiny. 

However, it· reflected the inconvenience caused by the misuse ~f authority. Soms"ak was 

transfered to Roong Pitaya School to replace·the retiring Decha. Soinsak believed that he 

was being punished by this transfer as a result of th.e <;lispute he had with the district educational 

officers .. Roong Pitaya was a small school in remote area with little transport facility. 

Khruu Somsak did not like the punishment nor the inconvenience of working in the school 

so he managed to seek permission for a temporary transfer to another school. Thus he wa~ 

still listed as head of Roong Pitaya School without having to work there. The School could 

not do without a headmaster so it nominated Khruu Rachanee acting headmaster. So Khruu . . . ' 

Rachanee was the headmistress as well as the form teacher for Primary One. Administrative 
duty required Khruu Rachanee to be away attending numerous district educational meetings 

so she changed her class with Khruu Ramphaa in "Primary Five. The latter, with no training 

for post kindergarten class, had to teach in Primary One. And all these. problems had been 

. caused by a dispute between K~ruu Somsak. and the district officer. 

4.2 Failure to use teacher.' s promotion as monitoring instrument. Often, the 

teacher's annual promotion was based not· on the teacher's ability in teaching which was 

what he had been paid to do, but more on his social adaptability and his human relationship. 

Thus a headmaster would prefer to do the work -away· from his school- at the district 

office where he would be in· closer contact with his superior. In the meanwhile his school. 

was left adrift. This had often caused bad morale among teachers at schooi who needed a 
~ . ._ -

leader to give them assistance administratively as well as professionally. At _the school 

level, this criteria of promotion also prevailed and the headmaster often promoted teachers 

who had participated rriost in the school activities and who had good relationship with 

other teachers. Thus· those teachers who had devoted themselves to teaching felt rather 

discouraged and saw less and less need for _improving the school teaching quality, since this 

would mean nothi.ng to the headmaster. 

Conclusion 

'Factors rn educational management which effected the qual,ity of education were 

school supervision and monitoring, sources of non-government income and their expenditure, 

teaching.-learning materials and the administration both at the district and· the school 

cluster levels. 

The fact was that the supervisors' visits to the schools were infrequent and irregular. 

The visits were-used to monitor the administration rather than the professional skills as 
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can be seen in the checking of school records during the visits. This had created a great 

deal of inertia among the teachers and was dangerous at the time when there had' just. been 
'- . 

a change in the national curriculum .. At this time, one just ·could not expect the teachers 

to have been well trained to use the n_ew 1curriculurn and it could be expected that the 

teachers would look to the supervisors for any profyssional traini~g. There was also the . 

transitional pedod when the National Primary Education Commission was being set up. It 

seemed both the General Education supervisors and the Ministry of Interior Affairs super

visors were expecting that the other would take care of the primary .teachers training and 
- - ' . 

supervisions as well as its ·monitoring. Thus the primary teachers were left having no 

government official bodies to monitor the implementation of the new curricl)lum. Inefficient 

supervisory and monitoring systems in .return caused inefficiency in the teachiqg which 

effected the quality of primary education. 

The schools benefited a great deal from the non-government 'incor:ne as it gave 

them freedom of spending and thi-s had helped the school ·to cope with contingency plans 

as, well as to purchase what were really relevant to the schools' needs. The income was 

used for teaching ~xpendible materials, sport equipments, minor repairs· and building repairs. 

The greater non-government income a school had, its headmaster had greater opportunity 

to organize learning activities. Thus t.his source of income works like lubrication oil to the 

school operation. We could see how Roong Pitaya and Nong Bi.Ia Schools which were in 

communities with better economic setting. received greater non-government income· and 

could organize 'more 'activities for the pupils:·, True, one could not ~ay that· these two. 

schools have produced greater quality in educ~tion ; but at least one could see that they. 

had greater potentiality to do so than their counterparts in the northeast.. . . 

Teaching-learning materials did have a direct effect on the students' achievement. 

Delay in delivery or in selecting the courseboo~s each year, the irrelevancy_of the materials 

to the school needs, the inadequate amount of educ~tional supply did produce an adverse 

effect on the. teaching-learning process. In most rural schools, there are two categories of 

learners, the needy students and the normal. type. The delay in delivery and in making 

selection meant that the needy ones would. not receive the assistance from the government 

as well as a _tremendous loss of government fl!nd that was wasted on the irrelevant subsidies. 

'The delay in th~ selection effect~d both types of students. If the. course books selected by 

the school were different from the ones selected by the province authority, the parents 

would have to buy a new set of coursebooks if the school agreed to the province's selection. 

But if. the school decided to use the cour!iebooks it had selected, it could be accused by 
the province for not ~omplying with the regulation. The different selections would also 

create problems in the_ coordination in terms of supervision, evaluation both at the district, 

and the school -cluster levels. Also found in the schools were teaching equipments which 

were not relevant to the local needs while the schools had to use the non government income ' 

to get what they actually, needed. However, in schools that had no extra income, this· 

would not be possible and the schools would_just have to do without _the equipments. This 

inequality in the distributions of ·school crucial equipment would obviously reduce any 

efficiency in educatiorial management. 
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The last factor in educational management is the administration both at 
0

the district 

and the schoc;>l cluster levels. Our. finding revealed that abuses of authority did have a gre_at 

negative effect on school management when it was being used for inappropriate permanent 

or temporary transfer as it interfered with the guarantee for an adequate number of teaching 

staff. Favoritism and non-professional criteria used in determining teachers' promotion . . ~ 

decreased the teachers' morale and in turn, effected their teaching quality. However, it· 

was a relief to find some trace of improvement through the working of the school clusters 

which had given the schools more power and authority. But this newly created organization 

still needed badly the provision of the infra-structure and budget to operate upon and this 

question should be addressed to immediately. 

Headmaster factors 
' . . . 

The most important mechanism which sets off the working in a school is its head-

master. However,· there are factors which originate from the headmaster and direct Iv or 

indirectly affect the quality of the school's education. They are listed below In Table 2 

Table 2 : Headmasters' Factors 

Factors 
Roong_ Nong Sra. Huaj 

Pita ya Bua Kaew Haeng 

1. Age 29 38 27 52 

2. Teaching load yes yes no no 

3. School attendance 83 80 45 42 

(% of school working days) 

4. Previous. professional training yes, yes yes no 

·5. Qualification LCE* · HCE* B.Ed HCE 

6. Concurrent duty on village council - no yes yes yes 

7. Relationship with staff good poor good poor 

8. Relationship with villagers poor good good 'po0r 

·9. No. of years in office 1 . 15 1/2 6 

10. No. of headmasters in past 5 years· 4 2 

*LCE = lower certificate of education 
*HCE = higher certificate of education. 

1. The headmaster's administration 

This heading is a generic term covering many aspects of the headmaster's job such 

as the amount of the time h_e spent on his duty, his operational procedure and the quality 

of his administration. 

·I 
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1.1 Inadequate time devote.d to the school. In his capacity as the school principle 

administrator, the headmaster already. has many duties attached. to his office such as 

attencjing the district educational meetings, procuring the budget allocated for the sch~ol 
teachers' salary, attending the school cluster meetings, etc. However, there are also many 

other jobs which are his duties by position' such as acting as secretary to the village council 
' . ·' 

for development projects, member of the committee for tbe'by-election and also member of the 

. '--

administrative committee for .the school. cluster. In our study of the· four schools, the 
headmasters there seemed to vary in the amount of time consumed by these other jobs at 

the expense of the time that should have been devoted to the school administration and 
organization·. Khruu Praneet, the head.master _of Huaj Haeng School spent most time 
outside the school. Out of the school's 106 working days, he spent only 86 days there if · 

one -was to believe the school records; But in actual fact, the number of the attendance 
was much fewer than those recorded. Rural job-opportunity development did and· still 

does take up a great deal of the headmaster's. time from his proper duty and more details_ 

on this disregard of job specification could be found in' Chantavanich 198L Needless to 
say, the lack of the headmaster's close and regular .supervision a·nd monitoring w.as one 
factor which affected the school educational quality. 

t.i Unqualified headmasters 

a) Inadequate administrative and profess~o.nal training. Most headmasters had 
come to this~post through their. seniority in the government service. The only administrative 
training for the headmastership was the experience they had had while working under the 

former headmasters. No professional criteria have ever been prescribed for the promotion 
to this post. · Thus most had obtained the chair without any official orientation to ineet the 
job.' s specifications, responsibilities and techniques in the execution of the job. Some of 

. them, namely Khruu Somchai at Sra Kaew. had been acting headmasters before taking up 

the position. What was most deplorably lacking was the professional training, a great 
obstacle which had hindered them from increasing the school academic standard since the 

headmaster could give no professional advice to the teachers. It could aiso prevent hirn from_ 
effectively assigning the teaching responsibility to those who were more qualified. The lack 

of professional training was also a hindering factor to any meas~re in teaching-learning 
assessment and evaluation which one found was almost non.-existent in all the four schools 

under study. The headmaster's job consisted of three responsibilities mainly executive 
responsibility, professional responsibilitv and administrative responsibility. Judging from 

\ ·the four schools, the headmasters were at their weakest in professional responsibility ·arid 
tended to give more care and attention to the administrative responsibility such as keeping 

records of-. the teachers' and students' school attendance, of school equipment inventories
as these jobs provided written -hence concrete- evidence of his work and were also often 
inspected by the supervisors on their school visits. On the other hand, professional achievement 
was something more abstract with no tangible results and so was often neglected by the 
supervisors on school inspections. This,' together with the lack of professional qualification 
among the headmasters, had made the ·headmasters underestimate his professional -responsibility 
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to the point that they often forgot· that this was one of their duties. In fact, it -was their' 

first and foremost responsibility for producing a· good educational standard in their schools. · 

', It had been found that headmasters who .also taught were more academically qualified and 
thme who regulary attended the inservice-teacher' s t~ainings were in a better position to give 

the other teachers professional advices as in the case of Khruu Rachanee and Khruu Somchart. 
while Khruu Praneet, Khruu Somchai and Khruu Prasop in the other two schools were in 

no position to do so. 

\. b) Lack of long term planning and systematic supervision. Long term planning 

was almost non-existent in most schools. The best one found was a one year plan which . 

, was usually applicable to building constn,1ction only. However, one might sympathize wit Ii 
the headmasters for this lac)\ of plans, as all dticisions for funding and all other sources of 

income were made at the district level and this had made the headmasters feel that any long 

term planning would be futile as they lacked the power and means to realize any plan made 

in advance. Close inspection revealed on the other hand that the headmasters were not 

really qualified to make any long t.erm rlan iudging from those that thev had had the power 
'and fund to realize. The headmasters· seemed to prefer to engage himself in small ·Unrelated· 

plans. 

1.3 Lack, of close monitoring system of the school teaching programs. A great 

deal of the headmasters' time was spent outside the schools and most headmasters made 

little use of the time they did actually make themselves available at the schools. Monitoring 
\' 

was c.arried out just to make sure that nothing was out of regulations-like seeing to the. 

teachers making lesson plans and filling in forms for records of evaluations. These records 

were however usually faked and bore very little truth to what actually happened in the 

school. But the records we~e accepted for their face value by the headmasters. ' One of our 

obse~vations gives the record of a teacher at Huaj Haeng School asking the headmaster . 

t,o certify this workload and assessment of his teaching achievement in order to obtain his . 

promotjon, the headmaster complied to the teacher's.request while grumbling, 

"I know that all he had written here are lies but have to turn blind eyes to them all, 

otherwise they won't ,get their promotion." 

Another side of the coin could be seen at Sra Kaew School where the teachers accused their 
headmaster of negligenc·e on grounds of his many absences from school and used this as· an 

excuse for working inefficief!tly. We recorded the situation at Sra Kaew School· dfirim>: 

the interim period when the former headmaster had retired and the newly appointed Khruu · 

Somchai, his replacement, still had not taken up the position as he had been requested to 

help with the work at the district education office. This was on our records: 

' .... On the last day of his term in office, the school organized a farewell party for the retired 

headmaster, Khruu Prasop. After this day the school ran havoc for lack of administrative 

leader. No classes took place in the afternoon sessions. Higher primary school teachers sent 

their students off to do some gard:ening and weeding unattended while .they· sat reading news

papers or carfoons while those in the lower 'primary classes just sat talking in ·groups. When 
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asked for reason for not teaching, one answer was "ho; can one teach wjth just 2 te·achers 

left in the whole school?" Another answer came from Khruu Tin " ... I don·•t wan·t to appear 
to be better than my neighbours.'' All these reflected the teachers' lack of self discipline 

and sense ?f responsibility. The whole school ceased to function at the departure of its- .leader. 

We found children giggling and laughing infront of the staff room so went ,to enquire._ There 

we found three teachers· snoozing away. We were informed that the teachers had ~pent the 

· night before celebrating the Rural Education.Day and w~re too sleepy and tired.with a hangov~r 
to teach.' 

I 

Even with close supervision from the headmasters, one can see how difficult it -was 

for him to cope with these irresponsibilities and lack of self I discipline I- Under these condition.s, 
one wondered how. primary schools did operate at all or whether it was possible to increase 

the quality_ of education in Thai primary schools. Our study of the headmasters revealed 
that many headmasters had neglected completely to monitor the teachers' work and con

centrated on fund raising or obtaining more teaching materials, school buildings and, school 

equipment. Somehow, they seemed to manage to. convince themselves that these would 

compensate for their failing in academic responsibility. They seemed to have overlooked 

one fact that all thes,e teaching materials would be useless unless the teacher did their job_ 
i.e. teach. Khruu Prasop, Khruu Praneet and Khruu Somchai seemed to belong to this · 
group of headmasters. 

1.4 Headmaster's responsibility 

a) Headmaster's preference for non--professional jobs as they were more 

interesting and money mak,ing. In most rural schools, headmastership _was tenable until 

retirement. A headmaster who was not interested in professional responsibility· could still 
·carry on his job by concentrating on other responsibilities-some of which had nothing to 

do with the schools but came with the headmaster's position. Among his ot,her duties were 

administrative ,routine jobs like attending the school ich1s_t~~-s; test preparation meetings, 
procuring, the teachers' salary, attending district meetings, obtaining ·school subsidized 

~aterials. Headmasters with a sense of responsibility usually regard the school jobs as 

raving priority and would assign the non-professional duties to other teachers or try to avoid 

them·.when he was allowed to do so. This was the case with Khruu Somchai who resigned 
from the post of secretary to the village .council and sent Khruu Poon to attending the _ 

meeting on his behalf. But many other headmasters seemed to enjoy this non-professional 
work as they found .these other jobs more interestil)g, more rewarding while yielding instant 

results. Some of the rewards came 'in form of personal or fin~ncial benefits SUC'.h as the 
renumeration paid at each meeting. Also it•was at these meetings that one came into contact 
with those in power who could authorize their promotion or bestow on them certain priviiege. 

It was noticeable that the headmasters of this type rarely participated as chairmen of the 
school cluster - a job that tended to. make heavy demand on their time- when this group 

activities did directly benefit the schools in terms of teaching, testing, evaluation and teaching . 
methodology. To them, this group activity offered no tangible and.profitable returns: 
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b) Emphasis on short term goai'of education. Educ.ation is a long term process 
which yields intangible and often imperceptible results. However, one could not help but 

be alarmed that the majority of the headmasters under ·study were not interested in the long 

term result but only concentrated in the immediate annual success rate among their children. 

Success to them meant all students passing the test at what ever cost. In Primary Six, all 
pupils are r.equired to sit for school cluster examination papers and it is so essential for the 
school to have their pupils all passing the examination that some headmasters - like Khruu 

Prasop - had instn~cted the teacher who administered the test to give the answers to any 
. students who could not do the tests. Prior to his headmastership, Khruu Prasop had been 
teaching in Primary One which .was the class which deserved the best teacher to lay down. 

good foundations and positive learning attitudes among the pupils. It was discovered that 
the students he had taught in primary One, when they were in Primary Four and Five, 

were illiterate. This meant that they did not obtain the basic reading skills in Primary One 

and that the teachers in subsequent years did no remedial teaching. khniu Prasop realized 
the situation but did, n'othing about it. This may explain why Khruu Prasop gave t.he 

instruction to the teacher to help the pupils cheat. We also found that a headmaster was. 
'entitled to a double promotion if none of his students fail .the school cluster examination. 

Unfortunately, this promotion incentive tends to encourage more dishonesty and corruption - , 

among many headmasters. 

2. Headmaster''s lack 'of human relationship 

2.1 Headmaster's lack of good relationship with teachers, students and people in 
school community. Having.the sole authority in a school often makes the headmaster - like. 

Khruu Somchai, Khruu Prasop and Khruu Praneet - dogmatic or even ·tyrannical. Khruu 
Praneet often held back information about the teacher's opportunity for further study. 

Khruu Prasop, inspite of the teachers' protest, ordered the Waai Khruu Ceremony (when 
the students pay formal respect to the teachers) on the spot with no advanced notice as he -

on seeing his nephew leaving their house that day with the flowers, candle and jossticks
remembered that the school had not had one yet. Khruu Somchai insisted on putting the 
rubbish burner in front of the school building and failed to inform the other teachers of 

his reason for doing so (which was to remind both the teachers. and students to keep the 
school clean.) Through lack of communication, he had made them resent his order. One 
of the headmasters' problems was that they were not in close contact with the students so 
did not get to know them nor their problems well enough to prevent problems or to seek 

remedy. He did not know that the children IJ,e had taught could not read nor write until 
it was too late and to order the teacher to tell the children answers to examination papers 
would not make the children literate overnight. One instrument used in our research was 
an assignment in Which We asked the children tO Write about their headmasters. The Children IS 

writing showed signs of intimidation and detachm'ent with an exception of one school: 

they wrote very warmly about Khruu Rachanee who was acting headmistress a,t Roong Pitaya 
School: 
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' .... we like Khruu Rachanee because she is a very good teacher. She makes things easy to 

understand. She dresses well. She is kind and not very stfict. ·she speaks also politely a~d 
can also sing.' 

There was also a breakdown in communication between the headmaster and the local 

community due to a lack of good publicity. However,. we shall later on elaborate more on 

this topic. 

2.2 Favoritism in the teachers' annual promotion 

Promotions had not always gone to the most deserved as the headmaster had tended 

to use personal criteria' in selecting who should get the double annual promotion. Reports 

came from all four schools about the subjective discrimination in the promotion. Khruu 

Praneet at Huaj Haeng School and Khruu Pr,asop at Sra Kaew School were strongly attacked 

on this ground. According to the teachers, Khruu Somchai received a double promotion 

Jast year for being a lackey to Khniu Prasop although his performance in teaching was rather 

poor. Khruu Praneet penalized Khruu Chomchai by refraining from asking for her promotion 

on the grounds that she had taken more days than allowed by the regulation while in the 

same year, Khru.u Surachai had also taken more leave than normally allowed but still. 

received. his annual promotion. The 'teachers at th~ school postulated that it was because 

Khruu Chomchai, had openly ·and strongly opposed the headmaster (Khruu Chomchai herself 

was rather inefficient in her work). Khruu Surachai escaped the same penalty because he was 

a close friend to the headmaster. This accusedly subjective and unjust promotion inevitably 

·created distrust and bad morale on the teachers and discouraged them from devoting 

themselves to the job as the school administrative leader had shown no recognition for 

this kind of achievement. One also found that devotion to teaching could sometimes cause 

negative results such as envy from colleagues as well as resentment from the headmaster as 

experienced by Khruu Tin in Sra Kaew School (see more details undei: teachers.) 

3. Headmasters' age, experience and qualifications 

'A rural school teacher reaches the pinnacle of his life when he becomes a headmaster.' 

This saying by Khruu Sak is "Yidely accepted by all other teachers m the school. 
It reflects the fact that ~eniority is ·one important criterion for headmastership. However. 

our research found the headmasters under study ranging widely in age. There were younger 

ones like Khruu Rachanee, Khruu Somchai and Khruu Decha. On the other hand, one also 

met the elderly ones verging on retirement like Khruu Prasop and Khruu Praneet. We also 
found that age was ·an important factor for determining the headmaster's efficiency. Younger 

headmasters were active and alert with greater sense of responsibility and greater enthusiasm 

for improving the school quality. They were also more open to the teache~s' ~ecommendations. 
and held better human relationship, while. older headmasters were more inert, unconscientious, 

detached to both teachers and pupils. They also had a greater tendency to be more dictatorial 

-in other words- the so-called 'burned out teachers' ... waiting to receive pension on retiring. 
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However, age is one. of the most important dete~mining factor for the youths are more 

adaptable to changes and one found Khruu Prasop opposing strongly to the implementation 

of the new_ curriculum without any attempt to understand its principles,, philososphy or 

structural design. This new form of change offered threats to those already lacking academic 

confidence. At. one school cluster meeting at Sra Kaew School, its headmaster suggested 
after a discussion on the use of the teacher's manuals: 

'. ... who needs the teacher's manuals? We're better off without them. burn them.' 

At the end of the first term when the researchers had moved into this school for data 
collection, Khruu Prasop gave teachers instruction to prepare the end of teim--.final· examination 

and took no heed of the teachers 1 informatfon that -:- according. to . ttje J?eW Curficlllum,, 

there was no need for end-of-term examinations as sub tests had been regularly administered 
' . ' . . 

· and· students' weaknesses diagnosed. for remedial woi:k all through the term. S(_2 the teac~ers 
had to prepare and use the end-of t~rm examination papers. Here is: a case .~here we find . . . . . . . 
that past teaching experience did not help to make Khruu Prasop a competent aca_demic 

adviser although it may. have helped him to enter the _school records in- the formats that 

would be acceptable . to the district supervisors. Also his past experience had taught -him 
that the rate of students' failure- must-. be decreased at whatever cost If he was to have a 

. '' 

double promotion. But all these practices were causing poor. educational standard in his 
school. In a way, it was rather unfair to criticize Khruu Prasop without considering what 

facilities were availab,le for him t~ adapt himself to all the changes that the new curriculum 
had brought about. In our finding, the only two trainings he had had and was highly proud 

of was t_he Woodbadge Boyscout Training, the certificate for which he had framed and 
hung up in his sitting room. 

In a way,: a 'degree qualification alone, did not always make the headmaster more 

academically equipped ii1 his administration although it certainly helped to broaden his scope 

and enabled him to keep in touch with educational progress. True, one could say that there 
was no n'eed for a degree teacher in the primary school. In fact, fr one compares a head
master with a· B.Ed. to another teacher wt10 has graduated with a certificate in teaching, 
I . . 

· one may say that the teacher with the certificate would know more about the technique and 
the use of innovation than the headmaster did. But higher qualification did give the 
headmaster IS extra Confidence and p'ut him in a better position to give academic and non 
academic advices to his staff. Thus a good qualification can contribute a great deal in the 

headmaster's leading role in the school. Khruu Decha - an ex-headmaster at Roong Pitaya 
School with a. degree, was, in the. eyes of the teachers, the local· people and the researchers 

. a good headmaster. However,_ no one would say that his work had excelled that achieved by 
Khru,u Nong, an ex-headmaster at Nong Bua School (who had moved to Krong Yaaw 
School) who only had ~ higher certificate in education. Khruu Nong was widely accepted 

· and esteemed by the teachers, studeqts and local people so much so that he had become 
legen_dary for. being the teacher's model of .excellence whenever there was a discussion on · 
the quality o(a good headmaster. . 
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4. Duration; of the headmaster's term in office 

A study of the five years back records of the fou-r schools showed that two had 

always had the same headmasters namely Nong Bua and Huaj Haeng Schools while Sra 
Kaew -School had had two. The ex-headmaster, Khruu Prasop ·had retired while this 

. research was in progress s~ the appointment of the present one was made ... At Roong Pitaya 
School, there were in fact three headmasters (see Table 3) and in one of the teachers' own 

. words: 

"This is my third year here and it's the third headmaster the school now has." 

f\. change in administration, is good for a school but not a frequent change, Roong Pita ya 
School was on its way to development and expansion under the first headmaster, Khruu 

Dech~, who had .laid down a strong foundation and would have turned it into a good. 
school had he stayed to build up what he had started. On the other hand, Huaj Haeng 

School had had Khruu Prasop as headmaster for 30 years and his office had been replaced 

by Khruu Praneet who had been in office for 7 years when this research was carried out. 

)'he long term office tended to cause not only inertia, _but also lack of improvement and,· 
innovation. Moreover, it tends to encourage the headma_ster to become dictatorial as we 
found with Khruu Prasop who - on the verge of reaching retirement- was confronted with 

a protest march by the school teachers which caused him a great bitterness and resentment. 

Conclusion 

The headmaster factors affecting quality of education _in a school wer,e : his admini
stration, his human relationship, his age, experience and academic qualification and the 

duration of his term. 

The research findings' show that the_ headmasters did not spend enough time working 

in their schools due to other duties outside the schools. Some of these duties are theirs but 
many are theirs by appointment or are attached to the office of headmaster. When the 

headmasters were not often seen around the schools, the teachers tended to have problems 
with self discipline. They also needed a leader to take action when a decision or a solution 

to a problem is needed. Morever, it has been found that the headmasters did not have 
enough professional skills nor the executive skills for long term planning. So· they could 

not be useful to the staff professionally. The headmasters tended to devote themselves to 

the' more routine document works. The lack of these two skills effects the efficiency 
running of the school and the standard of education. There was not enough supervision 
nor monitoring neither inside nor from outside the schools. So. the teach.ing-learning 

process was solely under each teacher's responsibility. The headmaster's sense of responsibility 
, was not as good as one would have liked. . They tended to choose to. do only work which. 
they were interested in or ·got some renumeration in return event hough when the job was not 
dir'ectly related to the office. We shall see that different headmasters used different principles 
in their job. Some were concerned about the children education while other only wanted 
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to see the children passing the final achievement examination even thougry ·they did not 

really have the ability-to. These second type certainly.would have a, negative effect on the 

quality of the school: When the headmaster is not on good team with his, teachers, his 

pupils and the people in the school community, there could be a negative effect on the 

chjldren' s learning achieveme_nt. The distance between the headmaster and . the teachers 

could create poor morale, and lack of sense of direction. The teachers would then just 

carry on doing the work in a routine way. Worse, one finds that some headmasters abused 

his authority and use personal relationship as criterion for teacher's promotion. This realy 

created a negative atmosphere to the teaching learning process .. The distanc;e between him 

and the people in the community would result in a lack of cooperation which would also 

prevent the school having the coordinating role for the community. Moreover, a lack of 

parents cooperation could result in lack of communication which would help the-students 

in the learnings. The distance between him and the students meant that he would not be 

informed of a problems uritil it was too late to remedy. 

The headmaster's age, experience and qualification all effect the learning· achievement. 

Age and experience tended to have a positive correlation. That is to say that an older 
headmaster would have greater experience. However, our findings show that age and 

experience may have a negative effect on the efficiency of education as the older and more 

experienced they were, the less enthusiastic and the more dictatorial they tended to become. 

The experience gained was used more to facilitate working condition than for improving of 
I 

the working condition and situation. For instance, a headmaster may use his experience 

to help a teacher taking longer leave than normally allowed for if he was to be entitled to 

an annual promotion when he should have used the same skill to try to obtain an adequate · 

number of staff members so that there would be one teacher in each class. Moreover, for 

a headmaster over 50, the experience he had tend to work against the implementation of the 

new curriculum with its. different educational preconcepts. In terms of qualification, a 

degree did not help a headmaster much in his administrative or professional skills but it helps 
adding confidence and enhance his leadership in a school. Hence a degree bore no correlation 

·to any increase in the quality of education. But this is not true of all other teacher's 

qualification. 

Duration in the office ~ad a great effect on the school administration. Short term 

office over 1 or 2 years did not help increasing the efficiency in a school but the longer 
a headmaster stayed the better it was, provided that the stay was not too long. Those who 

stayed in one school over ten years te11ded to get inert and used to being dictatorial. Too 

short or too long a term of headmastership effects the working of the teachers, the school 

and consequently the standard .achievement of the students. 

Teacher Factors 

The teacher factor effecting the quality of rural primary education consists of the 

followings 
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Table 3 : Teacher factors in the four schools in 1980 

·Factors 
Roong Nong Sra Huaj 
Pita ya Bua Kaew Haeng 

1. Total no. of teachers (inclusive of the 7 8 IO .9 
headmaster) 

2. Ratio of teachers' qualification 0:1:5:0 3:1:3:}. 4:4:2:0 2:2:5:0 
(LCE:HCEl :HCE2:B.Ed) 

3. Ratio of teachers' age over 30 0 1 :3 1:10 12 

4. Ratio of teachers with 10 years experience 0 1:3 1:10 1:3 

5. Ratio of male : female teachers 1 :5 1 :2 9: 1 1 :2 
6. Ratio of single : married teachers 1 :5 1: 1 1: 1 1 :8 
7. Ratio of teachers with preferenc<; for the 0 1 :2 1: 10 1:9 

- teaching career 
. 
8. Degrees of teacher's sense of responsibility high high fair poor 
9. One teacher per classroom over the year yes no(l) no yes 

10. Ratio of teachers with second career 1:6 1:8 1:10 J:3 
11. O/o of working days out of 200 90 94 86 91 
12. No of teachers leaving in past 5 years 5 4 6 

(1975-1980) 

13. Teachers' morale quite- quite- poor poor 
high high' 

14. Ratio of teachers residing in village 1 :2 1 :2 1 :2 1 :2 
15. Ratio of teachers furthering higher education 1 :3 1 ;3 1 :2 0 
16. Teacher's economic status not enough in debt in debt not enough 

income income 

(1) the headmistress was also a form teacher. 

1. The quality of the teachers 

1.1 Teaching qualification and !experience[· Thias and Carnoy (1974) found that 
I 

teaching degrees among teachers do not correlate with hig!1 lea,rning achievement among 

their students but, in fact contrary to what was previously believed, did have an adverse 
effect on the students' achievement. What usually happened was : once a teacher in a 
.small and remote primary school has obtained a degree, what he does next is to seek 
a transfer to a better school or to a· secondary school which offers better facility and 
opportunity. The teachers in the four remote schools under study who had obtained the 

B.Ed. degree through studying for the evening classes from the Teachers Training Colleges 
while working in the scJ:10ols had nearly all left or having their request for transfer undergoing 
consideration. These four schools were small, and situated in the remote areas of the 

provinces. H~wever, according to Khruu Decha, headmaster at Roong Pitaya School who 

himself had a teaching degree, the extra mural degree obtained was not very useful to. 
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primary schools as this degree had no teaching practic~m as one of its compulsory requirement.· 

In his opinion, 
. I 

" ... at this primary level, teachers (without a degree) can do their job well if the~ 

use all their potentiality. In actual fact, one is using less than half of what one-had been 

professionally trained at the Teachers Training College_ in his execution of the job." 

He agreed with the researchers that the teaching. practice(practicum) was more essential 
than the academic training in. subject content and this was sadly lacking in the extra mural 

\ , 

degree which gave more emphasis on cognitive skill. In fact, in most teachers' opinion, one 
could always better oneself academically and independently in one's own free time if 

faciliEies had been provided in terms of information and resources. Both Khruu Decha and 

the researchers also agreed that what makes a good teacher was his perseverance, his sense 
of responsibility and his potentiality which matter more than a degree qualification. 

1.2 Teacher's age and sex. The teacher's age bore no direct correlation to, the 

students, achievement although there was a tendency for older teachers to be more inert. 
Khruu Sak and Khruu Ladda, both over 40, were very active while Khruu Surachai who 

was 58 was completely burnt out. On the other hand, one found Khruu Chomchai who 
was only 34 regarded teaching as a routine work. However, if had been found that a school 

with little age gap between staff members tended to show a higher working co-ordination 
and better inter-personal relationship. Sra Kaew School was the case in- particular. Its 
staff members consisted mainly of young m_ale teachers ·with an age range of 22-28. They 

called themselves 'the young male teachers soaked in debt' The. school had certainly 
-- benefited a great deal from their active working team which had made Sra Kaew School 

a better qualified school than Huaj Haeng School with 5 teachers (out of 9) over 30(see 

Table 3). Again one founa Roong Pitaya School better than Nong Bua and the age range 

among the teachers there was also much lower than that in Nong Bua School, although 
"qualificationwise, Nong Bua had teachers with higher qualification. Thus one. might 

conclude that teachers with less than 10 years teaching experience were more enthusiastic in , 
I 

their job than the older ones. However, one _must not forget that this research was' being 
. conducted during a transitional period when the new curriculum was being implemented. 
At such a time, older teachers could no longer use profitably the teaching experience they 
had had in coping with ·the changing and this might have been the real reason for their 

inertia rather than their age differences. Sexwise, married woman teachers with children 
under 5 were most inefficient due to their maternal duties. This group of teachers tended to 
miss classes or' was forced to bring their infants into the classrooms since they could not 
afford to employ a wet-nurse. This normal prac_tice inevitably effected and interfered with 
the students' learning . 

. 1.3 Teachers' motivation for choosing a teaching career and-their working attitude. 

These 2 factors are highly relevant to the teachers' behaviour and quality. A study of the 
teachers, personal records showed that the majority of them had had no vocational call in -
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becoming teachers and worse, they also has a rather negative attitude to the job they had 

landed themselves with. At Roong Pitaya School, ·one found only one· teacher.:... Khruu· 

Kalaya- who be~;:tme a teacher because she liked children and thought that this job might 

have suited her temperament_ .:.as it certainly did- as she was patient, polite and good with 

children. The parents agreed with the researcher's conclusion that she was the best teacher' 

in .the school. Bµt when one compares Khruu Kalaya with the less efficient tea~he.rs 'in the 

same school, on~ found no significant differences in terms of family, socio-economic 

background nor in their teaching experience or academic qualification .. The only differenc;,e 
· seem~d to be in the devotion," ethics, and personal character. .At Nang Bua,_ one found th~ 

40 year olds Khruu Sak also a good and r~sponsible teacher and he was also the only . r 

teacher· who, had chosen the career becaus~. of .his_ preference for teaching to his previous 
job at the district irregation office. His reason for trying to do his job well was, in his own 
words, 

'It is better to live with the people's respect than with their curses.' 
·' 

Table 3 showed that at Nang Bua School no one had become a: teacher out of his preference 
for the teaching 'career but some had become attached to it later on in their career as found 
in the case of the headmaster, Khruu Sak, Khruu Ladda and Khruu Poon. ' 

/ ' 

1.4 The teachers' sense.of responsibility. Whatever their age, academ~c qualification 
or attitude to the .teaching career, there is one element which could determine the teachers' 
efficiency arid this is his sense of responsibility: The study of Table 3 ·revealed that the 

teachers in the central part of Thailand which was more developed and was under closer 

surviellance from the central administration had greater sense of duty and responsibility than 
the teachers in Huaj H;ieng and Sra Kaew Schools in -,the. northeast. (Their higher morale 
inay have reinforced t_heir sense of responsibility and this will be the t()pic of discussion 

for us later on. The t.eachers at Nang Bua had no vocatfonal call for their job but they_ 
still felt that they have.a responsibility for, their.classroom. Thus on a late arrival to school 
one day, we heard Khruu Cha-oom telling her colleagues: 

' ... My legs shook and. I .felt like fainting but I had to teach as I was alr~ady an ·hou~ 
late and the students had already missed one .lesson. Never mind, .I c,ould rest when they do 
their exercises.' 

. . . ' 

At .Roong Pitaya ;ind Nang Bua Schools, one found no recording of th~ sight of 
'teachers falling asleep in the staff room -which we recorded ~t SraKaew school nor was . . . ,, . . . . 

there ahy records of incidence of ~eachers getting ,dru.nk.or moonlighting with another job 
as found at, Huaj Haeng School. . 

2. The teachers' duties~ In a. study of the part. played by the teachers, it is not enough . 

to look at their personal quality only but one need to look at -the· system they. operate in 
and interact with ... A t~acher is .a, civil servant who has to meet the specifications required 
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of them as a teacher. Whether the teachers can meet this requirement and how efficientlv 

they could do thefr job is Jhe topic o( this section. 

2.1 The teachers' .iob specifications. As a rule, a teacher in a rural school is / 

responsible for one Class as the form teacher who takes care of all subjects. So one rarely 

finds any teacher with a specific training for a particular subject in the lower . primary . 

education. A teacher at this level is required to teach all subjects whether he ·has had any 

training for them or not. (However, it was noticeable that, due to the government's decision 

t(l decrease the number of lower certificate of education teacher graduates, most of the 

newly appointed t~achers had had training in the highe; certificat~ of education and had 

been trained to major in one subject specification. Thus these teachers who had been 
1 specifically trained had to reluctantly teach all the 4 experience blocks in the lower primary 

classes without any training for it. On top of the responsibility he has for their class, the 

teachers also do other jobs assigned by the headmaster such as supervising sick rooms and . 

library, accompanying the students on school outings, guarding duty, paperworks, keeping 

school records, roll call, students' health cards and reports, preparing testing and assessment, 

co-ordinating and participating in school cluster group work, as well as in the school extra 

~urriculum activities on special occasions such as religious or national occatfons, lesson 

planning, material preparation, remedial teaching, and probationing the absent students. 

There were also other occasional -works assigned by the district office such as monitoring 

the parliamentary election or entertaining important officials from: Bangkok. 

To see the picture more clearly, this was a descripti~m of one day work done by a 

. teacher as recorded by our field workers: 

'In the morning, if he is on duty, he has to. arrive earlier thary all 

the other teachers to supervise Jhe students until the time for the lining up 

when he rings the bell and sees to the students' paying respect to. the national 

flag while they sing the national song. 'This is followed by homeroom; 

he will accompany the students to their classroom which he is also responsible 

for and sees that the students clean the classroom properly. There may be 

an ·occasional inspections of the students' nails, teeth and hair before any 

teaching starts,. The lesson plan· has been prepared by the teacher during 

the previous evening wheri he was at home. The. actual teaching starts with 

a general concept outline, followed by examples or illustrations and the 

learning assessment through questioning or giving an assignment. After the 

assignment, the teacher will summarize the concept before the actual testing 

of the students' ability and understanding of each objective in the lesson. 

If the lesson in that morning is the integrated subject, then the teacher has 

to spend twiCe as much time preparing the lesson and evaluation. By this 

time the teacher would be able to identify the slow and weak students and 

subsequently prepare remedial work for them. During lunch break, he 

supervises the students' lunch and sees that everything is in order after 

lunch. This is followed by the afternoon lessons. If the lesson is the 
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working experience block when the -students iearn how to prapare vegetable 

beds, the teacher then has to provide the seeds, and the fertiliser (often out 

of his own pocket). The afternoon session ends at 15.30 when he se~s that 

things are in order before starting remedial work with the weaker students. 

Often there are the routine paper work to fill in, such as roll call, filling 

forms for evaluation by the objectives, bef~re he can actually depart for 

home. But if this is the third day of absence from school for any students, 

he would have to go to see the parent. After attending to his own personal 

needs in the evening, there is homework to mark, lesson plans and teaching 

materials to prepare for tomorrow. Some weekendslthe'.eare extra curriculum 

activities, such as boyscout camping, school cluster meeting etc. which he 

may have to take part. Moreover., there are also other duties which fall 

int~ 2 categories : one is his official duty as a civil servant such as supervising 

the· parliamenatary election, t'articipatio_n in helping the district or the 

province in the officia,l and religious activities, attending lectures; the second 

is his non teaching school duties such as filling in forms for his annual 

promotion, taking the students out for health inspection and vaccianation, 

attending school staff meeting, coaching the students in their sport trainings.' 

Altogether this is a rather heavy load - a demand that will inevitably take a good 

deal of the teacher's time and thought away from his teaching. This cannot but directly 

effect the educational quality of his teaching. 

2.2 The teaching skills. The fact that the teachers do not have enough time to 

devote themselves to teaching preparation poses one enough problem but h was worrying to 

find that a lot of them lacked teaching skills and techniques. This happened even when the 

old curriculum was in use. This was due to the teachers' lack of enthusiasm for improving 

their teaching techniques whereby they could have made the lessons more interesting to the 

students. Thus no techniques other than lecturing with the use of the black board' were 
implemented\· With the introduction of the new curriculum, the situati~n was worse as the 

teachers had not grasped the concepts therein weir enough to start applying them in the 

. teaching. As already mentioned, there had been insufficient orientation of teachers to this 

new curriculum. The teachers had had no firm foundation in its concepts and methodologv 

to implement it with. Out of despair, different teachers found different ways out. The older 

ones rejected the new curriculum off hand and went on teaching according to the old method\ 

. dnd contents they were used to lecturing. Thus with this lots of teachers, students often 
get instruction on Thai language and arithmetics with little else. Some younger teachers did 
a self study of the new curriculum through reading the· teacher's manuals and lesson plans 

and those who had done a serious reading admitted that these supplementaries were reallr 
useful and helped the teachers a great deal. Khruu Kalaya spoke of the new curriculum: 

"if proper implementation is carried out, the new curriculum will be really successf~l as, from 

what I have studies, all the material have been prepared for the teachers, if only they could 

first understand the concept behind it. For instance, in the Thai language subject, there are 
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words cards, and many activities which the students have found to be great fun. And so did I." 

However~ most-teachers were mystified by the modern teaching method.sand became 

antagonistic .. As a resu\t, they often found faults with the new syllabus and rejected all the 
manuals. Instead, they used their past experience and teaching methods. Also the· orientation 

glven usually did. not cover all the subjects to be taught at this level. In Khruu Somchai Is 

words. 

'Syllabi as those for Thai language and arithmetics are very good but I don't under

stand the other subjects~ When we went for the orientation1 we were forced to attend only one 

. block of experience and I c.hose to attend the work habit block. It looked easy to teach with 

less demand on a teacher, just paper folding and modeling ... '• 

So01e teachers understood only, the learning behaviour without the real. understanding 

of the concepts behind it so failed to convey them to other teachers or to put them into 

practice in .his class. We shall je_I~bo_ratej more on this when we discuss the factors ori 
teaching-learning.process. 

2.3 The teachers' allocation of time on tasks: Normally, teachers were assigned 

various jobs. Yet, some teachers managed to evade some of the responsibilities as refleded 
in the,evidence of their s·pending time on. other jobs when they should have been at school. 

In principle, the tea.cher ·should spend 200 days at school for, each academic year but Table 

3 revealed that the teachers at Huaj Haeng School spent only 70,00% of their time in the 
school; those at Nang Bua devoted as much as 93.50%; Roong Pitaya spent 90.10% and 

Sra Kaew teachers spent 86.40%. This posed a question in one's mind as to what the teachers 
did with the rest of their time .. In an interview, we found that more than half of the teachers 

at Nang Bua as well as those at Roong Pitaya and Sra Kaew Schools were taking extra mural 
courses for a degree in the evenings and over the weekends. This might have accounted for 

the time they were missing from, school. Taking an evening course ·which normally started 
8:t 17 .00 meant that the teachers had to allow some travelling time to the Teachers Training 

Colleges which also meant terminating the classroom teaching before the normal school 
hours. So the teachers assigned work to the students to do unsupervised and left for the.fr 

evening courses. For their own study, the teachers also had to do their assignment such as 

report writing, doing the homework or preparing for the examination. School time was also 
·used for these purposes. Moonlighting was another reason for ·~hat had taken up time the 
teachers should have spent teaching or preparing for it. Inside the schools, the teachers were 
also occupied with chatting to each other, reading newspapers, dozing, getting drunk, baby 
caring -all these·at the expense of the teaching hours. Our researchers recorded: 

'These phenomena were not infrequent and at least one incidence was rec~rded each day with 

the duration being quite long. However, such behaviour was not acceptable and resentment 

was often recorded. One teacher told the researcher on the first day of observation: 

"Here, when the headmater is away, most teachers leave. their. classes and just sit 
chatting_;, 

At Sra Kaew S~hool, .a parent's comment was recorded: 
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"We should get rid of the classroom walls ~nd have an open classroom like we did 

at the temple in the old days. Without the walls, anyone passing the. school can see and this 

might have given them the teachers some. qualm for not being in the classrooms -:vith their 

students." 

Even Roong Pitaya School, where the teachers spent most of their time at school 

compared with the other three schools, did not have all that good reputation with the 
vi.llagers: · It was once called "the Massage School" because the former headmaster was 

. ' 

notorious for getting students to give him massage during classroom hours. This practice 
which abused the use· of the stuaent's time was directly d~e to the headmaster's lack of 

re~ponsibility on the one hand and on the other hand the lack of close supervision in the 

system. 

2.4 The inadequate number of teachers per classroom. The national statistics has 
predicted a decrease in the population growth. This means that s.oon there would be enough 
primary school tea:chers with the decreasing student-teacher ratio. However, this did .not 

seem t6 apply to the rural schools_ in remote. areas which failed to attract teachers. In fact, 
one found that in rural schools, attempts were usually made by the ·teachers for transfers, 

and ·in case .the transfer was not possible, they usually got ·themselves on a temporary loan· 

so that they were requested to go to help the district, the province office or to help teaching in 
bigger schools in town. However, the 'temp' teachers often retained their positions and 
drew on their salary from the rural schools thus prevented the schools from employing new 
teachers to do the job they had abandoned. Sometimes the teachers in. question managed 
to obtain an official transfer which made their position vacant for recruitment ·of new 

teachers but still tj)ere was a time lapse between the vacancy and the actual recruitment by 
the department in Bangkok. This also left the school without the teachers that they were 

entitled to. In most schools, we have records of teachers being _on leave: becoming monks 
for the male teachers, pregnancy leave for the women or. some of them may be away attendi_ng 

some in-service training or some_ meetings. In school_s where the headmasters also taught, 

their non teaching job at the district also took them away from their classes. Thus a classroom 
'without a teacher is a COf1?.mon ~ight during our resear~h. What was rather disquieting was 
the fact that the people concerned seemed to accept the situation and saw no need to seek 

' ' ' I ,' • 

remedy. In the four schools. under study, only 2 had adequa,te number of teachers per 

class. In the third school, the headmaster also taught so often left her class un~ttended 
when she was on other duties ,wl:lile in the 4th school, where there were as many as 10 
_teachers, some classes were left unattended for reasons already me~tioned. ·One of our 

r~search workers recorded: 
. 

"Now 2 weeks after the beginning of a new term, still, there was no regular classes, four 

teachers (out of 10) have not come back from the summer in-service trainings and when these 

4 come back, the other 4 will leave to further their study, In the absence of the 4 teachers, 

the rest of" the teachers would help with their adminsitrative school paper work but not with 

their teaching load." 
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2.5 Teachers in a bureaucratic system. A teacher works in an official 

bureatl'cratic system which often places· an obstacle· to his fulfilling this role.' How 

this interferes with school work may not be very obvious but definitely i~ our 
school !he red tapes in the government bureaucracy had had a negative impact on 
the teacl)ers. 

a) The teachers were government officials and the schools were government 

organizations. This means that both the teachers and the schools have to comply with a 
fairly rigid sets of regulations and practice. This sometimes prevents the integration between 
the school and its local community. An anthropological study .of schools in the Philipines 
and in Thailand directed by Singleton reported that the schools were often criticized for 

- ' ... being overly authoritarian and bureaucratic and undemocratic in organization, 
.authority, structure and pedagogy.' 

The findings from our reports vary little from Singleton's reports. The teachers and the 
school's resistance to any forin of integration with the local community is an aspect which 
deserves careful consideration .and the on-going attempts to allocate the rural development 
responsibility to the school should also be reconsidered from this aspect. Not only that it 
may not work on this grounds but also because the increased r~sponsibility will certainly 
take more of the teachers' time away from their classrooms. The fact that the teachers 
are government officials means that they would have no option bµt to take up the non
teaching responsibility when assigned and thereby neglect their teaching duty which is the 
job they have been recruited and paid for. 

b) Bureaucracy had orientated and indoctrinated the teachers to consider their ' 
. role, as government officials, as the .receivers of policy aHd the implementator of. orders set 

at ·a higher levels with no raised voice for criticism nor use of discrimination. lntervie~s 
with headmasters revealed that none had felt that they should opposed the higher authority 
nor did. they feel that the system used by the authority in any way inconvenience their work . 

. In the event of being given more freedom of choice and decision making, the headmasters . . 
felt that this would only mean that they would have to come under' more authorities. 

I . . . . 

_When the interview was pushed further on the topic of the teachers' freedom in the developing 
the curriculum_ to make it more applicable to' their school community, the headmasters 
did not consider this as parts,,of their job, nor the job of the teachers who were actually 
using and teaching the new curriculum. The idea had never occurred to them that they were 
the essential parts of the curriculum development and thus no academic initiations had been 
taken by the teachers. A similar situation was recorded by Manalang in the Philipines: 

'Aft~r numerous interviews and observations •. I infered that teachers were not really interested 

in curricula·r autonomy. Having been directed by the Ministry for. years., they thought curricular 

reform was the business of the bureaucracy. Their role was to execute and obey only.' 

(Manalang: Private correspondence, 1981) 
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. The teachers did , not offered any initiations; they also underestimated their 

teaching role and considered this as a part of the routinous duty in the same way that Jackson 

has described (Jackson 1968). It was immaterial for them whether the students had gained 
anything out of the educational process or not. Fighting with the population ignorance and 

illiteracy was done as automatically as the dealing out drug prescriptions by· doctors who are 
used·to·attending illnesses among their patients. 

c) Bureaucratic impact on the teachers was notably non-academic and confined 
to their execution and administration only in. their activities of from filling, usually made-up 

report writing, wearing school uniform, making donations, entertaining higher government 

officials on local visits. Sadly the bureaucratic system has failed to penetrate into the 

academic side due to failure in sch'ool monitoring system, which could not check on the 

teachers' methodology in teaching and evaiuation. Thus the bureaucracy did impose a 
control which bore no positive impact in the increase of the school educational quality: 

3 .. Teachers' morale. There seemed to be 2 groups of variables which effected the 
teachers' morale and the performance of their job. · One group of the variables received· 

direct influence from the teachers' quality and factors effecting their job performance. 
the other group of variables were their economic stability, the fringe benefits offered by the 

job and the relationship between teachers and their colleagues, their headmasters and the 
parents. 

3.1 Teachers' .economic stability. The teachers received the same salary as other· 

government officials thus superficially there seemed to be no grounds for complaint of low 

income. However, one cannot judge the economic stability from job income alone but has 

to see the income. r~ceived in the actual social and economic context of the teachers' posit on. 

Normally rural school teachers come from families of poor economic. background. The 

choice of job reflects this as teachers' training in Thailand is heavily subsidized by the govern
ment with very low expense included as burden on the trainees. Being economically unstable, 

the teachers often found their income insufficient and extra income had to be gained. In 
urban districts, teachers can earn extra income by giving private lessons· but this is not the' 

case with rural school teachers whose students are either too poor to pay for any private 
lessons nor see any needs for them. Remedial teaching for the teachers is part o.f·the job 

and is unpaid. Often out of necessity, our rural school teachers had to take another job to 
increase their income (see Table 3). Obviously, this meant moonlighting for the teachers in 
question, and the teachers could not but feel the conflict of interests which thus must have . . . 

had some effect on theif morale. On the other hand, it was found that teachers were among 
the social groups who had to pay a higher social taxes in comparison with the income they 
earned. Every month, teachers were forced to make donations to educational, official and 

social organizations of which they :.vere members. All year round, there were numerous 
official occasions to make donations for. Furthermore, as teachers were the most respectable 
people in the community, donations were expected of them for the social functions like 
weddings, becoming monk ceremonies, funerals etc. and the teachers felt that a respectable 
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amount they should donate ranges between 50-100 baht. This .was quite high compared with 

tne salary they received. As a result, their income did not meet their expenses and cases 9f 

teachers being in debt were not uncommon. This financial insecurity could not help but 

creating poor morale among the teachers. However, on close scrutiny, the' research worker· 

··found that there were factors other than financial insecurity which effected the teachers' 

morale. In one case, Khruu Chomchai who came from a well-to-do family failed in her· job 

at Huaj Haeng Schab! while Khruu Sak -who was in debt and had a large family to take 

care of as well as Khruu Poon who als:o came from a poor family at Nang Bua School -did 

their job extremely well. Khruu Chomchai differed from Khruu Sak and Khruu Poon in 

one respect, -her lack of sense of responsibility. Thu's one may fay_ that while economic · 

instability effects the teachers' morale to a certain extent, the teachers' sense of responsibility 

C(!n counteract and may have a greater effect which surpasses their sense of insecuritv in 

their job performance. 

3.2 Teachers' social and fringe benefits. There are 3 professions which receive 
. . 

social benefits from the government as the people in the professions have to give services to 

the majority of the. population namely doctors .• policemen and teachers. However, the 

benefits received by the teachers are the lowest and the usual argument was that this was 

due to the fact that teachers were responsible for one section (i.e. the children) of the 

population while the doctors and the policemen Is services extend to all sections. What was 

often forgotten is that the doctors and the policemen's services are given only when 

there was a crisis while the teachers' service is continuous. Also the nature of the services 

given demands different skills. ·The serviee from a doctor or a· policeman demands more 

the psycho-motor skills and affection, that given by a teacher demands cognitive skill 

of reasoning and understanding of the abstract as well as the psycho-motor and the affection. 

Also the teachers in rural areas are not entitled to the· benefits offered t6 the other two 
professions such remunerations for working in the remote areas, 'house rent. 'accommodation 

facilities and travelling expenses. ·;i .. -

a) Housing facility: Usually most rural schools have housing facility but in 

most cases, the number .of houses available is not in the same proportion with the demand 

for them. One also found. that many houses were not inhabited. When the teachers' houses 

were grouped :together and were occupied by many teachers, a new teacher would· also· 
take up residence there, jf one is available. But when the house avaiiable was situated in 

a solitary place with no neighbourhood, it was c;onsidered unsafe for single woman teachers 

(who always outn·umber the male teacher regardless of the school loc"ation) for personal and 

property safety reasons. Th!! research worker recorded Khruu Ramphaa as one case : 

"On her first arrival to school with Khruu Kesorn, the two single. woman teachers were 
staying in the.only teachers' house available. They asked one of the. girl students io 
stay and keep their company in the ·house·. This was frowned upon by the people in the 
village who accused the 2 teachers of making discrimination for' leaving the students to 
sleep on the verandah, asking h~r to do their laundry and of using the rain water from the 
,tank for baths instead of bathing in the .canal in front of the school. The _two teachers 
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were criticized for not .conforming to the villager's ways of living. Then, a .man in the. 
village with some criminal records of using violence ,started to pay court t~ one of them. 

-The two· teachers were told by one of the villagers that the normal practice there, when a 
man was attracted by a·woman was to.abduct her. So both felt unsafe.and.decided to go 
to take residence in town and spent roughly 3 to 2 hours and a,half each journey travelling 
to school." 

, ,, I , ~ 

Thus one cannot .always accuse the teachers for' refusing to stay on school as 

there are reasons for safety for their decision. For a teacher to take up residence far from 

the community did have effects on their relation with the school community and their job, 
' , ' 

, performance which will be discussed later on .. Thus s~fe housing facility should hqve been 

provided for teachers in rural schools. This would help saving the expense and thpe and 

energy spent on travelling to school. Moreover, this would enable the teachers to have 

time to socialize and build up relationship with the children Is parents. It had also been 

found that teachers who had to travel a long distance to school often seek employments in 

schools riearer to their accommodation. I 

b) Teachers' opportunity to study for higher qualification. Most teachers want 

to obtain a higher qualification but it seems a pity that this desire has been stirred up by. 

their need for personal advancement rather than by their desire to help improving the 

school; s and the students' quality. What ~sually happens when a teacher becomes better 

qualified is his ,or her attempt to get a transfer -to school with better facilities nearer to the

major districts or a transfer to a secondary school. Table 3 shows that in all the- schools 

under study, three out of four had one teacher on study leave. However, at presenf, there 

is a current policy to motivate teachers to receive more training which, comes in the form of 

a serie,s of evening classes the credits from which could be accumulated to form a degree 

confe~ring programme. These evening, courses are offered by, Teachers' Training Colleges. 

Also facility for study leave taking is made available; thus any teacher who has. been teaching 

for 2 years is entitled to a full time study ,leave, .regardless of their age or sex. This opportunity 

to better themselves had raiseq the teachers' morale and one found that in' a school where 

this opportunity was not available to. them like at Hu,aj Haeng School, the teachers tended 

to be depres'sed and bore grudges against the school. ·Although it may be.said that in-service 

training with an opportunity for increasing the teachers' qualifications has done a good 
deal tri rai~e their morale. but one has to .be cautious regarding the 'effect .of this training 

on the teaching-learning process in the school. We have found no concrete evidence that 

the teachers who has received the training have made any use of it in their classroom. 

Moreover, it wa,s observed that the teache,r~un~ler trai~ing tended to take advantage of the 

students. Instead of teaching, more asS:ignments had been given to the students to allow the 

teachers, time to work on their own study assignments. Another point. which should be ._J 
mentioned here is that our study of the exisiting curriculum reveals that most of the courses 

of(ererj give greater. emphasis .to the theor:etical grounding of -the teaching. profession and 

not enough on methodology and practical teaching .. So the training is rather futile, unplanned 

for and irrelevant as most of.the rural school teachers had obtained their teaching certificates 
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· ,- also through attending the evening classes where no practical t~aching was listed either as a 

partial requirement. Thus what they needed most under the new curriculum was teaching 

experience and orientation to classroom teaching. So we may say that the in-service training 

offered .may have fulfiiled the teachers' personal need for advancement but did nothing to 

meet the real need by the school and the requirement in the new curricuium. 

3.3 Teachers' human relationship. ·This includes their relationship with the head-

, master, the relationship among themselves and their relationship with the students' parents. 

Usually bad relationship could be found when the ,headmaster was reserved, or lacked a 
,definite guideline of administration a~d decision. making. This tend,ed to cause the other 

teachers to feel uncertain as to the best course of action io take in any situation. Moreover, 

it was found that some headmasters could not separate the personal relationship from the 
/ 

working one and tended to show prejudice towards teachers he had a grudge with on personal 

grounds.· One headmaster, Khr.uu Praneet told the researcher about Khruu Chomchai: 

"Now that she has become rich, she keeps threatening me with h~r resignation." 

Op the 9ther hand, good relationship resulted whenever the headmaster could make other 

teachers feel that they could rely on him for advices academically, professionally and 

financially. 

, Good relationship with colleagues was found among teachers of the same age 

group as in the team of 'young teachers soaking in debt' at Sra Kaew School or among the 

'team of young women teachers at Roong Pitaya School. The tearris worked in unison for 

the schools - like staying late to coach the students on sports, decorating the schools and 

helping each other out in their routine jobs when the, unxepected happened. One found the 

worst, relationship to be among the teachers at Hauj Haeng School where. the teachers 

ranged widely in age. Here one also found that the teachers were highly individualistic in 

their ways. The regular absence of the headmaster from school helped to make the gap 
' . 

between the teachers even wider to the students' ·-disadvantage. The researcher recorded 

about Khruu Somchai as follows: 

" "The eldest teacher at this school who at the age of 58 is ;ow depressed, discouraged and 
detest having Ito teach. But 30 years ago, he was a keen teacher, enthusiastic and was highly 
looked upon by the villager. Now he is ,completely burnt out and cannot get on with his 
colleagues. The reasons for this could be the difference in the age group and attitudes and 
values. This has caused him to isolate himself from other teachers and in turn felt that they , 
were antagonistic. He has lost all interest to devote himself to his work and has offered his 
resignations on many occasions all of "Yhich have been turned down by the headmaster." 

With an exception. of one headmaster: one could not really say that the relations 

held good between the teachers and the parents in all the A schools under 'study. Teacher-

parent meetings were non existent and one could only partially blame the schools for it. 

As me(ltiom;d earlier, the schools worked under .the bureaucratic government system which 
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was completely divorced from the community \vays of life. Unless occasion arose, the-people . 

. would choose not to have to come into contact with the governmenCofficials. However, the 

headmaster and- the teachers, not realizing that it-was this intimidation of the bureaucracy 
. I 

which had prevented any close relationship to take place, often blamed the parenfs for lack 

· of co-ope~ation. · The headmaster and. the. teachers, in the bureaucratic tradition, expected 

the parents to approach the school and not vice versa.·· Where the teachers· lived outside -the 

-school community, other forms of socialization - which might have helped- c0uld not be 
. •. 

established. The parents had highly negative attitudes towards the teachers and believed 

1them to .be arrogant, class co~cious, unreasonable or irresponsible. 1 When the P'.irents came 

to see th_e teacher, they had to sit on the floor while talking tp the teacher-who sat on a chair. 

Some punishments given to the students were considered excessive and the parents saw many. 

incidences of teachers being drunk while on duty or being irresponsible in the teaching! 

One ,also noticed th.at at any official or ,social functions where both the parents and the 

tear;::hers were present, they tended to split into separate groups. -
I • 

' 
One co~ld not say that this negative ·attitude h_~lped to induce the teachers to be 

too overly enthusiastic about their job. 

Conclusion 

Factqrs on teachers which did effect the quality of education are the teachers' 

quality, their duty specifications and their morale. 

The teacher's quality consisted of their qualifications, teaching experience, age and 

marital statu~. their aptitude for'the teaching career and their sense of responsibility. Th~ 
relation to, the quality of education iri the school is as. follows: a teacher with a degree 

. often ~equested transfer to work for a bigger school in the distr'ict so helped little to improve 

the quality of the small rural schools. Also the teachers who obtained the certificates and 
. . 

degrees through the ev~ning coµrses lacked the rele~ant training in the techniques. and the 

'know-how as these· courses had no practical training as the compulsory component in the 

progr~m. Young teachers of the same sex and age group showed gre~ter .group· dyna~ics 
while young single teachers showed greater· devotion for their job more ·than the married· 

one. A person who became a teacher out of preference did the .work better than those who 

had no vocational callings. _Also teachers with greater .sense of _responsibility induced greater 

~chievement in the learning and teaching. 
' ' 

The teachers' · duty specification factor included the working load, the teaching -

skills; specification of tasks, the adequate number of teachers and the bureaucratic tradition 

the teachers had to work ir. The teachers were overloaded with work- as• a civil servant as . 

well as a teacher. In their capacity of a teachers, th_ey are expected to ·do the clerical, 

administerial as. well as the professional workload. The professional workload inCiudes both 

the teaching and non-"-teaching_ job such as organizing the extra curriculum activities. So 

not enough time had been ,devoted to the teaching and its preparation. On the other hand, 

the teachers seemed to have lacked the professional skills iri terms of techniques· and the 
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understanding and ability to execute the implementation of the ne~ curriculum. There was. 

~ot en~llgh time,on
1 

teaching t?sk even when the teachers were in the clas~room. Nor were 
. . ' -

ther_e enough teachers per classrooms as many of them were on loan or on study leave. 

Lastly the bureaucratiC tradition has an adverse effect on the teaching-learning. The teachers 

were separate from the local people by this tradition on the one hand and on the other hand, 

the tradition often prevents the teachers' use of taking initiatives or applying their creativeness, 

due to the·rigid regul11tions and hierachical system. 
I 

The teacher's moral consisted of his economic ability,_ the social and fring~ benefit 

that came with the job and their relationship with other people. The majority of the teachers 

were not' well off bu.t had to pay high social taxes. This had forced most of them to take _on 

a second job often at the expense of the students they were teaching. The conflict from 

having to cope with two jobs, with insufficient income often depressed the teachers and 
' . ,. ' 

this could only have an adverse effect on the teaching-learning. It is important to ensure 

the social welfare for the teachers in terms of safe housing facility which involves little 

traveling time, expense and energy. Most teachers expected to have opportunity for obtaining 

higher qualification as part of their inservice training but how much this opportunity 

contributed. towards greater quality o_f educ_ation in their school remained doubtful unless 

one could improve on their social welfare to. prevent them from leaving the school once 
' 

, they had obtained a degree. However, lack of the opportunity seemed to have created a 
. . ' ' ' 

bad morale among the teachers. The lack pf an opportunity for obtaining higher qualification, 

and bad relationships with the headmaster, colleagues and parents depressed the teachers 

~nd only contributed neg1;ltively to the improvemenf in teaching-learning of a school. 

Teaching-Learning and Assessment Factors 

Th~se two factors h~ve the most direct effect on the students' learning achievement 

when all the other factors we have mentioned only have an indirect effect through these 

two variables. Table 4 shows the quantifiable components of the variables while the 

qualitative co'mponents will be described later on~ 

Table 4: Factors on Teaching-Learning and Assessment 
' 

· Factors 

I. OJo of actual teaching time vs. official 
'· ' . . . 

school time (from observation), 

2. End of school day 

. (officially 15.30) 

3. Parents; complaint of 

corporal punishment 

4. OJo of student failure in' 1980 

Roong 

Pita ya 

66 I 

83.8 

14.30 

none 

0.7 

. Nong 

Bua 

90.2 

14.00 

yes 

7.9 

Sra 

Kaew 

74.0 

15.00 

none 

16.0 

,Hua.i 
Haeng 

71.6 

14.30 

yes 

10.0 

/ 
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1. Teachers; ability and -grasp of concepts underlying the new·_ currh;ulum · 

. appr:oach . 

. 1.1 The teachers' orientation~ From the researcher's observation, most teachers 

were ill equipped to teach and were not ready for the new curriculum in many\ (aspects. 

There had been insufficient orientation. Syllabi, teachers' manuals, lesson plans and 

coursebooks were not ar~anged to be sent out t? the teachers befor~ the begining of the term. 
So they had had no time to st_udy them in advance how to prepare the lessons. So most 

·teachers walked into the classroo~s unprepared and feeling unsure of themselves. However, 

the delay/ in delivering manuals, lesson plans and coursebooks can be rectified easily but 
' . 

not the problel_ll with the _orientation. Even though one can ensure that all primary school 
teachers are to have under:gone orientation (which is not the case with the present implemen

tation of the present curriculum· one still cannot say that they would all be equipped to 

teach and make the best use of the technology and inn.ovations recommended in the ~ew 
syllabi. This was the case with ·Khruu Somchai who had ~ad training and ·orientation in 
the work habit orientation block yet whose teaching was no different from those who had 

had no orientation at all. How the teachers- were orientated into the new curriculu~· was 

recorded by our researcher as follows: 

'Usually the orientation lasted 2-3 days and one representative from a school cluster attended. 

Then this person will r_elay the orientation he has received to the headmasters in the same 

school cluster. The headmasters· will in turn relay this to tne teachers for each subject in his 

own school. In thi~ long process of _successive verbal transmission, the vital concepts. in the 

new curriculum were lost. So the person who was teaching was not likdy to have had any 

training in using the syllabus at att:• 

.. The teachers I lack of readiness for the' use of the new curriculum was' n'ot caused by insufficient 

orientation alone but also by the teachers' inability to allocate sufficient time1 for lesson 

.·planning which might have· been the result of their heavy workload. Observation records 

showed that most teachers spent only about 5 minutes on lesson plans and it ·was usually 

just before he would enter the classroom: Also it was found that many teachers made no 

'plans at all but reli.ed on their memory and expereince from past teaching. The teachers 
did not seem to have any problems in conveying the lesson contents to the children alth01,1gh · 

no. preparation nor planni~g had been made. This is because in a Thai classr:oom, it is 
rare to find an inquisitive students who may question or challenge the teacher on what he _is 

\ 
teaching. However, the classroom under observation lacked liveliness and animation. 
What was worse was the fact that the teaching-learning was not in steps with the object_ives -
outlined in ·the syllabi, since the teachers used thelo,wn understanding of the curriculum and. 

their own objectives . 

. 1.2 The teachers I understanding of the concepts underlying the curriculum.. As 

already mentioned~ in-service teacher training so far was not only inextensive but also 
badly organized. Teachers went. on teaching ~!though they had riot yet grasped the underlying 
concepts, its targets, its teaching methodology nor the outcome in the form of the expeeted 
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achievement among the students. At Roong Pitaya school- the best of the 4 school under 
' study- one teacher remarked: 

'I feel sorry for this lot of students who have to serve as guinea pigs for this educational ex: 

. perimentation.' 

Her co·mment reflected the attitude and ignorance shred by many 'teachers. Being ignorant 

and Jacking U~derstanding of the curficulum, the t~achers set up their own objecti".'.eS, 

methodology ·and evaluation criteria, usually based on their old habits and practice in the 

old curriculum. Thus with them, evaluation in itself was useless as all they wanted was 

'a pass' for all the students. 

However, our findings ·revealed that once a teacher understood the essential and 

basic concept·s behind th,e new curriculum, he was quite willing 'to devote himself to the 

- improvement in his teaching by making a serious study of the syllabi, manuals and lesson . . 
plans. Moreover, he became aware that the guidelines contained_ therein could help and save 

him a great deal of work as all he needed to do was to follow the instruction~ given. Most 
importantly, he soon became aware that under the new curriculum, the output aimed that. 

was more than giving students literacy and some knowledge of arithmetic computations 

which were the objectives of the previous curriculum. Affective learning achievement was 

an essential J?.art in the objectives. This was the cases with young and old~r' teachers like 

Khruu Lad.da, Khruu Sak, Khruu Poon, Khruu Kalaya and Khruu Somyos, who after . 

studying the teaching media for over a year, agreed that th~1 learning~mder the new curriculum 

would be more beneficial to the students. They seemed to have a favorable· attitude for 

th<; new curriculum. According to Khruu Ladda who had been teaching for 25 years 'There's 

. a lot to be said for the new curriculum'. This change of attitude in Khruu Ladda· was similar 

to that of teachers in South Lane School who -according to Wolcott '-s anthopological 
study in Teach~r vs Technocrats -acGepted that the POBS (Planning-Organizing-Budgeting 

. _System) and the school planning, evaluation and communication system were useful to the 

school adminis,tration when they were first introduced into the American schools (Wolcott· 

1977). 

The most crucial point for our concern was the teacher's lack of conceptual under

standing behind the learning contents in the curriculum and hence t~eir inability, to adapt 

when impiementing the curriculum. Many incidences recorded reflect this lack of under

, standing: 

a) The 'teacher's comment that the learn inf!. contents are not appropriate to the 
focal environment. According to the field researcher's report 

'Khruu Tin identified imapplicability to local condition as one of the problems he had found 

fo curriCulum implementation. For instance, children hei-e"eould not afford to~thbrushes nor, 

do they have ·any toilets at home. He' also feels that there·was no need to teach all this to the 

children who when they have grown, up will naturally learn to adapt the'm-selves·. 'His remark, 

we have found, reflec~s his lack of. understanding or his overlook of the objective which is to 
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teach the concept, value and practice· of cleanliness and if the children have no: toothbrushes, 

the teacher c·an use other illustrations he deems fit instead of the toothbrushes that the ch.ildren 

do not possess. 

b) The teachers tended to omit teaching ,the part that they do not' approve of 

i;<"or instance, Khruu Somyos did not teacli. the concept of discipline because he disapproved 
that the syllabus uses the pedestrain crossing and traffic lights. His reason was there were 

no such things. in the village. As a result, for his class there was no learning of discipline. -

c) The teachin!( of curriculum contents without the understanding· of the concep/s. 

For instance, on co-operation, the curriculum use5 the concrete form of the co-operation as an 

illustration. We found The· teachers teaching the various forms of co-operatives without 

any presentation on the concept of the strength of co-operation. The children ended up 
knowing the various forms of co-operatives but not the concept of co-operation. -

d) The teachers' requests for the d1:<;trict or provincial lesson plans on ground that 
those provided by the ministry of educatiori were not appropriate to the local condition so 
the teachers needed to make the adaptation. If the district or provincial ones were available, 
the teachers could then use the lesson plans straight away with no or little adaptation needed. 

This requests reflects the teachers' inability to adapt the lesson plans. They·were aware of 
the problems-in the lesson plans but prefered to have them adapted by someone else instead 

of doing the adaptation themselves. This finding confirms Priscila Manalang' s .and the 
researcher's postulate that teachers prefer to ·be the consumers of ready made lesson plans 

and materials than to being the designer or inventors in their implementation. 

It is these insignificant details that have prevented the realization of the curriculum 
yet very few education policy makers knew about them'-as they happened at the lowest 

rung of the ladder in the classroom. Some headmasters did not even realize that it was 
happening in their own schools. It is crucial to train the teachers in the underlying concepts 

in the curriculum and check that their understanding was thorough enough _t.o_ enable them 

to substitute the given illustration with another that is nearer to their students' experience. 
This is an essential guideline for the local curricular.development. The teachers' conceptual 
understanding is most crucial in the implementation of the curriculum. 

1.3 Teaching targets. Lacking of understanding and· readiness for the new curriculum, 
most teachers set up their own target of teaching. Theii- target was often a contingency plan 
with little consideration for long term objectives. Thus a teacher at Roong Pitaya School 
was contented with enabling her students to read and write and have some knowledge of 
simple arithmetic. In other cases we found that the teachers had set up target in terms of 
the students' achievement in connection with th.e school or· the teacher's intere~t: · For 

instance, Khruu Prasop, the headmaster, ask(!d the staff to adjust the students' marks to 
a pass score by givi.ng students a bonus for their accumulated scores over th~ year. T~ 
Khruu Prasop, the t~rget aimed at was not the students·, knowledge; it was his school 

target to have some concrete, rio matter how unreal- evidence of having succeeded in_ teaching, 
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an evidence that teaching had been done and evaluation assesse~. What the output was 

among the students achievement was- of no significance. Education in school is a long and 

lengthy process often in an unsupervised system. Thus it is easy for irresponsible teachers 

· to set up their own unacademic but contingent objectives and followed them without _any 

one outside th_e school knowing about t_hem. Once the students graduated_ from school and 

it was found out that they had not attained the goal set by the curriculum, one just co.uld 

not pin point as to whose fault it was, as_ the teaching had been a joint effort by several 

teachers. The headmaster is the only person capable of superimposing this supervision to 

s~e that the objectives in the curriculum are fulfilled as most parents are not equipped to_ do 

so while the students are at the recipient end with no say in the matter at all. 

2. Teaching methodology 

2.1 The use of teaching equipment. Most teache~s rarely used any teaching equipment 

and claimed that they had no time nor materials to prepare the media to be used with, it. 

But our _findings revealed that the teachers were not interested in using even the materials 

whic~ were readily available in the school like the globes, science kit, picture cards etc. 

On the other hand, the new curriculum does expect the teachers to use a great deal of 

teaching equipment and the_ ministirial departments concerned have been making an effort 

to provide budget for the equipment since 1982. Information on school expenditure revealed 

that a large amount of the school non-governmeµt budget was spent on procuring teaching 

eguipment as the 4 blocks of experience do require different varieties of equipment. Thus 

the problem seemed to be : how can one induce the teachers to make use of the available 

teaching equipment. on·e finding which seemed relevant to this point was that the teachers 

who· prepared the· lesson, even· mentally doing so, did make use_ of the equipment. But 

preparations mean more work than for the teachers in term of planning, and teaching and 

this makes the- teachers hesitant to prepare their lessons. The provision of teaching in-_ 

struments without any attempt to change the teachers' habit and behaviour in lesson planning 

would make the provision of the instruments infutile. In many cases, one also found that 

there had been a long delay in delivering the equipment fo the schools during this first phase 

of implementation. 

2.2 Teaching methodology. Nearly all teachers in the schools under study use the 

traditional lecturiqg method with the aid of blackboards. The methodology was very much 
teacher centred. This was the method of teaching they were good at and which was easy, 

convenient with little preparation to be done. - We also found that the teachers were uncom-
• ~ I , 

fortable with any other forms of methodology. But this lecturing method was very unstimulant. 
When questions were asked, there was no prompting nor encouragement for the students to 

attempt answers. Questions were phrased in such a way that the answers were_ in the questions 
, . I , , 

themselves. If the students were unable to answer, the t_eachers ended U)J giving the answers 

themselves. Usually questions asked were of yes-no type and those asking the 'how' and 
'why' were indeed few in numbers. Some teachers tried to use-the provided lesson plans and 

teachers manuals but found that. they could not remember the details. So they ended up 
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standing at the teachers' table reading the lesson plan and thus failed to rouse the students' 

interest and make the classroom more animated. Observations showed that. teachers' 
movements did help 'to create a more lively atmosphere. The moderate verbal speed with 

which the teacher used in his explanation .. his clear pronunciation, his eye movement which 
focused on the students individually while explaining and his walking to and fro between the 

front and the back of the classroom all helped to retain ·the students' attention and interest.· 

Students often complained of the teach~rs who stayed put at his table, spoke far too ·fast, 

stammered or focused his attention only on clever or attentive students. 

What was more important than the pedagogical techniques used in teaching· procedure 

was the teacher's ability to render the abstract concept which was the teaching point, and to 
give it a more concrete and tangible form within the students' grasp of understanding. This 
could be done iri two ways. first by listing several concrete examples of the concept and 

then asking the students to draw a conclusion from the examples and second, by mentioning 
the concept and then supplying examples to illustrate before asking the students to supply 

more examples to check their understanding. In the life experience, work experience .and 

habit formation blocks, these 2 techniques were highly: essential yet many teachers were 

unable to_ use them. However, one heard a teacher at Roong Pitaya School asked herself, 
"What can I say .o_n self-discipline?" It seemed that not enough attention had been paid f6r 

making sure that the. teachers understood the various concepts they were expected to teach 

during the orientation. Orie found teachers mistaking the concrete examples to be the 
teaching focus instead of the concept and if this was the case, it was rather impossible to 

.I . ' 

expect that the necessary concepts have been learned by the students. · 

One minor point should be mentioned here concerning the teaching methodology 
in Primary One. Having had rio pre-school education, most chilqren came to Primary One 

without the readiness program in hand movements: Often the teachers had. to hold their 
hand and fingers while practicing them to draw curved and straight lines so that they could 

write the alphabet. Some teachers had to stay regularly close -to the children that they got 
lice from them. At Huaj Haeng School, when Khruu Bopha was tired of curing herself of 
lice which she got while helping the students writing the alphabet, s'he asked to be moved to 

a higher class. The teacher who replaced her avoided contacting the same disease stayed,· 

away from close contact with the students and confined herself to the use of blackboard. 
The result was -that year- several students could not write at the end of Primary One. 

2.3 The teachers' exercise of authority control. Often one found the teachers 
to be highly emotional and temperamental when they exercise the authority they had in 
punishing the students. We recorded the teachers, consciously and unconsciously being 
rather temperamental while conducting a class. The word 'stupid' was used not infrequently. 
We recorded Khruu Chomchai at Huaj Haeng School talking to one of the students' 

'your parents must have been very stupid otherwise they would not have begotten you.' 
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After frequent repetitions she soon managed to make the students believe that they were 

really stupid and thus afraid of expressing any opinion or venturing any answers to her 

questions. Some teachers saw nothing wrong with getting temperamental with the students. 

Khruu Ramphaa at Roong Pitaya told the researchers. 

'Today, I' 11 try not to lose my temper with the students. What I' II do is to put 

my questions only to the clever students so I can feel that the students understand what I teach. 

If I ask the stupid ones and they can't answer, I 'II only get.bad tempered.' 

Another problem one found with the abuse of the teacher's authority was m the 

use of corporal punishment. In two schools, the parents made complaints about excessiye 

corporal punishment. The teachers were accused of knocking the sti.Ident' s head a~d 

trashing the student who subsequently became ill. This abuse of authority created a lot of 

bad feeling between the teachers and the parents. Also no one has yet faun~ any evidence 

that corporal punishment could bring about an improvement in a student's achievement. 

What we found as a sign of the children's rejection of the school and the tea.cher when the 

children in question started to play truant. The authoritative use of power also effected the 

teaching and learning process in so far as the teachers who used the lecture method, tended to 

believe that they were the only source of correct information and teaching is the imparting 

of the knowledge they had. This attitude was not conducive to the investigation method 

which aims ~t getting the students to look for the answers theqlselves before coming to their 

owri conclusion. This attitude will reject other sources of information and this dangerously 

denies the existence of local resources of learning which could have been highly relevant and 

contributive a great deal to the children's education. 

After the. formal complaints, there were investigations. Some complaints were 

proved. to be groundless but in more than one cases, they resulted in the transfer of the 

teachers involved. What then happened was that the rest of the teachers became rather 

reluctant to give any corporal punishment. At Nang Bua, the headmaster was so scared 

that he gave out order that no students were to be punished. This had created a great deal· 

of problem among the teachers in Primary Five and Six where the students were in their 

early teens and often showed disobedience and mockery towards the helpless woman teacher 

who could not control the class. This phenomenon reflects in fact the students' reaction· 

to the teachers' abuse of authority and unless this reaction is defused, it could well develop 

to take a violent form like it did in Japan when the students in some class started the beating 

on the teachers. At present, it is an indicator of the conflict between parents and teachers 

and this will be the topic of our later discussion. 

3. The teachers' time on task. Long term classroom observation revealed that the 

teachers did not make use of all the time allocated for teaching. Table 4 already shows 

that the actual teachjng time ranged between 90.9"7o to 71.6 "lo of all the teaching hours. 

· The teachers often Jeff the classes unattended. We also found that even when a teacher was 

in the classroom, she might be present but there was no teaching as she was occupied with 

..yriting her own report (for her· evening class), reading magazines, baby sitting or worse, 
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dozing. The. actual end of school day is an~ther indicator of how the teachers abused their 
teaching time. The official time was 15.30. for the lower primary. classes. Ali the .4 schools 
.let the children out before this time to play around inside the school and. allowed them to go 
home at 15.30. 

In the higher primary classes where there were definite timetables in the afternoon, 
we saw Nong Bua School letting the children out at .14.00, Roong Pitaya School at 14.30 
and the two schools in the northeast let their students out at 14.30 and 15.00 (see Table 4). 

One also .recorded the teachers asking the students to do odd jobs for them during 
teaching hours like baby sitting, going to get the teachers' lunch, putting water in the 
tanks at the teachers' houses etc. and all these took place without the teachers having any 

sense of guilt that they are causing the students to miss their lessons. 

· 4. Teaching-learning assessment 

4.1 Correction of homework or exercises. Most teachers tried to save time and 
labour' by giving the answers of assignments on the blackboard and asked the students to 

correct one another's homework. Thus the emphasis was more on giving the right answers 
than on finding -out why the students had come to make the mistake they did. Correction 1 

consisted of rubbing out the wrong answers and writing down. the correct ones. At Roong 
Pitaya School, some teachers never corrected any homework and only made sure that· the 
correct number of assignments had been turned in. An examination of some students' ·. 
notebooks showed numerous mistakes arid no signs of the teacher having seen them .. - Without 
checking the students' homework assignment and exercise books, it was impossible for the 
teachers to assess the students' learning achievement. We also noticed that most of the 
assignments seemed to have focused on the cognitive skills and little on the psycho-motor 
skills. In Worarajmuni' s word, 'no assignments on rice· farming have ever been given as 
homework among Thai children.' (Worarajmuni 1987). 

4.2 Examinations. During the time this research was conducted, (1980) t,he ne_w 
curriculum required that there ·are formal examin~tion in Primary Two, Four and Six .. 
But in Primary Four, Five and Six that year, it was required that the children took mid term 
and final examinations. So one could see that examinat.ions still had a major part to play. 
Examination is a process consisting of test design and construction, the actual administration, 
the scoring, the interpretation of test result and the subsequent remedial work for those 
who need it. In the schools, we found that the teachers never allowed themselves enough 
time for test construction even with the joint examination constructed by the school cluster. 
Officially, the papers were due on the first day of the term to allow teachers to prepare them 

during the vacation. But one found the teachers still writing the tests ori the very day they 
were due. Often we found during the administration of a test that the students did not 
understand the questions or instruction. For instance at Huaj Haeng School, the Thai 
language paper for Primary Five,_ one open-ended question read 
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'A s.entence consists of two major parts namely' 

I) ....... : ..... ; ................................ 2) ............................ .' ........... . 
and one student wrote : 

'I) the .northeast 2) the southeast' 

We also found that in marking, 4 steps were taken to ensure that the students would all 

pass: . I) adding more accumulated scores 2) giving extra marks while marking the final 

papers 3) telling the stud,ents what answers to give during the examination sessions and 

4) raising the students' final examination scores at the school cluster board of examination. 

Khruu Prasop, headmaster at Sra Kaew School, leeked the examination papers to the 

students and told the teachers to give the students the correct answers at the test administration. 
Teachers in all the four schools used steps one and two and took this to be the common 

practice. All these practices were used because - to have all the children passing the examination 

was in the interest. of the school and the headmaster. Most parents did not know about 

this and those who did considered it to be the teachers' business. No objection nor complaint 
was ,made until after the school-leaving when the ·underachievement became apparent. 

H was noticeable that the parents paid little attentions to the children's learning achievement. 

Teachers sent no reports to the parents and excused themselves. for producing none on 
ground of lack of time. 

Conclusion 

Factors on teaching-learning ·and assessment have the most direct effect on the 

student's achievement. This group of factors consists of the teacher's grasp of the conceptual 

- framework used in the new curriculum and their readiness though orientation to implement 

it as well as their methodology, their time on task and their method of evaluation. 

It was found that the teachers seemed to have lacked the grasp of concepts and 
' readiness. They spent little or no time at all in lesson·_ planning which result in the passive 

atmosphere. Many teachers criticized the new curriculum for containing irrelevant contents 

and omit the teaching of any contents they disapproved of without realizing the concepts 

behind' the contents. Most teachers did _not know how to or were unwilling· to adapt the 
learning content t'o make them more relevant to the iocal situation. Many teachers had no 
target in the teaching or were using the old target of the previous curriculum which onlv 
aimed at literacy and numeracy. All this have prevented the actualization of the curriculum. 

·What come under teaching methodology were use of teaching equipment, teaching 
techniques and the exerci.se of the teachers' authority. Teachers rarely used any equipment 
even when one was available on the excuse of having no time for lesson preparation. The 

traditional method of lectures, with the use of blackboard were seen everywhere. The 
- teaching was highly teacher-centred and classroom .atmostphere was unenthusiastic. The 

teachers used temper in dealing out punishment to the students and this only increased the 

latter's antagonism. 

The study of the teachers' time on task revealed that there had been abuse on this. 
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Not enough of the prescribed time had been used for the purpose. Classr.ooins were found 

unattended and even in those with teachers, it was found that they were_ using the class .hours 

for their own, not the students' int.erest. Students were let out of the classrooms long before 

the official hours. All this pointed to the lack of any serious consideration for the students . ~ . ~ 

learning achievement among the teachers. 

Our st~dy of a~sessment .procedure which consisted of homework correction and 
examination showed that it was impossible for the teachers to evaluate by the objectives for 

lack of time as well as for their lack of responsibility. Peer corrections were used mainly 

without the teachers examination of the students exercise books. So the teachers had no 

ideal how well each. student performed nor could they do nothing to remedy. Moreover, 
student's promotion to a higher class seemed automatic as there was no real intention ·of 

checking on the students' ability and achievement. The formal end-of-year examination 

was carried out inefficiently for the sake of having one with all attempts bei11g made to 
ensure that all the students would pass. Thus the examination, designed to be the controlling 

component of quality, was abused. 

Lack o( understanding and conviction m the new curriculum is at the root of all . . 

'the problems. Without this, it is unrealistic to exped proper implementation and evaluation - ' ... 

of .the educational output of the new curriculum. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

Parents and Students Factors 

Factors concerning parents and students consisted of the following (see Table 5) 

Table 5 : Factors on Parents and Students 

Factors 
Roong · Nong Sra Huaj 
Pita ya Bua K:~ew Haeng 

OJo of students' educationai expenditure 

in ratio with the total family spending 3.4 5.3 3.2 5.1 
Average students'. educational 
expenditure per head (in baht) 600 630 243 197 
Percentage of students absent 

from school .<annual average) 10.2 8.3 no record . IO. I 

N.B.The educational expen'diture shouldered by the parents were spending 
on coursebooks; stationary, clothes, and ·pocket money. At Roong. 
Pitaya, Sra Kaew and Huaj .Haeng, the expenditure did not include 
money for lunch which the children brought· from home but at Nong 
Bua, . a number of students .bought their own lunch- and this had 

brought up the average expenditure at Nong Bua School. If.one takes 
this lunch money out, the average expenditure at.Nong Bua would come 
down to 600 baht. 
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1. Educational expenditure 

Our survey of the parents' expenditure on the children schooling per child in · 
contrast with the total family expenditure is shown in Table 5. The parent at Nang Bua 
spent as much as 5.30Jo while Sra Kaew parent spent least i.e. 3.20Jo. In real money term, 
this ranged between 200-600 Baht. It seemed that parents fo better off communities like 
Nang Bua and Klang 'Yaaw (where Roong Pitaya School is) spent more, on their children 
schooling than the parents in the poorer communities like at Sra Kaew and Huaj Haeng. 
Moreover' the spending seemed to correlate positively with the student Is achievement. 
However, at Huaj Haeng School where the parents spent least money on their children 
schooling, the sum spent was 5.lOJo of their total family expenditure. This showed that the 
ratio of money the parents in this area invested on their children education is the h\ghest-

. a useful information for the education policy makers to know as .it reflected the burden 
each parent had to bear for their children education on top of what had been provided by 
the government in this level of education which is compulsory in Thailand. Most of this 
money is spent on educational expendibles without which learning would be impeded. Orie 
parent at Huaj Haeng village bought a pencil and cut it in three pieces so that all her three 
children would have something to write with, the children were made to•tie the pencils to. 
their button. In contrast, one saw parents at Roong Pitaya bought several workbooks and 
supplementaries for their children so that they would perform well at examinations. This 
inequal opportunity in education is caused not only by the economic inequality but also by 
unequal parental commitment. 

2 .. Parent's recreation patter:n 

In all the 4 communities, .the most common favorite pastime for parents were 
gambling and drinking. On the field researcher's first day at Nang Bua School, she. found 
a package of playing cards in the school driveway. The villagers used the expression "Let's 
go to the adult education class" as euphemism for going to the illegal gambli~g house. 
They, unintentionally, set up examples for the children who then considered gambling as a 
part of their norm of life. We also found cases of, children missing school because they 
had to accompany their parents to the gambling sessions 'to help around' as well as cases 
of children cutting classes to gamble among themselves .. 

3. Parent's attitude to corporal punishment and their controlling system of 
children's behaviour 

Many over-protective parents resented any form of punishment from sch~ol even 
when their children deserved it. They would either protect their children or blame other 
people for any mishaps caused by their children. At Sra Kaew School, when one student 
had stolen some school property, the parent told the teacher that 'It was only children's 
pranks'. Many parents got into a rage when their children were punished. One parent at 
Nang Bua came to scpool, demanding 'What right ha~e you got to whip my child?' At the 
same school, another parent had made a formal complaint of a teacher to the district 
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educational office, causing ari investigation and the school fo change its pu~ishment' s policy. 

At Huaj Haeng School, Khruu Surachai was also accused of e:iccessive punish~~nt on the / 

students. Parents' interference, which had lifted the teachers' authority in an undisciplined 
classroom did little to help increasing the students' achievement as it tended to make the 
teachers resentful and not too over enthusiastic in the teaching. 

4. Students' absence from school 

There were several reasons for students absence from school, some of which had 
already been mentioned. This factor was often caused by parents' need for labour, their 
underestimation of the importance of education as well as the students' lack of motivation 
or some time even hatred for the school. One found an intere~ting case in 'Timlord' a boy 
in Primary Three at Huaj Haeng who was absent from school. When the field researcher 
went to get him back, she found him watching a transister repairer working in his shop in 
the village. The reason he gave for missing school was 'This is much more fun than the 
lessons at school.' His answer makes us reflect that the parent's need of free labour may 
not be the only cause for student absence; but the boring school atmosphere can equally 
turn the students off education as well. The reason given by Timlord. has set up another 
wor~hwhile topic for enquiry how much have the children's intellectual needs and, curiosity 

' . 
been fulfilled by the school. . This aspect of .the school quality could be reflected. by the 
rate of its students' absence as well. It was noticed that Nong Bua had the lowest rate of 
absence (8.30Jo) but no record was available at Sra Kaew School (see Table 5). 

Conclusion 

Factors on parents and students have a direct effect on the students' achievement. 
This group of variables consisted of. amount of parent's educational expenditure on each 
child, their pattern of recreation, their views on corporal punishment and control of the 
children behaviour as well as the rate of children's absence from school. 

On educational expenditure, it was found that well off parents ~ith positive attitude 
to e'ducation were willing to invest on their children edu~ation and would supply the children 
with extra workbook and suplementaries. The money spent ranged from 200-600 baht. 
The parents' recreational patterns also bore some effect on the children achievement. 
Parents who gambled were willing to or made the children miss the school or even indirectly 
encouraged them to gamble among themselves. On the parents view on corporal punishment 
and its use to control the children's behaviour, the parents Were against it and their complaints 
have caused the school to be hesitant in administering any to the children. This have 
reduced the teacher's· authority which was needed in some classrooms. And when the 
teacher lost control of his class, it was difficult to produce any effective teaching-learning 
activities. The cause for the students' absence from school was created both by the parents' 
need for .extra labour as well as the school failure to provide learning activities which were . 
challenging enough to the students' intellectual curiosity. There could have been other 
causal factors such as the students.' health which could have effected the learning achievement 
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but no detailed investigation has b"een carried out. Among these, at least 2 factors need to be 

confirmed by further study namely the students' lack of lunch and their short sightedness 

which often, the children are not aware of. 

School Community Factors 

This factor seemed to have more indirect effect on education quality than direct 

·one, as it effected the teacher factors, the student factors and the school factors in the 

following ways (see Table 6). : 

Table 6: Factors on School Community 

Factors 
Roong Nong Sra Huaj 

Pita ya Bua Kaew Haeng 

I. Distance from school village to the 

district (kms.) 19 17 8 4 

2. Electricity supply* yes yes no* no 

3. Bus service to the village yes yes no no 

4. Use of modern farming technology yes yes none none 

5. School location central central not central central 

6. Participatio'n from school 

educational co~mittee yes little none yes 

7. Donation to school in l 980'(baht) 10, 121 13,297 750 

*The supply had just started in 1981 

·t. Urbanization 

The two schools irl the central part were more urbanized than those in the northeast 

and this seemed to have different effects· on the schools in question: 

1.1 Public facilities. Table 6 showed that electricity supply was available in the . 

villages of Nong Bua and Roong Pitaya Schools for some time while it haa only been made 

available to the village where Sra Kaew School was. Electricity supply did have an impact 

on the students' learning. While it opened up the outside world.for them through television, 

it also caused the students to neglect their homework as they prefered watching _television. 

Another facility available was public transports. In the 2 schools in the central part o( 
Thailand, there was a bus service which ran nearly throughout the yea!' except during some 

part of the rainy season. when the roads were in pooFconditions. This was not the case with 

. the villages where the other two schools were in the· northeast. . There both teachers and 

students alike often bad to walk to school or used the rather expensive private pick-up car 

service. Any teachers who had some official business with the district offices had to provide 
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their own private transport. The distance between the schools and the district offices in the 

northeast was usually lesser than that• between the schools and. the district in the central . 
Thailand but it took the teachers in the two school in central Thailand less time to. travel to 

. the .district offices. 'on the othe~ hand, it was found that during the heavy rain peroids, 

mor·e students in the central schools were absent from lessons. 

1.2 Industrial areas. Nong Bua and. Roong Pitaya Schools were closer to the 
industrial areas so the location gave the school leavers a good opport~nity to work as 
skilled labourers. This had added incentive for obtaining education as the factories only . . . 

took on people who had completed the primary or secondary educafjon. So the parents were 
induced to allow their children to stay on instead of making them leave the school after the 
first 4 years. Thus the vicinity· of the industrial areas has helped to change the parents' 

_attitude about giving their children longer pe_riod of education. 

1.3 The use of mod~rn technology in the community. It has been found that m 
villages where. there was a widespread use of labour saving machinery for ploughing and 
harvesting, child labour was less demanded. This was beneficial to the children schooling 
as found in the case of the villages of Nong Bua and Roorig Pita ya ~chools. Here the 
students tended to attend the school~ more regularly. We also found that the parents 
there sent their children to attend school even before the time they were due to enrol. / 

2. Sc_hool location in the village 

It seemed that a school which was situated right in the middle of a community 
had better relationship with the community .. We saw several joint co-operation and joint 
activities between the school and ,the people at Huaj, Haeng School which was situated 
nearer to the village headman's house .. · The school covered extensive gro.und and the 
prople used it as a bypass to get wa'.ter from the temple lake. This gave the school a foc_al 
point where gatherings were made whenever there was an occasion. Unfortunately, this was 
not the case with Sra Kaew School which_ was at the edge of the village. Students in this 
school also came from 3 other villages nearby. The people in those villages had wanted the 
school •to be in their actual villages as the children had to walk some 3 kms. to ,come to the 
school. Thus there was little co-ope~ation from the parents and the school rate of students' 
absence was also very high. 

3. The role of community leaders and the education committee 

3.1 Community leaders. The Thai name for rural schools is 'prachabaan scho.oi'' 
which means 'und~r the people's patronage'.-· For_ the school to deserve its name does 

depend a great deal on the school community leaders. If the leaders are, active~ co-operative 
and cah give moral and material support to the school, it c6uld bdng prosperity as well as 
the positive attitude from the local people. Thus at the village of Huaj Haeng School, 

one wealthy village leader, who was related to the village headman, was also a close friend, 
of the headmaster-Khruu Praneet-:. So their friendship had brought good relationship an_d 
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good co-operation. However, it is too premature to say that good relationship with the 

school community will also bring about higher achievement among the student as the . . 
students' achievement score at Huaj Haeng School was the lowest of the 4 schools under 

study. In contrast, one found Sra Kaew School nearby with hot so close a relationship ,. 

· between the school and its local leader, only a few teachers having· some connection with 

·the people in the village, but the students' achievement score there was higher than that 

. at Huaj Haeng School. 

3;2 School educational committee. Its establishment was a result of the ministry of 

education regulation in 1975 which set up the committee's responsibilities for giving advices 

in the school management and operation. Site observation showed that the committee's 

role had become increasing more and more prominent and if allowed to function systematically, 

its full potentiality can benefit the school a great deal. . Members of the committee were 

usually. the community leaders or_ those who actively participated in school activities. 

Thus the committee had a similar and important role to play in the same way the community 

.leader did as mentioned in 3. I. In fact, the committee was a better balanced organization 

as it also consisted of non:-community leaders and thus could better create the feeling 

that the school did belong to everyone in the community. Roong Pitaya School educational 

committee, for instance;· had 18 members and a president who was the former village 

headman. At meetings, one usually got i opinions on the topic discussed: one was that of 

Kamnan Mee, the president and his followers and the. other was that of those who were not 

in Kamnan. Mee's clique. With this balanced view always present, decisions were made in 

the school's interest and this helped to prevent any interest group taking advantage of the 

school. .Roong Pitaya School students obtained the highest achievement score and its efficient 

· educational committee did see to the effective running of the school and this could have an 

~ndirect effect on the school educational quality. It should be mentioned here that the 

committee's role was purely administrative and non-academic. 

3.3 Conflicts of interest in the school community. While conflicts of group 
interest mentioned in 3 .2 helped creating efficient school management, there were other 

kinds of conflict which had an adverse effect on the school. This was the long term internal 

confli~ts l:>etween groups in the same community. For instance the abbot at Nang Bua 

Temple .was in conflict with the village community leaders who were also members of the 

school education committee. The school thus suffered from a lack of support from the 
local community. Its development became stunted. The school could not benefit from its 

committee's advice while the headmaster had to order his staff to refrafo from giving any 

corporal .Punishment on ~tudents for fear of offending the people even tnore. The conflict 
was never ending and had a long term effect on the school. 

4. School-community co-operation 

4.1 Donations or free labour from the people in the community. One indicator of 

the existing school-community co-operation was the donations made to the school. In areas 

where the parents were poor, the donations could come in the form of free labour or service 
\ 
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given to the' school if it did not take them too much time away from their regul~r job. 
In a more prosperqus areas, the people prefered giving donations instead. Table 6 showed 
clearly that schools in the central Thailand received greater donation, in terms of fund or free 

labour, than t~o~e in the northeast. 

4.2 Participation i~ school social activities. Ocasionally, the, school arranged 
activities and invited the local people to_join in. These activities were held not only for the 
purpose of raising funds for school but also to draw a closer tie between the school and .the 
local people like Children Fair on Children 1s. Day or some religious celebrations held on the 
school site, or at the temple where the school was located. Participation from the local 
people ranged widely, depending on the relationship between the local people, the .school 
and, the local community leaders. For instance, it was very difficult to arrange activities 
of this sort at Nong Bua School while it was easier to organize similar activities at Huaj Haeng 
School as the school was centrally located and received good co-operation from the community 

leaders. 

4.3 Sense of ownership and involvement with the school. This factor was the most 0 

difficult to detect, compared with other forms of co-operation· like making donations. · 

When one asked, . 

'What would you do if you see someone pulling down the school fence?' 

although the people's reaction was not complete indifference, but it did not amount to 
caring nor involvement of ownership. B.ut to the question: 

"What would you say to the official removal of the school site. to the 
next village?" 

the people were unanimous in their protest. Thus one has to assume that this sense of 
ownership of tP,e s~hool was rather artificial. The people felt that the school belong to them 
only in the sense that it was a symbol of their village importance. To lose the school meant 
a loss .of face and a bruise of their pride as it showed that the importance of their village 

has been reduced. However: the people did not care enough for the school to be more 
actively involved. This sense of ownership and involvement is also essential to any school 
development.. 

Conclusion 

The factors on school community only had indirect effect on t~e quality of education 

in the Thai rural schools, in so far as .they effected the teachers, the students and the teaching

learning process. 

Urbanization consisted of the public facilities, the vicinity of industrial zo·nes and 
the use of modern labour saving technology. Public facilites namely electricity and public 
transport rendered greater convenience to the teachers which made them stay in the village 
and were under less pressure from traveling time and expense. If also helped the students' 
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traveling to school as well as enabled them to work on their homework at night. · The 
industrial zone offe~ed great~r fob opportunity fol'. the skilled labourers who ~ust h~ve got ' 
the basic primary education or even b~tter _the secondary education. So it helped reducing 
the drop-out rate. The use of labour saving technology meant that children labour was not 

' ' 
crucial so helped to reduce the rate of absence from ~chool.. 

\ 

School location has many indirect effects. If the school is in the middle of .the · 
village the teachers can be sure' of their personal safety. It also means little traveling distance 

• I 

for both the children and the te~chers. Communication line to the local people is easily 
' 

kept open on what is going in the school which makes it possible to create some form of 

.co-operation and irelationshiJ> I 

Community leaders and the education committee have a.great role play in cementing. 
the school to its local community. If these people are willing and co-operative, the school 
would benefit immensely from this relationship. The co-operation from· the community 
could come in the form of donations in cash, kinds or free labour all of which would help 
to facilitate the students' learning. It also· means gre'ater relationship between the parents 
and the teachers. However, our finding sqowed that.the community did not really have any 
sense of ownership in the schooi nor feel that. it was a common property and organization ' 
which for their own interest should be preserved, protected and developed. 

. ' 

Students' Leamb1g Achievement' . 

All the six factors mentioned heitherto ·had effects ·on the students' achievement 
0

which can. b~ used as an indicator of the rural school- educational qµality in this research. 

In this section, one, would make a comparative study of the learning achievement scores of 
students in_ the four schools. For this purpose,_3 tests had beell' used namely 1) the end-of
year assessment by the schools, 2) the researchers,' own assessm,ent and 3) the students' · 
application of the curriculum contents to their daily life. 

1. Students ~chievemen~ through school assessment-: 

The schools I result of 1981 examinations was used for this purpose. In terms of 
the students' failure rate, the lowest was at Roong Pitaya School with only one student 
(or 0.70Joffailing the end of year examination. At Nong Bua school, the rate offailure was 
7.90Jo while it was 10.00Jo and 12.1 OJo at Huaj Haeng and Sra ~aew Schools respectively. 
However, rate· of student failure might be' an unreliable yardstick- as the school tests were 
not st~qdardized and· as mentioned before; there tended to be abuses in their administration. 
Mm;eover, the fact that the schools were concious that some research was being conducted 

· on their schools could well make the teachers .more con.scien~ious ·in the . teaching and 
. assessment. The.re was some discrepancies in comparison of the result in 1981 with that in 
the previous year. In Primary Four and Primary Six, in particular, there was a higher rate 
of failure.. It was possible that in the past, the schools had been anxious that· all the 
students in these 2 classes should pass· but under the researcher's observation, the tests had 
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been more rigorously constructed and administered and less assistance. was given to the 
students than normal. However, when one compared the ratio of students' failure in the 
four schools, this stayed proportionally the same as the year before wi!h sligh difference at 

Huaj. Haeng School and Sra. Kaew School. This may be a better indicator of the compa~ison 
Of School education quality than the actual Students I rate Of failure. 

2. The researcher's assessment of the students'. learning achievement, 

As one could not depend only on the school's assessment for their reliability, a more 
objective assessment· was required. Thus' two other instruments of measurement were used 
namely a) observation assessment and b) an as.sessment by a standardized tests. 

a) Observation assessment. Assessment were· made of the students through obser
vation and study of the students' exercise books. It was found. that, in arithmetic the· 
students usually got the. correct answeres though the calculation process was wrong. On 
checking, the ·Students did. not· know how. one arrived at the answers. At' Roong Pitaya 

\ 

School, one. students in Primary 3 borrowed an old exercise book from an ex~student of 
Primary 3 to copy all the assignments for the teacher, without any understanding of what 
he was copying down. Often students could do arithmetic problems without writing down 
the descriptive part of the problems-which may reflects thefr inability to read (or write). 
In the Thai subject, many students at Huaj Haeng School could not write·. Their essay 

• I . . 

showed no introductory part, were full of ·misspelling and their sentences did not make 
sen~e. This inability was found in .all classes ·with the exception of Primary Six. A similar 
situation was found at Sra Kaew School-some o.f its Primary 6 students could. not read nor 
write. However, Roo.ng Pitaya School Primary 6 students were much better; Their essays 
read quite coherently with few misspellings. Students at Wat Nong Bua were of the same 
standard as those in Roo.ng ·Pi~aya School. 

At Wat Huay Haeng School, some students in Primary 4, 5 and 6 used the same 
_exercise books for taking notes of all the subjects and this had made their revision difficult / 
due to the confusion therein. Some students in Primary 1, 2 and 3 did not keep their exercise 
books and thus had none for the. revisions before the examination. 

Long term achievement can be measured in the relevancy of an educationai program 
- which can be seen in the students,· application of the school learning to his daily life. The 

researchers found no significant difference among the four schools under study but certain 
findings are worth reporting ·here. The most relevant subject seemed to have been the study 
of Thai language as the students could make great use of it in reading newspapers, cartoons, 
children stories, if one could be found available. They also used the knowledge to take 
down the popular song heard on the radio especially the folksongs that ~ere· very popular 

_ among primary· children. They also wrote to their friends who had moved to another 
provi,nce. They also used some computation when sent by the parents to do some shopping 
but they often let the sellers do the sums and the researcher once heard the street hawker 
s~olding a students for not working out how i'ouch what he was buying should co~t him. ' 
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It seemed that the paret1ts did not expect them to help calculating in their selling on farm 
products and it was not until the children became grown ups that they. found the arithmetic 

knowledge useful in their career: 

Students did find 'other subjects fairly useful such as the kn9wledge they gained in 
the work experience biock-gardening, watering, use of fertiliser, personal cleanliness (use of 

· · tooth-brush and how to preserve food. Other knowledge was purely academic like the 
: \ 

knowledge of a visit to a clinic or hospital when ill as there was no clinic nor hospital 
around nor could they afford it unless it was a question of life and death. 

What the students showed was a positive attitude to rice farming and a preference 
to live in the pro~ince .. We .could not say if this was. learned from the school or from .their 
experience of the outside_ world. One thing was obvious, the children left the school with a 
positive attitude for. tl:ie middle class social norms- in etiquette, values and .manners. They 
believed in dressing well, behaving' and speaking politely and having a habit of using the 

. . . 
toilet. A socialable person had the middle class specification in his personality and the 
anti social ones were those who had failed to obtain these social attributes. 

In conclusion, the children gained- a lot in language and ·socialization development 

through schooling while other knowledge was not eit~er all that relevant to their rual life, 
or may be too premature for their present children status. 

· ln terms of the children preference for any particular subject, the clever students -
prefered arithmetic-giving reasons that this. subject .made them think. At Nang Bua, most 
students prefered arts (drawing and painting) and sculpturing. 

As a whole, one can say that the st.udents' achievement in the 4 schools varied from 
class to class. Most classes had few clever students and a large number of slightly lower than 
average students. This finding will . be subsequently confirmed by the report of their 
achievement in the standardized test' in the ·next section. 

b) Students' achievement as shown by the result of the use of a standardized test. 
A standardized test was administered on Primary Three students in the 4 schools. This test 

. ' 

consisted of 2 subtests namely the cognitive achievement test on arithmetic and the Thai 
-language. The details of the results are shown in Table 7 

, · 
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Table 7: . Primary Three Is c.ognitive average achievement sc9res and the coefficient of 

variation of the 4 schools under study in 1980 

School 
Average· score Coefficient of 
(Total= 120) Variation 

Rank order 

Roong Pitaya 87.2 27.6 1 
Nong Bua 78.0 33.6 .2 
Sra Kaew 70.3 27.9 3 
Hauj Haeng 65.5 32.6 4 

The students from Roong Pitaya school received the highest score (87.2). The next 
highest were the students at No~g Bua School (78.0). Sra Kaew School ranked third (i0.3) 

and the lowest were those at Huaj Haeng School (65.5). In term ·of distribution, the best 

c~efficient of variation was that at Roong Pitaya School (27.8). The next, best was at 
Sra Kaew School (27.9) then next came Huaj Haeng (32.6) and finally Nong. Bua (33.6). 

Take them in pairs, the range of students' ability at Roong Pitaya· School was narrower 
than that at Nong Bua· and Sra Kaew Schools which meant that the students at Roong. 

Pitaya and Sra Kaew Schools we~e more homogenous than their counterparts. 

Students' Learning Achievement Factors 

In this chapter, the four schools' education quality realized in the students' learning · . . 

achievement had been explained iri terms of six factors namely school management, head-
masters, teachers, . teaching-learning and. evaluation processes, school communities and 

parent-students. Here we shall briefly describe the effects the six factors and a look _at 

I Diagrams 9 and 10 would make the description more meaningful. 

1. Education management .. This consisted of school supervision and monitoring i.e. 

specifications of the supervisory duties, and a definite· division of the duties among the 
offices which are 1 supposed to be in charge,· the use of non-government budget, teaching . 

equipment (delivery, relevancy, correspondence between textbooks by private publishers 
and the teacher manuals and lesson plans written and provided free of charge by the ministry 

of educati"on, adequacy of teaching media on loan to needy students, and equity in the 

distribution of the subsidizeq materials to schools, educational administration at the district. 
and school cluster, levels (district educational officers' role and also criterion used for teachers' 
promotion. 

2. Headmasters. This factor consisted of the. headmasters' administration (days 
oL school attendence, efficiency in professional. skill and planQing skill, supervision and 
monitoring of school staff, sense of responsibility in job assignment and working principles) · 

. their. inter-personal relationship (the nature of the relation, criteria. for teacher promotion) 
age, experience and qualification and finally the duration of their headmaster's term. 
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3. Teacher factor. This factor consisted of the teachers'· characteristic (qualjfications, 

te~ching experience, age,: sex, vocational call and their sen.se of responsibility,) the teachers 

responsibilities (the nature of the work they were involved in, time ~n tasks, responsibilities, 

teaching skills, adequate number of teachers per classroom, the teacher's role as a civil 

servant in ,a bureaucratic system) the teachers' morale· (economic security, fringe b"'nefits in 

terms of free housing, distance of traveling to and from school, and opportunity for studying 

for a higher· qualification) and finally their ability to establish social relationship with other 

people in tht:: school environment. 

4. Community factor. Consisted of urbanization (public facilities such as electricity 
' • ' • ' I 

supply, bus services, nearness of an industrialized area and the use of modern technology 

in farming), school location, the role of· community leaders and the school's council of 

' education (community leaders, the COUncil Of education ,and the community internal Conflicts) I 

· local cooperation with the school (donation and free labour, participation in school activities, 

sense of ownership and involvement with the school). 

5. Parent-student factors which .. consisted of the parent variables such as· their 

educational expenditure, their attitude towards ~ducation as_ a future investment for their 

"children, types of occupations, recreational pattern and their ~iews on the use of corporal 

punishment as a school measure for social and educational control. 

·The student factor consisted of their knowledge background, their handing in of · 

homework and the rate of the school absentism. . 

6. Teaching-learning· and evaluation factor consistyd of the teachers' readiness and 

···understanding (th~ir readiness, their understanding of the concepts in the curriculum, their 

teaching goal) teaching methodology (use of teaching materials, teaching techniques, use o~ 

teaching psychology, homework assignments) teaching contents, the adual time spent- on 

''.teaching, evaluation (method of evaluation, test administration practice, teachers' respon

sibilities in scoring, homework correction, a reliable evaluation of the learning objectives.) 

. These 6 factors had a causal relationship to the students' learning achievement as 

shown in Diagram 9. 
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. As shown by the diagram, the school educational management effects both the . 
headmaster factors, the teacher factors and the teaching-learning and evaluation factors and 
simultaneously it had an indirect' effect on the local com_munity factors. 

The headmaster factors had direct effects on the teachers factors, the teaching-
learning factors, ,the 1ocal community factors with an indirect effect on the parent-student 
factors. 

The teachers factors had a direct effect on the teaching-learning and .evaluation 
as well as on the parent-students factors. 

The community factors had a direct effect on the parent-student factors the 
headmaster factors as well as the teacher factors. 

The parent-student factors have a direct effect on the teaching-learning and evaluation 
and the teacher factors. 

The teaching-learning and evaluation factors were effected directly by the school 
management factors, the headmaster factors, the parent-stu?ent factors. These effected 
directly the students; learning achievement. The teaching-learning and evaluation were the 
Crucial factors that effected the students I learning achievement most While other factors Wefe 
effective only when they operated on the teaching-learning and evaluation factors. 

,\ 
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Conclusion on the c_omparative study of .the four schools 

So far a large number of factors with their full details- have been presented in order 
-that the students' learning achievement could be consid,ered from various aspects to ensure ' 
that one could set up as many postulates as possible about its causal factors-. Now that we 
have a full description of the educational context, we will make an abstract of our major 

findings as follows (see also Table 8). 

On Schooi Management, the most crucial factors seemed to have been the use of 
supervision and monitoring system, the availability of school budget for its administration, , 
the equality and equity ih the provision of .teaching equipments to the schools, and the use 
of the merit system of teachers proinotio'n. 

On the Headmasters, what ~as ~ery crucial was their administrative and professional 
skills, their sense of responsibility, their _good relationship with the teachers, their age and 
number of years in the office as well as the duration of their actual stay in the schools. 

On the Teachers what produced a good quality among them were their teaching 
~kills and ·experience, their positive attitude to the teaching· profession, their_ sense of 
responsibility and their morale and sense of personal and economical security. 

. ' . 
On teaching-learning and assessment, what were important were ·the time the 

teachers spent on lesson plaqning; their relevant teaching goal, their teaching techniques; 
the time they .fruitfu.liy spent with their students in the classrooms and their reliable methods 
of learning assessment. 

Ori the parents and the students, the significant factors were the amount of money 
they were prepared to spend on the children's education, the parents' s pattern of recreation 
and the students' rate of absentism. 

On community, the factors which were important were the school location _in 
relation to the village, the co-operation from the c;:ommunity leaders as well as the village 
educational committee and the donations g_iven to the school. A comparative study of 
each factors among the four schools seems to have revealed that the students ~earning 
achievement is conditional to different factors. 

The quality of the first paired schools in Central Thailand. Roong Pitaya School 

and Nang Bua Schoor(see Table 8) · 

Roong Pitaya School which had the highest _achievement score according the result 
of the standardized test (87.2%) seemed to have the following attributes: 

The headmaster was young with competent professional skills. Although she had 
to shoulder both the administrative work of a headmaster as well as take care of the teaching 
in the Primary Five class, her good relationship with the other teachers had helped her to 
mal).age through their willing a·ssistance. She also had a strong sense of duty in her res-
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ponsibility due to her connection with and loyalty for the local· community leader who was' 
her father in law as this tie and informal patronage from the local community leader had 

,Jent support to the school as well as added a sense of importance to the headmistress. 
Although she had just c~me to the office a~d had very little teaching and administrative 
experience, her youth and energy seemed to have made up for it. 

The teachers· were mostly women in the same age group and this ·factor had helped 
them to· form a good relationship which was contributive to their helpfulness and co-operation 
in· carrying out all the tasks they had been assigned. The teachers may not have had ·a 
good morale or sense of security as the school was quite a distance from the village, and 
the teachers' housing facility which was provided was µnsafe. Some teachers had to stay 
away in the ·village and spent a lot of time and money on travelling to school. The school 
also had suffered from the frequent change of headmasters but the fact that now it had a 
local person as the headmaster had ensured that she could be closely monitoring the rnnning 
of the school. 

Table 8 Factors effe_cting the students' learning achievement : A comparative study of · 

the paired-schools 

Factors 
· 1st pair 2nd -p~ir 

Roong Pitaya Nong Btia ·sra Kaew Huaj Haeng 

School Manag~ment 
Supervision and' monitoring i/' . ,,,,,. 

Budget i/ i/ 

Teaching equipment i/ 

(equality·& equity) · 

Merit system for promotion ~ 

Headmasters 
Admin. & professional skills i/ i/ 

Sense of responsibility i/ i/ .-

. Human relationship i/ i/ 

Age and no. of years in office i/ i/ 

Days of school attendance i/ i/ 
'' 

Teachers 
Teaching experience and skills i/ . i/ 

Positive attitude to teaching i/ i/ 

Sense of responsibility i/ 

Good morale- and sense of _,, ·. ,,/ 

security. . · 
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Factors 
1st pair 2nd pair 

Roong Pitaya Nong Bua Sra Kaew Huaj 

Teaching-learning and assessment 
Lesson planning V' 

Teachi11g goal V' V' 

. Teaching techniques V' V' 

Time on teaching task V' 

Methods of assessment V' V' 

Parent-students 

Educational expenditure V' V' 

Recreational pattern V' 

Rate of absentism V' 

Community 

School location V' V' 

Local leader and the village V' V' 

educational committee 

Donations to school V' 

I 

Students' learning achievement 87.2 78.0 70.3 65.5 
(total score ·= 120) 

On teaching-learning and methods of assessment it seemed that the teachers at 
Roong Pit~ya School were slightly inferior to those in Norig Bua School due to their youth 

- and lack of experience. However, their youth had also given them the energy and enthusiasm 

and their more recent training had given them greater understanding of the curricular goal 

and objectives. The teachers also spent longer time on lesson preparation. A number of 
.teachers at Roong Pitaya only expected the students to have acquired the skills in the 
language and. the basic arithmetic but this unambitious teaching goal had at least helped to 

increase the students' learning achievement scores which was higher than that of. its counter
part in Nang Bua School. 

On parent-students, Roong Pitaya' s parents spent more on their children edµcation 
·than did the parents at Nang Bua school. They also spent less time in the gambling houses. 

The students were not. exposed to the gambling ways so had more time to spend on schooling 
and as this was reinforced ~Y the teaching-learning supplementaries bought by the parents, 

- their learning achievement was higher than that of the students at Nang Bua School. 

The distance from Roong Pitaya School to the community center was greater than 
\ 

the distance from No11g Bua School to its community which meant greater inconvenience 
in term of travelling. However, Roong Pitaya School was fortunate to have the patronage 
from Kamnan Mee, the local leader, who had helped to establish the school from the beginning 
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and still took great interest in the school activities. His daughter in law was also its head-
• I •, ' 

mistress while he also chaired the village educational council. This connection did make up 
' . 

, for the greater distance from the community. Roong Pita ya was also fortunate for its 

teaching staff, the headmaster, the teaching learning and assessment system as all the,se 

helped to increase th.e students' learning achievement. 

Nong Bua School in many respects seemed to be superior to Roong Pitaya School;·: 
. its location was nearer to the community which resulted in its being visited more frequently . 

than its counterpart was. Also the commlJnity had donated greater donation .to the school 

which should have given the school greater freedom for decision making. 

Nong_ Bua headmaster was equally competent in management and professional . 

skills. ·However, our detailed study revealed that he had less time to spend in the school 

which meant less amount of supervision a,nd school monitoring. His relationship with his 

teachers was not as good as that between the Roong Pitaya' s headmistress and her teachers. 

Also the fact that he was not very communicative and did not attempt to explain his decision 

or reason in his mediation over the conflict between the abbot and the local people had 

reduced his popularity with the local people~ The fact that he had been in the office-for the . . . 

past 15 years may have reduced a great deal of his energy and initiative. He also had less 

responsibility in the school than the headmaster at Roong Pitaya who also had to take care 

. of the teaching in one class but he had no fewer responsibilities as he was secretary to the 

village'council -a job which took a lot of his time from the school. 

The teachers at Nong Bua School were fairly different in terms of age groups, 

marital status and teaching experience. . There seemed to be less unity between them compared 

with the teachers at Roong Pitaya School. The older ,teachers were no less responsible than 

the younger ones but they had difficulty understanding the concepts in the new curriculum. 

Also a whole, the teachers did not hold too good an attitude towards the teaching profession 

which' was reflected in their lack of enthusiasm in conducting the classes. They were more 

fortunate to have the school near the community which reduced their travelling time to 

school. The school also had greater stability with no frequent charig~ of headmas.ter. 

In terms· of teaching-learning, Nong Bua seemed to be slightly superior to Roong 

Pitaya as the teachers here had better teaching techniques due to their long experience in 

the job. Their teaching goal was more than just literacy and arithmetic skills. They spent 

greater time on correcting homework and had a more reliable assessment methods. However, 

they still used the old methods of evaluation and paid little or no attention to the evaluation 

by objectives as they had no training for them. The teachers here did not believe in nor ditl 
. they spend any time on lesson planning and tended to be over confident in their teaching 

.skills and methods. Also not all the time available had been spent profitably for the .. 
students. Qn the contrary, the .teachers used the students time for reading magazines, or 

attending to personal' matters. The children were let out long before the time ti}ey should 

have been. So one ·could only say that the teaching-learning in this school was only slightly 

better than that at Roong Pitaya School. . ., 
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The.fact that,the people in Nong Bua comm~nity were mostly addicted to gambling 
did a great deal ·of direct and indirect ·damages to the students. Some parents paid less· 

attention to · their children's schooling than to gambling, they took the children from 
school to help them in the gambling sessions. We also found that the -Nong Bua parents 
spent less on their children education than did the parents in Roong Pitaya Sch901. Only 
one parent in the whole village spent money on ·buying supplementary workbook for his 
child. · However, the r~te of absentism was lower than at Roong Pitaya School and the 
shorter distance between the school and the village could have contributed to it. 

Nong Bua was better off in terms of its location which was in the village temple 
in, the center of the community. This advantage was counterbalanced by the internal 
conflict between the abbot on the one hand and the local leaders and the members of the 
village education committee on the other. This conflict had a' negative effect on the co
operation the school should have had received from the villagers .. The-school -being in the 
temple .compound- had to pacify the ·abbot who was rejected by the people. And because 
the school seemed to have sided with the temple, the people in turn rejecte~ the school or 
refused to have much to do with its activities. This conflict ha.d negativ,e effects on the 

- / he;:idmaster, the teachers, the teaching-learning, the parent-students and .could have con
tributed to the lower score in the achievement test. _Roong Pitaya's average score was 87.2 
out of 120 while Nong Bua's was 78. 

Thie quality of education .in the second paired schools ·: Sra Kaew and 

Huaj Haeng_ Schools 

At Sra Kaew School.which had.a higher achievement score than that at Huaj Haeng 
School, our study of the school also reveals that it also had more factors which were 

' ' . 
contributive to the bett~r quality (see Table 8). However, there had been many dynamic · 
events which took place at Sra Kaew School when this research was being carried out and the 
conclusion the school description was drawn towards ,the end of the study, this may have· 
given Sra Kaew a better pict~re than what it wouid have been had we used our earlier records 
of the description of the· school when we first started ·our research as these would not have 
shown such great difference between the two schools. 

Prasop,. the former headmaster who retired when this research was just started at 
Sra Kaew School was an interesting case for a.,study on the possible exertion of the head
master's authority for or against the ccmtrol of quality in education in his school. He was 
archetypal of many headmasters of the older generation who were similar in age and 

. professional experience. U~derstandi~g Prasop, his pat.tern of administrative decision and 
action, his ,values and his reaction towards the changes may lead us to understand also the 
management in other schools which are ru.n by similar type of headmasters. T_here had been 

·a stir of c!rnnge when Somchai, his successor, took over after his retiiement. · The teachers 
felt that t,he earlier repression they had to put up with during __ Prasop 's term of office was 
lifted and felt free to make decision and take action in. carrying out their responsibility in 
teaching and evaluation instead of having to carry out the headmaster's orders only. 
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Thus, under Somchai as well as the over· all_ picture shows Sra. Kaew_ to have been a better 
school in terms of teachers,' teaching-learning .and assessment system than Huaj Ha~ng 

school - its counterpart. 

Somchai was by far ·a more efficient headmaster than Praneet at Huaj Haeng 

School. He showe·d higher skills iri both administration and academic ability as he belonged 

to_ the later generation of training with greater focus' on the training of professional skills. 

He also had an attitude for the _job, spent' greater time on it and had a better relationship 

with the other_ teachers. Having experienced the dictatorial headmastership under Prasop, 

Somchai showed greater consideration for his subordinates. Also he had just taken over the 

office while this research was conducted so the duration of the research co-incided mainly 

with the honeymoon period of his term of office. 

From th_e school management point of view, there was very little difference between 

the two schools. Sra Kaew was slightly superior in the more. frequent supervisory visits,_ 

the monitoring system and t,he greater budget and the reason for these could be the shorter 

distance between the Sra Kaew School and the province although one should note that 

Huaj Haeng is nearer to the district office than is Sra Kaew. The greater facility available 

at Sra Kaew could 'be seen as a .result of the facr that this village had elecy_:ical .supply and 

this had opened the village and school to modern facilities as well as modern techniques of 

teaching. This has led us to' postulate that the center of school admini~tration should stay 

where the center of modernization and dev'dopment is - i.e .. a~ the pro~ince- rather, -than at 

the district which is nearer to the school. Budgetwise, Sra Kaew only received 1,500 baht 
more _than Huaj Haeng in terms of the non-government budget but this amount ~as hig.hly 

' - . / 

significant_ to the schools in the rural areas. 

One more advantage Sra Kaew School seemed to have over its counterpart was 

the parents' actual investment on -their children's education. Our findings showed no 

difference between the two schools in ten:ns of the students and in terms of the relationship 

with the community. Sra Kaew School was in fact inferior to·its counterpart. 

As mentioned before, Huaj Haeng School suffered in many respects in comparis~n 
with its counterpart -Sra Kaew school. However, its strength seemed to have been its 

more efficient school management, the teaching-learning and evaluation and its relationship 

with the community. Through - the headmaster's networking, the school received more 

teaching equipment as well as greater opportunity for . the teachers' promotion~ The 

teachers at Hua_i Haeng had. more farsighted teaching gola and were concerned about 

what the children got out of their schooling. Praneet' s laissez faire attitude could have' 

caused this concern among his more . matured_ teachers in his school while the more 'rigid 

administration an.ct shprt term objectives of Prasop at Sra Kaew could have prevented the 

other teachers to venture any· different opinions. Thus at Huaj Haeng School, assessment 
. ' ' ' - . 

did not rely on passing the examination alone as it did' at Sta Kaew but also meant the 

regular monitoring and rel}ledial work through the marking of students'. homework as well 

as the examination. 
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Another vantage point for Huaj Haeng School was its close tie with the village 

which led to the enthusiasm among the village education committee. The tie could also be 

explained by the'school location which was right in the village center. One could see that 

it would r:iot be impossil:>le to increase the educational quality of Huaj Haeng School to the 
same level as at Sra Kaew as the difference of 5 scores in the average achievement scores 

between the two schools seemed insignificant to be used for judging th.eir comparative 

,education quality. 

Conclusion 

In order to determine the significant scqool internal factors which may be attributive 

to its educational quality, this research design has selected 2 p'air.ed schools as cases of 

study. These schools were comparable to its counterparts in terms of its. size (no. of students), 

equal amount of resource input from the government (budgeting, human resources, educational 

equipment) and social context. According to the ministry of educatiori' s assessment of the 

scp.oo~' s standard in 1973, contrary to our finding,. Huaj Haeng was in 1973 a better 
school than Roong Pitaya Sc,hool and Huaj Haeng was a better school than Sra Kaew. 

Eight years later, this research was conducted and yielded the reverse findings and this 

could have been caused by 

1. The ministry of education. used 'type of buildings' as one of its four criteria to 

esta_!">lish the school quality and at the time of its assessment, Nang Bua ~nd Huaj Haeng 

which were older schools than their. counterparts had better· school buildings. 

2. In 1973, Huaj Haeng and Nang Bua had been long established and were enjoying 

their height of development while Roong Pitaya and Sra Kaew were still developing and 
suffering from shortage of man power, money and material resources. 

3. When this research was conducted in 1980, Nang Bua was 46 years old, Huaj 
Haeng 43 while Roong Pitaya was 37 and Sra Kaew 25. It looked as if Nang Bua and 

Huaj Haeng had then reached and passed their zenith of deve!Opment when Roor1g Pitaya 

and Sra Kaew had just come to that point. 

If this explanation held true, maybe . one should look at the school pattern of 
growth and their dynamiCisin even though it is not certain yet if this has any controllable 

causal relation to the quality of. education in a school. But this long term study of the 
school development seems to indicate that a school is like an living organism which develops, 
grows, reaches its peak and then deteriorates. Spenger(1948) also has noted this as charac
teristic of all social phenomena. The school dynamicism no doubt effects it quality and it 

would be useful for the, administration educationists to find the answer to the question of 
prevention of decline among the developed schools as well as how to increase the quality of 
education in the schools which are still 'underdeveloped'. 

In the two paired schools under study, the six factors one has studied namely the' 
school management, headmasters, teachers, teaching-learning and assessment system, 
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parent-students and community were factors which are characteristic of each school. 
. There were also other inputs which were not variables. Ideally all the schools should have 
received the equal amount of these inputs in terms of curricular training, supervision and 
school monitoring, delivery of teaching materials, the bureaucratic system and the general · 
administrative system of the implemen~ation of primary education. The~e components are 
effecting all the schools under study so were not individual school variables but they are 
contributive to the quality the school. We have recorded these components in the appendix. 
In conclusion, the six school factors under study had varying degrees of effect on the 
efficiency in both schools in the rural agricultural region in central Thailand as well as in 
the poor rural area of the northeast region. 

It is hoped that one has by now answered the question. what one should direct one's 
attention to, should one wants to increase the quality of education in a primary school
if by quality of education one means the high achievement scores. However, in this research, 
we have come across other information of other qualitative elements of education in a 
primary school and these elements will be presented and discussed in the next chapter. 
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The Relevance of Primary Education: · . . 
its' Objectives,· Curricular Contents;-· the Country Needs 

. . . ' . . . . . . . . . -

and. the. ~eality or Life 
.I 

/, 

In Chapter.: Four, we have looked at the quality of education. from the dimension of 
its tea~hing-le~rning process and that of the. qu~lity, of its products namely .the scho~l '' 

' ; . . . : ' - . .· . 

leavers through the:;_ assessment or' _their. learning achievement scores. obtained from the 
·_ admi~istration of a- standardlzdd t~st. .However, in ~ur conceptu~i fra~ew~rk, t.here is , 
. another dimension ri~~ely,the' cofresponden~e between.the cur~icular obje~tives and' ~ontent:s' 

and 1the couniry.~eeds as weil ~s the ~eality ~f life i~ Thailand. -Thus this chapter Will..attempt 
to arisw~r this last questi~n ... 'tto~ever' 'the resea~c.liers ha~~ also included other dimensions 
of the Ci~ality. other than the .co~respond~nc~ in the ~nalysis. unlik~ the ·~ther chapte~s. 
the unit of an~ly~is is ~ot ~~c;h 'sch~ol but lhe four -s~hools a~e ~o~biri~d together i~td one 
unit.on which the analysis is niade ~o tha( one c~uid co~~are t·h~ fi~dings with the· m~cro 
dat~ namely th~. curricula~· ~bjectives 'arid the contents as defined by th~ ~rim:a~y ~ducation 
curriculum as well as' ~ompar~ th~ finding with daia' ~btai~ed from th~· ~illag~r's who ar~. 

,·• '• . ' . , I ., '''· ,• ,·· .· " . . , I . : .. '.. . .·. 

taken to be representatives· of the community and the judge of the real need of the Thai 
n1~al ~ociety'. · . . :: · _, · ·' . . · ··- · . : ·- · · : ", '. ... · . . .. · 

The Community Expectation of.the Quality of Primary Education 

. . Masi ·pc;:ople in the. fou~ ~llage~ 'wanted .their children to go 'to. schQoL' This was 
partly because .the-school, as 'an ·in'st.itu~ioi}'1 h~d long b~e'n-._iri existe~c~ that ,the peopl~ ha_d 

accepted it as an essential part iq the rites of passage. A,.no.ther reason for their satisfaction 
~aS because: they ·COUld pass th~ chstodial. care of their chlldren onto the School resp~nsibility: 
The peop.le had ·~a ~bjection to their. ~hildre~ ~tt~ridi~g·' the ~chool -so long· as the ~chool 

' . . . : . . . ·:·: . ' . . .. . . ' . . ! ' . . . 
made no financial demand or kept the children too many year~ in it. -. . ,·, ..,. . . 

- The .people found that ·the ~xisting 6 ·ye'ars compulsory primary education was far 
' '· ' . . 

tab long. They expected the education to last only 4 years as by the time the children were 
io years old~ they ·could sel"V~- as extra hands in the farm. Th~s dissatisfaction had caused 
a national high rate of .. drop ouCat the end of Primary Four:' Ori' the other hand the people 
wiShed that the ·school .could take in the children befor~; the· age· of 'six-~ : The· pre~sch'ool 

. servke 'would be· useful to ·,tJ{em a:s 'it would relieve them of infant care;· allowing th'e ·moth¢rs. 
. . . 

to devote themselves more fu}ly tO earning their -living~ . The children of this age group ·were 
at any rate,. too. young .to be:of any help to-the parents in their work. ' 
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On curriculum contents, most rural parents knew very little. In fa~t, only· a few 
community leaders who had more than 4 years of primary education could give any opinion 
in this subject. Most parents did not even know what wi;ts being taught. The change of 
the curriculum effected them only in so far as they now were unable to help their children 
with the homewo.rk and in the extra financial burden imposed on them as new sets of 
textbooks have to be bought because the younger children could not use their older brothers' 
or sisters'. The parents were unanimous in wanting the school to teach literacy, arithmetic, 
etiquette anq manner as well as some basic working skills. They objected to the teaching 

of farming. The· reason was : 

"What do the teachers know about rice farming. They haven't done a stroke of work on 

the farm !" 

The basic working skill they required were housework and some vocational skills .. 
Their order of priority was first the reading and arithmetic skills, then etiquette, manners 
and moral teaching and lastly vocational skill. Their reason were (a) a Thai must know how 
to read and write Thai and (b) school and parents had got to help with the formation of 
good habits in the children but since the children listened more to the teachers, the latter 
should be i~ charge of instilling the moral and good social values in children. It is interesting 
to note that the parents took no notice of the subject contents in the life experience block. 
They seemed to have thought that some contents - such as the knowledge of plants and 
animals - were something the children could automatically pick up from their environment. 
Other cont~nts-like the concepts of the nation, the knowledge about the neighbour countries 
or the value of, energy conservation were beyond their scope of the world. So these concepts 
seemed irrelevant to them. Thus the parents expectation of the curriculum contents would be 
appropriate if the children were to remain in the same agricultural surrounding where 
.there was to be no social nor economic changes which is not likely be the case any way with 
the coming generation. 

The parents' expectation of the teaching-learning was in accordance with their 
expectation of the subject contents. 'The teacher was expected to teach reading, writing, 
arithmetic, moral principles and good habits as well as some work which could· help to 
lessen the parents I burden like housework and some occupational skills. They expected the 

' teachers to be devoted, having good relationship with the parents as well as -having a good 
sense of responsibility and a high moral standard. They expected the school to- impose 
least financial burden on them as already they could hardly afford the children 1s school . 
uniforms, stationary and school lunch. Thus it was too ,much to expect them to supply 
the children with materials for dress making, or with the buying of ingredients for the 
cooking lessons. In their opinion, the school should not have imposed all these expenses on 
them.· In terms of evaluation, the parents had little idea of their children's learning 
achievement. All they cared was whether their children had passed or failed. That the 
teachers had given illegitimate help to the children to pass the examination· was not their 
concern and the teachers were not too open about this practice in any case. The parents 

never saw their children's school report and thought that this was the school sole concern. 
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They also felt that they had no right to interf~re with the school, not being as well educated 
as the teachers. . They only became interested in the achievement when it came to the 
application of the learned knowledge. · They would like the children to be able to count the 
changes when sent on buying errands, to be able to read newspapers to them and to be 
able to read the instruction in the fertiliser containers. 

The parents also expected their children, on leaving school, to be obeqient and 
respectful; to be religious and to haYe good moral sense. On top of the other expectations 
already mentioned, they also expected the children to help with the housework. However, 
~one may say that on the whole, the givers and the receivers of this service had cominon goal 
in the Thai primary education : literacy and numeracy. 

Moral Teaching in School 

Moral teaching under the new curriculum came under the habit formation block. 
The emphasis of the analysis in Chapter 3, was given to the skill block but since the parents 

. . 
. considered the teaching .of manne,rs and morality to be most important next to the· skill 

teaching, the teaching of the habit formation block deserves an analysis here so that one 
may judge how far the teaching did fulfil the parents I expectation. 

Moral and religious teaching was conducted in· 4 ways: first during homeroom in 
the morning, secondly during the classroom hours, thirdly through the giving of rewards 
or punishments and finally by laying down rules which everyone was expected to follow. . . . 

Homeroom in the morning was usually given by the headmaster or the teacher on 
duty. After the national flag was hoisted, the students prayed. This was followed by the 
pledge of loyalty, which reads : 

"I swear to be good, to respect and uphold the ·nation, the religion and the king. I'll respect 

and obey my parents and teachers .. " 

This pledge of loyalty was not dictated by any ministry of education's rule. It was first 
initiated by the provinces. The school had been pledging that it now has become part of 
the flag hoisting ritual arid was itself a ritual to the students and teachers alike. . The 
children could not tell the meaning of the pledge and some teachers did not remember the 
actual wordings of the pledge. After this ceremony, the headmaster would give homeroom 
for 3-5 minutes. The topic was at the teachers' discre.tion. Often it concerned manhers, 

· cleanliness, instruction for taking care of school properties or, if the time was near the 
. examination, for revision. Children were usually inattentive. None of the four schools had 

. . l 

a loudspeaker and the teacher$ I Voice did not Carry. SO his. talk WaS inaudible to the Students 
wh<? talked or.'playied with one another. These homerooms were not regular at the beginning 
of the school year but would become more frequent towards the end. 

. . 

· Under the old curricul~m, moral and religi~us teaching stood out as a separate 
subject in their own right. Citizens' right and obligation, moral and religious teaching 
were previously taught in leetures and memory played a great part in the succ~ss at exami- . 
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nations. In the new ctirriculi.Im, this subject was in the habit formation block: , There was 

no separate textbooks only the, teachers' manuals as the subject wa~ supposed to be _integrated 
with 3 other subjects .. This. m~y have been _a mist~ke as any teachers who refused to use 
the mallual and le'sson plans ran the risk of omitting this block of le.arning from their 

teaching so, that they could give more attention to the .skill block. It was suspected that 

there was less moral and religious teaching in the new curriculum than in the old orie. In 
schools where ·this block was taught, observations revealed that the teacher would talk on 

the concepts with no concrete examples ,to illustrate. For instance, one teacher when 

teaching the concept of honesty, mentioned a case of a boy who had found some valuable 
objects and returned them to the owner, then another case of a' student who received more 

change than he should have done -and returned the extra money to the seller. She then told 

the students what was the de~inition of being honest. In the same school, the researcher. 
asked Primary Three students what they would do if they had found valuable objects 'or 
if the seller had given them too much change one week after the lesson, they were unanimous 

in their answers: "Keep botl) the object .and the extra change!" 

In fact, moral teaching took. place more often than what happened in the classroom. 
I . . . 

It took all the time the students were at school. But the teaching came in form of punishment · · 
rather than praise, or rewards. Students got punished or scolded whenever they, made a lot 

of noise, teased one another, stole or neglected to do their homework. Thus moral teaching 
was taught through the teachers' reactions to their students; behaviours and so 'depended a 

great deal. on the teachers' various personal standard and criteria. 

Observing rules was another way of learning moral which was not as obvious as 

the other three. This is what Dreeben called 'the hidden curriculum'. Certairi rules were 
'never uttered but were obeyed by generations of students such as- never· spoke rudely to 

your teachers .. In the schools under s_tudy, the~e unwritten and unspoken rules were hidden, 

inside and outside the classrooms. New students soon learned what they were allowed to do· 
and what were forbidden. This habit formation which was never taught but always emphasized 
and strictly observed were obedience, diligence, attentiveness to the study as '4ell as' good 

manners. This method of teaching was much more effective than the pledge of loyalty or 
the flag hoisting sessions. That ceremony was to teach nationalism and good citizenship but 

the method was superficial and naive. Reading the students' essays ·on good citizenship, 
one found that they had1 no idea what this meant. To them, to be a good citizen was to 
become a soldier or·.a policeman when they could fight with the enemy, the communists and 
the robbers. From their essays also, one had a glimpse of their social values in terms of job 

' preference although these values are yet to be confirmed. The students seemed to prefer 
to be civil servants. It was their id_eal c~reer. They had learned that farming was hard 
working and difficult. There was no mention of other self employed work in their essays 
on their future career. It was suspected that the existing curriculum and educational system 
may have contained a great deal of this hidden values. On closer look, the hidden curriculum 
had more civic teaching than religious OI']e. It also _!"eflects the fact that their goal. w'as more 
for the individual interest rather than for the interest of the group. 
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' The Relevan'ce of Primary Education and Parental Expeetation 
/ . ' . . 

At this point, one may compare, (he quality of education expected· by the state 
through_ the curriculum and that expected by the people in the villages under study, in order 
to- judge. its relevance-. - We could see. signs of discrepancy . from some of ,the findings :presented 

' in chapter 3 on the qualityof edu~ation as expected by the ministry of education. and the 
quality' o'f education as expected by ~h~ ~eople as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. ' 

,. ' ' 

Here one will look in details at each of the following dimensions of quality in education. 

Quality in education means that 

I. Curriculum content and objectives are in accordance with the country needs 
whic~ in turn are based on the real social needs and that they are realistic for-the 
subsequent implementation. 

•• •• ! • ' 

2. The curriculum has a definite and explicit design' for· implementing and monitoring. 
3. The '6utput of the education has obtained the desirable quality ~s spedfied by 

the objectives. 

In this anaiisis,· educmtion quality according to various groups have been compared 
as shown in Table' 9· ·.: 

Table 9 Discrepancies in the expected and the actual quality of education in the rural schools 

dimension ExpeCted quality Actual quality 

of quality . : (by MOE) 

I. Curriculum- I. Duration of I. Actual teaching: 
educational compulsory 5 teaching years 

' system education (6 years) 
2. Emphasis on 4 2: Also 4 blocks but 

blocks of experience: '' with different ratio 
skill, life experience;, · of emphasis 
habit formation ·and 

. work orientation 

Parents' expectation 

I. Four years only with 
one more year at 
pre-schoo,I level 

2. Three blocks on skill, 
habit formation, 
work orietation 

2. Teaching~ 3. Ratio ~f contents: · 3. Ratio: sk)II > - 3. Ratio·: skill (rea~ing 
learning and · . skill> habit- life> habit formation writing ard arithmetic)> 
assessment 

, ·.' 

·formation > 
life experience "· 
=work orientation 

,;,, work orientation 

4. Teachers' quality: 4. Ability to comply 
' . ability to comply '. with official 

with official and regulations only 
_pedagogical re-
gulations 
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moral religious 
teaching(habit) >work 
orientation ' -

4. Teaching efficiency . 
. human relationship, 

/ ·, 
and good moral 

·.standard 
'.· ~ . 
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dimensfon Expected quality Actual quality. Parents' expectation 
of quality (by MOE) 

5. Students' learning 5. lectures with few 5. No extra financial 

through prescribed activities to reduce burden on students 

activities burden on teachers activities 

and parents 

6. Emphasis on student's 6. Emphasis on final 6. Emphasis on the 

cognitive and non- achievement scores application of 

cognitive learning learned knowledge · 

achievement 
3. Quality in 7. Desired 9ualities 7. Obedient, diligent 7. Obedient, diligent 

the education diligent, hard- ~ttentive and good . good mannered 

output working, honest, ·mannered having good 

economical and self religious faith 
disciplined 

8. Good member of 8. Good manner of 8. ·Good member of· 

the community the family and the family 

· and the country community 
9. Having achieved 9. No expectation 9. Levels and nature 

I 

all the curriculum of all objectives of achievement are 

objectives being achieved ;yague and various 

The first dimension to be investigated is the \::urriculum and the educational system. 

This consists of years of compulsory education and syllabic contents Table 9 shows that 
there was a contrast of 6 years as required by the primary education as opposed to only 5 
years of teaching hours (see Table 4 in chapter 4) and this again has to be seen in contrast 

with the 4 years t.hat the parents in the villages wished would be the number of years required 
of their children by the primary education and also their wish that should the compulsory 
education had to take 5 years, it should start sooner with .the pre-school class and ends with 

I 

Primary Four only. 

In terms of the syllabus contents, although the curriculum consists of 4 blocks of 
experience, namely the skill block, life experience block, habit formation block and finally 

the work orientation block', the actual teaching-learning in the 4 schools under study covered 
all areas but not extensively so due to the reasons already mentioned in chapter 3. The 
parents on the other hand, only wished for 3 blocks and did not see the necessity for the 
life experience block as they' thought that it was something the children could pick up outside 

the school as they grow ol.der. 
' . 
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The second.dimension· is teaching-learning aµd evalriation process. This consists of 

ratio of subject cop tents,. teachers' quality; and the teaching-learning and assessment systems. 

The following _discrepancies have been found. 

The curriculum has been designed that the various' blocks of experience are taught 

in the following ratio 35% for skill block, 25% for habit" formation block', 2oOJo for life 
experience block and the other 25% ·for work-orientation block ... The school on the other 

\ ' . 
hand, had given a new ratio to the subjects: 70.,..80% ·for the skill block, some for the life 

_experience block and very little for the habit formation and· work experien\:e blocks. The 

parents also gave greater emphasis on the skill block, almost as great emphasis on the habit 
formation bJOck while they saw very little needs for the work orientation block a~d rfone in 

fact for the life exp~nence block. 

The desirable qual.ity in teachers as specified in the manu;;il for Primary School' 
Educational Admini1>trators (1982) is the ability to comply with the official regulation~ and 

pedagogical instructions. Findings from our research have shown that both at the supervision 

unit level and the school level, the emphasis was more on the ability to conform to official 
regulations. this is the opposite of what has been expected of a teacher by the pa'rents. 

To them, a teacher must first be good· at his job and should be devoted to the children. 
He should also have 'good human relationship and· have the· teachers' ·ethics. They also wanted. 
a teacher who was morally good and who could set a good' examples to the students. 

The curriculm:n demands that teaching-learning is carried out through the use of 

acti'vities with lit.tie rote learning (see Primary Education curriculum, 1978). In the school 
under study, we have found both the schools which had tried to arrange activit'ies and those -

which had ignored this part' 'of the curriculum as they meant more work and 'preparation for 

the teachers. Parents were not very keen on activities eit~er as they usually meant more 
expense for them so would like to see the sc~ool _arrange as few activities as possible. 

Discrepancies have also ·been found in evaluation. While the curdculum prescribes 

evaiuation only on the contents ~hich w~uld ha~e been usefol to the students' ways of 
living, the teachers preferred to evaluate only the cognitive skills. Moreover, at the school 

level, the lack Of readiness On the teachers I part and the poor teaching quality have made 

many desirable t~ings impossible to evaluate·so the school were only interested in passing all 
the students at the: end of the year. Parents also were not ·concerned with evaluation either 

' \ 
and Were more interested in the Students I ability tO apply the knowledge On their life OUtside 

the school such as the ability to read, write and 'do sums as well as to help i~ the sales of 
. their crops, to read instruct.ions that came on the fertilizer containers etc. To the parents, 
learning achievement is measured in terms of the ability to apply. the knowledge learned 
and not in terms of the achievement scores. 

The third dimension of quality. is the quality of those who graduate from primary 

schools. All. parties concerned agreed unanimously that the primaPy 'school leavers should be 
~bleto!readland write as well as to do·simpl~ arithmetic. But they disagreed on the affective 
domain' of learning achievement and in the nature of the qesirable quality in this domain. 
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·.' The curriculum prescribes that the students should be hard working, honest, 

economical. and self-disciplined (see Primary Education curriculum, 1978). · But on site. 

ob~ervations showed that the' students were taught to be obedient, diligent, and attentive to 

their study as. well as to have goo?. manners. The parents' expectations were close to the 

schools' with slight difference: they too expected their children to. be obedient, diligent and 

have good manners but they also expected their children to a firm believers of the religious 

faith. Hence one could see that diligence 1s: the only common quality expected by the three 

parties concerned but clo~er investigation reveals .·that they were expected different aspects 

of diligence. The school expected diligence in learning .only. Obedience an.d good manners 

· were b_oth expected by the school and the parents but this is not the objective which .the 

prim,ary curriculum has gi~en much emphasis on. On· the other hand, ~ther. qualities expected 

by the curriculum like hard working, honesty, thriftiness and self discipline received little 

focus of attention from the schools and the parents. It was notieeable that only the parents 
' expected the students' faith in religion as the desirable output among p·rimary school leavers. 

Who should benefit from this desirable .attributes of quality among t~e output of 

primary schooling is another point where the three parties disagreed. Obviously, it. should . 

at least' benefit the students themselves. But tq what purpose? The curriculum expects that 

these qualities should' help making the student a good citizen and a. good member of the · 
. ' ' . . . 

society. The school only expected the stud~nts to be a good member, of the family and his 

community while the parents only wanted him to be a good member of the family. They~ 

could not' extend the benefit to the community nor to the nation as a whole. 

Although all parties agreed on the proficiency in the cognitiv~ skills, their criteria: of 

proficiency were different. Primary Six syllabus expects its graduates to be able to · 

'read prose and poetry, writ~· correspondence, participate in discussions and debates, giving 

talks, ·~al~ulate areas on triangles, quadrangles and circles, calculate ~urns, involving fractions 

and decimal points as well as to be able to work out percentage of.a sum.' . . 

(see Primary Education Curriculum, 1978) 

These criteria are definite and detailed. In reality, none of the schools under study 

expected their .students to be able to do all these, as reflected in their evaluation. Interviews 
with the more educated parents (i.e. those with more than 4 years of education) haye shown 

them to have vague . and val:ious criteria ranging from the ability to read newspapers to 

reciting or memorizing pieces from the Thai -literature; or from working out simple,a,rithmetic 

. to ability to calcula,te compound interest on loan obtained from the Farmers and Co-operation 

Bank.· 

Conclusion, 

A comparison of the expected quality of rural primary education with the actual 

quality showed that there existed discrepancies ~n syllabus and subject contents, auration of 

, compulsory education, teaching-learning and assessment system and the quality' of the 
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education output namely the school leavers. It was found also that there was some corres
pondence in the expectation by the schools and that by the Ministry of Education, The 

I -

schools had tried tci implement the curriculum but they were not equipped to do,so, due to 
lack of readiness, potentiality- and the social pressure exerted on them by the local cqmmunitles. 

Lack of regular and ,efficient supervisions had also weakened their good intention to reinforce 

the new curriculum. A wider gap was found to exist in the quality of education as_expected 

by the local people and that expected by the Ministry of Education. The former had a much 

narrower view of education. The local people seemed to confine their expectation of 
education to its pragmatic usefulness. One way of increasing the quality of education is 

therefore by reducing the discrepancies between the expected and the actual quality. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Discussion and Recommendation 

This research has set out to present a detailed study of the schools in the rural areas 
of Thailand. The essence of the research is to give empirical description which may confirm 
or refute the previously vague speculations on the rural school quality of educational ad
ministrations. However, here is a short summary of our approach and findings. 

1. In this study, quality of education had been studied in terms of its causal ,factors' 
and its output. The quality of education was specified into various dimensions, i.e. curriculum, 
(objectives and contents), teaching-learning and assessment system and finally the quality of 
the rural primary school leavers. 

2. Empirical data showed that quality of education had been· solely judged by the 
students' cognitive ability. Six factors namely educational administrative system, head
masters, teachers, teaching-learning and assessment, parent-students and school local 
communities all contributed against the desired quality of education due to their iack of 
efficiency. 

3. Since the empirical data could only cover certain dimensions in education, the 
researchers thus compared the expectation of all the parties concerned in the educational 
process to see if there were any discrepancies in their expectations. The study showed 
irreleyance between the quality of education expected by the Ministry of Education, who 
had designed the curriculum, the school who implemented it and the people who sent their 
children to schools. 

However, it should be mentioned here that empirical data in this study have been 
obtained from the study of 011ly 4 rural schools .. One may not extend the generalizations 
made from them beyond the four cases of study. Thus the following discussions are to be 
taken as applicable directly to the four schools in question although one would hope that 
their study would yield useful insights to other studies on rural education in Thailand. 

Discussions 

All parties concerned seems to have agreed on one thing and th.at is teaching literacy 
is one of the primary school's basic duties. However, educationists still have one question 
which is fundamental but challenging to answer : is literacy really essential to theliving in 
Thai rural society? Many earlier researches as well as this one have shown that the Thai 
rural people do not think there was any benefit to be gained .from literacy. One thing is 
certain : it has not helped improving their economic stability nor make their agricultural 



work more prosperous. Schooling to them is just another rite of passage, like puberty rite. 

So when the time has come that extra labou·r is needed on the farm, they would move 'the 

children from school to be put on the farm. One evidence for this is the high rate of drop 

out after Primary Four when most children are of the age when they can work as full 

labourers. One can equally argue that literacy is redundant to their way of living as com-. 

munication with the outside world can still be made through other media such as transistors, 

television, movies or other forms of media. Literacy or book learning had been non:...existent 

for so long and even modern society has found little use in it. However, more researches 

need to be carried out before one can draw any more conclusion on this . 

The next aspect. 6f primary education to be considered is its compulsory duration. 

How long do the children need to stay in school. One can answer this question by examining 

(a) the time actually used in teaching the curriculum contents (b) one's expectation of the 

_possible career the school leavers will take (c) the age when they are ready to take up the 

career and (d) their physical, intellectual and mental readiness for the career. An analysis of 

the 1978 primary education curriculum has shown it to be so crammed with subject contents 

.that one already doubts if the 6 years is sufficient for their teaching. If the educationists 

do not wish to reduce the syllabus contents, at least, they should show the teachers the 

priority in the syllabus of what is vitally important and what are of decreasing importance. 

However, one will not go too deep into. this as the research does. not intend to set up an 

educational reform here. One will co:i~ne oneself to a comparison of the people's expectation 

to that of the state's. Only time can tell which expectation is more feasible and more 

practical. Two points will be.mentioned on duratiori of compulsory education: first, there. 

should be a revision to some educationists' ideas of extending compulsory education to 

lower secondary education as this will surely widen the existing gap between the rural 

people,'s expectation and that of the state's; secondly, the state should look into the 

possibility of complying with the people's wish in offering the pre-school educational service 

and this would be more beneficial to· the rural people. In fact, there is an argument for 

opting out for the second alternative should one wish to increase the number of years 

in compulsory education. Curle was of this opinion when he commented: 
. . . . ( . 

"If we juinp. from the -discovery that education is factor in development to the conclusion 

that it is an incontrovertibly good thing, and the more of it the better, we are making a 

dangerous error,"· 

(Curle 1969,_ cited by Holmes, 1973) 

. What benefits other than literacy can a school give to the children 'then? Our 

findings al~o showed that rural people were not interested in subjects in the life experience 

block. Their world ~as confined to their village or those nearby. Any life experience thc;:y 

needed to know, they can get from their own environment without having to be 'taught' 

.by the school. On the other hand, they gave much emphasis to·the school's functioning 

as mentors of their children's habit and character formation. This aspect; therefore. 

deserves greater attention from curriculum designers. At present,· character formation is 

taught through the hidden curriculum_ and it is the school who has made this hidden 
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curriculum. The school's values and prohibitions filter through the children and form 

their subsequent character and values.· There has been no planning nor any discrimination 
' . 

made in the implementation of the hidden curriculum and it may not be surprising to find 

that some of the values implanted by the scho~l do _not coincide with the national educational 
policy.. 

In a rural society like Thailand where the people's economie largely_ depends on 
farming production, the people may not need any knowledge other than· what has been 

. \ 

passed on through generations as their cultural heritage. Rural people thus feel that there . . ' 

is no need to learn anything else apart from literacy (an u_rban value which is widespread . 

and which has taken a firm root among the rural people) and cha~acter formation. They 

do riot see any point in teaching any other skills except maybe farming skills. In fact, it 

~eemed that economic change will have to take the lead first andthen education can prepare 
the people for the change. ·Any att~mpt to teaching students other ·skills will remain· a 

thankless task until one can prove that such trainings are useful in a more varied ·rural 
society in terms of occupations. Thus the Ministry of Education's selection of subject 

· contents for the work orientation block will have to take into account of the social and 
economic contexts of the Thai rural society. 

We have seen in chapter IV and Chapter V that certain parts of the syllabus contents 

do not correspond too closely with the Thai rural life. This is due to the lack of local or -. - . . 
regional curriculum which, can serve as a link between the national. curriculum -and the 

local needs to make the education more meaningful to the. rural people. One will have_ to 
revise the· existing curriculum or be landed with having 2 curricula:. one for the urban 

society and the other for the rural society as has been suggested by Bennett (1977) but this 
may not coincide with the national educational policy. 

I 

Curriculum 
1

analysis ·also reveals another point for revision. Half of. the teaching 

time is allocated to the skill block in the lower primary education (Primary One and Two) 
while the habit formation block only has a quarter of it. It has been confirmed by child 

psychologists and edu~ation_ists alike that tbe most formative years are the early years of 
childhood. Parents also expect the school to give moral teaching to their children so it is 

a shame that one has not devoted the early part of. the 1>chooling to habit and character 
formation .. This is another point to be revised. Moreover_, an increase in . the teaching 
hours for habit and character formation block will automatically mean fewer teaching hours 

for the skill subjects and this change will reduce cramming of the .. early stage. It can also . , . ' 

create a more positive attitude to school among children who naturally prefer story telling 
and taking part in activities to the laborious work involve~ in reading ar.id writing. 

It is hop~d that these observations will be of future use to the development of 
curriculum in Thailand. 

Regarding teaching-learning and assessment system, no detailed discussions are 
needed under this topic as it is fairly self evident that any improvement in teaching-learning 
and assessment will almost automatically bring about an, improvement in the qualit~ of 
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rural education as this factor has the most direct effect in students' learning achievement as 
' weII as receives the effects from other factors. Therefore, the teaching-l;arning and assess

ment system are intervening factors while other factors like school management system, 
. headmasters, teachers, parent-stud.ents and school communities are factors which can 
· explain the students achievement indirectly'. 

Empirical' findings reveal ·that curriculum implementation and school monitoring 
·link these six factors together and if oqe wants. to improve quality in education, one has to. 
improve the .implementation· and the monitoring first (on the assumption thatthe curriculum 
i.s suitable and correspondent to the country'·s needs.) .. Implementation here involves other 
factors like supply and use of teaching equipment, in-service teachers' training programs, 
tel:'l.chers' thorough understanding of the curricular conceptual framework, and the actual 
time spent on teaching. Monitoring involves variables like school supervision, a check on 
the headmaster's and the teachers' administrative qr teaching performance. Thus we can 
see that the real keys to an improvement in quality. of education lie in implementation and 
school monitoring and our target group should not be confined to the teache~s but 'should 
include supervisors. In actual fact, supervisors should be our first target as they are 
responsible in explaining the curriculum to the teachers in the first place. It is also their job 
to give advise and to monitor teachers. Curriculum developers and I supervisors-1

1 

should have 
been working hand in ha_nd from the start. - · . . 

In a way, it is im,possible in ·have an educational reform without any preparation 
for the change in the educational infrastructure and. the change in the total social structure. 
In Thailand-~ educational reform took shape in 1976 (see Report of the committee for the 
Framework of Education Reform, 1976). The new education system was pro-claimed in 
1977 and the new curriculum implemented in 1978. Our data shows that little ,Preparation 

.had been arranged to anticipate the reform in . terms· of ·budget aIIocation for personal 
training and the revision of the previous ad~inistration structure. The Office of the National 
Primary Education Commission was not formed until after the reinforcement of the new 
curriculum. Thus, even now, it is still t,oo premature to expect to see any substantial result 
of the implementation as the educational structure was not ready for it. On the change in 
'the whole social structure, one may weII argue that this is more difficult to change but it 
has to be insisted here· that any change in education without changes in larger social systems 
like the economic, social and .political systems cannot' create the result aspired by the educa
tionists. We simply cannot prepare our children for the professional skills if there is no 
work for them once they leave the school'. One cannot train one's children to be self 
·disciplined and open minded in the school when the society outside still has no regard for 
any of these concepts. And in this- lies the roots of ~II the irrelevance one finds between 
the curriculum and the society, and it looks as if the educationists are fighting an endless 

war in this. 

Considering the quality of school leavers: the next question one needs to consider 
1 is : what do children get from going to school? The answer was that they play with friends. 

In Primary Six students' essays on their feeling on 'leaving the school, m,ost' children 
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mentioned that they felt sad to have· to leave their friends .. To the children, what
1 

matters 
most are their friends at school while for .us the grown-ups, its their final accumulated . 
scores that matter. It looks as if we are more anxious to produce the clever human beings 
as opposed to the socialable ones.. Adults also differ ·in their concepts of what constitutes . 
a good student. The adult in the Ministry of Education seerri to interpret them as being , 
diligent, hard~working, honest, tprifty and self-disciplined. The adults who are their 
teachers want them to be obedient, diligent and attentive on school work while their adults 
at home expect them to be obedient, diligent, moralistic and religious. Notice also that 
these qualities serve different functions and are for different target groups. The discrepandes 
between the Ministry of E,ducation' s expecte~ qualities, the schools' and the parents' reveal 
the lack of unity in the Thai common educational goal .. The Ministry's expectation is useful 
and essential to people living in 'a charigi~g social and . economic world and should be 

encouraged and fulfilled .. But if the teachers t~emseJ~es l~ck 'these qualities, how can· w~ 
expect them to be capable of instilling these qualities among fheir pupils? Thus, it is not 
enough to set up desirable qualities in the curriculum ·objectives. One has to create a thorough , 
and efficient design where every factor and process .involved are taken into consideration. 
One of the processes will be first to educate the. teachers and parents'" · 

Life in the rural sodety does riot correspond or' fall in ~th the Ministry of education's 
' . - I 

expected quality in the students. The curriculum success in. terms of giving work. experience 

thus depends largely on· the o.ne' s ability to chan~e the soclal envfronrnent and to educate 
the rural parents that they need io b~ aware of what goes on outside their little village 
should they wish to improve their lot. 

Another point which deserves to be 'mentioned here is the role of education in 
rural ;development. Recently, rural schools have been counted upon to take important role 
but our close study of the schools has convinced us that the schools should have been 

I • ' . 

assigned only one role of teaching' and educati'ng of the next generation· of human re_sources 
w~ich is its proper job. At p~esent, the, headmasters are too involved in village councii 
work; teachers have to help .with promoting more jobs for' the r,ural population as well as . . . ' . 
in the n.on-formal education while the students are asked to take part 'fr1 the village development 
activities-all at the expense of teaching and learning in the .school; · These other works 

. should take a second priority .. They are irregular, .and superficial while t11.e school in fact 
has a de(inite target goal whlch is to help producing·the next generation with good quality 
and already they have found it hard· work just to do the one job·they:have well. This sole 
job is highly fundamental to the future society which is likely. to take an even more materialistic 

. deyelopment. 

The final point to make comes from Rapee Sakrik' s quotation (Sakrik; 1983) : 

"In improving the quality .of' educa~ion, one has to decide fifst if' w~ .'iave given 

higher quality to 'the school through material aids in the hope that the stude.nts will be of 

higher. qu,ality or if we are iinproving the students' quality so that the school will be recognized 

as a good s~hool even though it has no classroom walls· and its roofs can just adequately be 

" called 'roofs'." , 
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IQ the past, educationists have focused their attention to the quantitative varibales 
in education -and now there has been a trend to look also from the qual!!ative aspects. Let's 
hope, however,. that this new interdt will not confine itself to the materialistic quality of - . ' 

education at the expense of the humanistic quality which is the final goal of education. 

Recommendations 

The following are recommended for the management· of rural primary education 
in Thailand: 

1. Should pr~mary education be. extended, the direction for extensio~ should 
- go down to the· early year of childhood-ie. the offering of pre-school education as more 

be~efit would be obtained compared with th~ upward extension to include" the lower secondary 
;education\ Also this early ye.fir 'or childhood is crud~.! .to the instilling of· the fundamentals 
quality -in -young population and also this service will be of great~r benefit to the greater 
proportion of the Thai population. 

2. A greater focus and increase on the teaching· of the. hab_it formation block of 
-, experieoce are recommended highly for Prim~ry O~e and Two while the amount of teaching 

in the skill block should be reduced to make room for the increase as this age is open to 
- -' . . . 

formation of good haoits. 

3. Attention should be directed toward the improvement in th~ curriculum im-
, " 

plementation especially the training of supervisors and those in charge of giving teachers 
advise .and monitoring their work. Every teacher-should be directly_ trained by the centre in 
charge as it Qas"-proved i~effective to rely on the first bunch of trainees to pass on what they 
have been trained in to their colleagues in the s-ame ·provinces. It is important to make 

. ,sure that the right teachers are trained for the right blocks of experience. In fact, one 
' -

would recommend an integrated model of training as the teachers at the primary level have 
to be jn charge of all the subject for one class, this may not be true of p~imary schools in 
the big cities but it is certainly the case with most rural primary schools. 

4. It is crucial .to mention that all in-service training especially tli.e higher certificate 
of teaching offered by the teacher training colleges are relevant to the need and practice in _. 
the primary teaching .. The training contents should have greater focus on the inc_rease in 
-teaching m~thodology and techniques and those taking .part in trye training must be_ made 
to feel that it is a real professional training programme which has not· been set up just to 
increase their qualification with only effect on higher status and salary. · 

5. Supervisory units must be made to ftinction more effectively especially in 
monitoring, assessing and giving needed professional .advice. Both the supervisors and 
headmasters should be . carefull)'. selected and trained to be capable academically and 
professionally. / 

6. Assessment methods must. be practical reaching the realistic and essential goal 
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with, priority list inade in the learning. objectives set. It is important to 'give every teacher 

traiqing in assessment and .evaluation as well as facilitate the administration for the assessment 
through all possible means like available forms, -a_udio-visual equipment, allocated time for 

\ ' 
test taking and _remedi~l te~ching whic,h is .counted as part of the teachers'_ teaching load 

\ .,, 

and taken into consideration at time of promotion. A system should be set up in a school 
where. there is_ a reliable assessment of each students'-. ability as prescribed by the syllabi , · 

- and learning objectives. 

7. The state must always. recognize and remember that the principle duty of the 
-·-school is human resource development and· that this is ·a fairly difficult t.ask yvhich re

quired all the manpower the school has. The state sh<?uld not burden. the school with any 
materialistic development which should be allocated to other ·office. The state must also 

' ' ~ 

realize that human development takes years to see the fruit-of the investment and does not 
pressurize the school with high aspiration to be realize overnight~ 

8. The government should revise the allocation· of budget both in terms of casli 
and subsidies. It it important to make sure that each school is self support to a certain 
extent with the government bQdget being adjusted by the school non-government budget. 
There exists such a varieties in the schools in different parts of Thailand in terms of needs 
and available raw materials. The conformity used in the ·allocation and distribution of the 
available school equipments and expendables has resulted in a great deal of waste and the 
inability to make of what is available through the local supply which serves the local needs 

better. 

_ 9: At present, since it is not possible to retrieve the loan workbook, or coursebooks 
at the end of the year, it is not advisable to use good and therefore expen~ive materials. 
which has brought up the cost of their production. 

10. Serious attention must · be direct to the development of regional syllabi to 
\ 

supplement the national curriculum. The school cluster is the appropriate unit to set up 
this ·project. However, for this development, it is stressed here -that the_ understanding 
through a thorough understanding of the region infrastructure, needs and suppliys are 
cr~cial hence the local people must be involved as the crucial part in the development. 

, 11. It would be worthwhile to commission research to confirm or refute the 
belief that the modern technology and· mass media like television, radio, movies, video
tapes etc. have helped to dissipated illiteracy in the rural society. How much illiteracy is 
still e~ists in the Thai rural areas, where and what have obstructed or res_isted the changes. 

-12. One feels that primary education in the rural _area would do well. if attached 
more closely to the temples where it would benefit fr~m the religious' and moral 'teaching 
and'this wiU have increase the role played by the monks. 
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AP.PENDIXl 
, Factors Affecting the Quality of. Rural Primary Education. 

The findings· from· this research have shown that certain input factors receiv.ed by 
' . 

the four schools seem 'to affed ·the quality, of education found in 'the schools. Thus in 
order that the rural school administrafors · might benefit from these fin,dings, tQ.ey are 

listed in this appendix. 

1. Tli~ national curriculum: 
. ' 

_In 1978, the Ministry of E~ucation, issued an act which offered the implementation 

of a new primary education. curriculum in replacement of the· previous curriculum which 
· · , had b~en· in use since .1960 .. The present cur~iculum consists of 4 blocks of education areas 

/ ' ' • t : . . ~ 

' 

namely block of skills, block of life experience, block of habit formation and block of 
working,experience. · The approximate ratio of .time ailocated to these blocks is as follows: 

Primary Primary . Primary 

1-2 3-4 '5-6 
OJo OJo OJo 

Block of Skills 50 35 25-' 

Block of Life Experience 15 ' 20 ,• 25 

Block of Habit Formation 25 25 '20 •, 

Blo«_k of Working Experience . 10 20 30 
, , 

Total ., 100 - 100 100 

When this research was conducted,· the new curriculum was in its t_hird year of 
implementation. Practical analyses of the curriculum, lesson .plans and the teacher's manuals 

- -
prepared by the Ministry to implement the new curriculum and observations of the schools· 
under. study have revealed the following major problems: 

. 1. l Curriculum development . 

(a) The 'time allocated for the block of working experienc~ 'seems unrealistic 
in proportion to its subject content.. A lpok at the curriculum reveals 45 pages 'of content 
for .the block of working experience while each for the other 3 blocks-exceeded 100 pages. 
Six members were working on the committee 'for this block compared. with 30 membe~s in 

' . 
the committee working on the Thai language; 24 in the block of life experience committee 
and,_22 in the block of habit formation committee. A ·detailed .content analysi~ al~o shows 
that the block of workin~ experience cover only 6 subjects namely handicraft, craftsmanship, 
house keeping, agriculture and other vocational trainings in accordance with the local needs .. 

- - \ \ 
' . , 
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Only 2 subjects, are specified in vocational trainings : ~autician training _and selling-giving 

services but no further details were supplied in their lesson plans and feach~r' s manuals. 
This means that should the teacher choose to offer these subjects they will have to set µp 

their own syllabi and lesson plans- a highly demanding task even for a skilled curriculum 

developer. Also this block is compulsory and 'amount as to as much as 30% of all the 
teaching hours in the syllabus for- Primary 5 and 6, yet it is surprising that the content is so 

diluted. On the other hand, Primary 6- is the crucial point when all children have to take 

the common school cluster examination. Thus the teachers tended to devoted most of the 
time available to teaching all the required skill courses first in order to pass this examination 

at tµe exp~nse of the subjects in the working experience block. The lack of emphasis on 

this block of working experience could give an undesirable; effect when one considers that 
the Thai people in general do have very little aptitude in buying, selling and giving service. 

On top, the majority of the Thai population are agricultural workers with little or no skill 
at all in producing, manufacturing and marketing their farm products. 

(~)_ Certain parts of the curriculum content are more suitable for schools in 

urban_ areas then for those in the rural, The criticism had often been mad~ with no s~b
stantiating evidence. In this research, schools under study are rural village schools. The 

researchers analyzed the primary education curriculum in details and was monitoring its. 
implementation closely in the schools under study. Our observations yield evidence of sonie 
incongruities between the curriculum contents and the actual rural conditions and environment. ' 

One teacher commented that it was impossible to conduct certain· prescribed activities such 
as "choosing the children toys (see curriculum for block of life experience, Primary 1-2), 

discussing the violation of rights and destruction of public properties such as picking flowers 
in puqlic parks, using public roads for car repair garage, throwing garbage in public water

ways ~c. (see curriCulum for ethics,. Primary 1-6), living room and kitchen decoration, 

planning for school living rooms and canteens, choosing tablecloths and curtains, floral 
arrangement, visiting material and fabric shops, visiting dress making shops, choosing 
- ' 

dress patterns for fashion catalogues, proper ways of ironing materials made of cotton, silk 

and nylon (see curriculum for block of working experience, Primary 5-6), crocheting the 

edges of handkerchiefs and underwear (see curriculum for handicraft a!ld craftsmanship, 

Primary. ?-'-4, Ministry of education, 1978)" These numerous examples seem to support 
-criticisms from several educationists that most ·curricula in developing countries in Asia 
received far too much influence from the West and were more suitable for urban society 
(Manalang, 1971 ; Bennett, 1973 ; Singleton, 1873). Thus local curriculum development 

is urgently needed to eliminate this incongruity as it has been confirmed by this research 
that the teachers under study were unable to adapt the parts men~ioned to their actual 
rural environment and the widespread solution to the problem was _to omit those parts 
altogether in their teaching. 

1.2 Curriculum implementation 

·(a) Inadequate preparation of instruction:lll plans for the new curriculum. 
' t I • 

In the schools used as units of analysis, it was found that there had not been adequate 
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'orientati.on of teachers in anticipation of the currietilum implementation. Moreover, the 

syllabi, teacher's manuals, course books a_nd supplementary. readings had either not been ' 

prepared or if prepared, had not been delivered to the schools before the beginning of the 

semesters. Nor could one confidently say that there had been enough readiness in terms of 
' ' ' 

monitoring, supervising and arrangements for the formative evaluation of the implementation. 
This situation seems to support· a remark once made by Hurst, a World Bank exjJert, 

The· transition from piloted curriculum project to large-scale national adapt.ation of ~ 
curriculum .is often made without the provision ·of necessary complementarity, such. as. 
teac}J.ers, textbooks and· physical resou;ces. (Hurst, 1981) Another revealing evidence was 

found in tl1e allocation of budget for primary schools in 1978 - a year before the implemen

tation of the new curriculum. No budget had been allocated for expenses on software and 
harciw~re teaching material and equipment which had been specified by the activities in the 
new cµrriculum. Iri fact, their ·allocation of budget· came a ·year after the enforce~ent of 
the new curriculum with only just over 22 million baht ·(approximately one million dollars 

allocated to all the rural schools in the country. Also only 453,000 bath was allocated to 
the Department of Curriculum and Instructional .Developmen! in 1978 for the purpose of 

orientating and training of the teachers on the national scale to the implementation of the 

new curriculum.' This amount, ironically, was less that the budget allocated for the teachers, 

, in service training in 1976 when there was no curriculum change. Consequently, only 

260 teachers had received ar:iy orientation (according to· records for the Research Division 
under the Department of Curriculum and Education Technique in the Ministry of Education) 

True, the Province Administrative Organization also received some budget for the orien
tation of their teachers but when one considers that there· were well over 300,000 primary 

school teachers. (50,000 of. whom teach in Primary One), one has to conclude that the 

teacher training and orientation for the new curriculum have been too limited to be effective. 

This deplorable allocation of educational budget reflected the government's 

underestimation of the importance of education and does recall Levine's remark: 

"A review of the educational reform and implementation literature suggests that the rhetoric 

or reform is probably its most important manifestation, rather than the changes-that it claims 

to produce" 

(Levine in Weiler (ed) 1980) 

It left the Department of Curriculum and Instruction Development under ·the 
,, Ministry of Education who was responsible in initiating the curriculum change struggling 

with what limited resources they had. One must say they certainly did a good job out to 
the limited fund they had by coming up with the project of pioneer school. These· schools 

implemented the new curriculum on the full scale so that problems thereof could be identified 
arid subsequently tackled. Concurrent efforts was made among education policy .makers and 
administrators to secure mor.e budget for provision of all the facilities required by the new 
curriculum. An evidence for this can be seen in the details for 'budget allocation in. primary 
education and in the numerous projects for primary education development in the 5~h 
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National Educational -Plan (1982-1987). The plan aims at full scale implementation of 
the new curriculum by 1987. 

(b) Problems arising from the unrealistic ~emand made by the new curriculum 
on the teachers. Curriculum development can be compared to making an architectural design· 
with the curriculum deve!Opers being its architects making blueprints for the construction 
builders. But this process cannot do ·without assistance from an engineer who helps also to 
estimate and adjust the loading feasibility to the design before the actual construction. 
Otherwise one may land with a beautiful, functional and useful building on a shaky 
foundation. Likewi.se, a new curriculum cannot make a overload demand on the unprepared 

., . teachers who are also unwilling to wor,k any harder for a distant and vague output of 

education .. Hurst had mentioned more than once that real education evaluation is based 
on 2 instrumental factors namely the teachers' conviction and their teaching skills and that 
the smallest uriit where one may decide if the education reform had succeeded or failed is 
the classroom. ·(Hurst, 1981). Thus another problem in the implementation of the new 
curriculum in the Thai educational context is caused by an over-estimation of the paten-

' tialities and willingness from teachers who are underpaid and have poor morale in carrying 
out their job. 

2. Supervision and monitoring 

2.1 Problems due to the lack of adequate management for supervision and monitoring. 

In the 1977 Ministry of Education's regulation, ten job descriptions were made of supervisor's 
post. We can classify the ten duties into 3 categories namely professional duties, inservice 

training, educational standard control with professional duty being the primary and the most 

essential responsibility. This consists of giving teachers pedagogical and professional 
advises, carrying out research projects, instructional development, preparation of teachers' 

' ' 

manuals and teaching instructions as well as providing suggestions for evaluation procedures. 
This regulation was inadequate, containing no specifications to help the supervisors in coping 

with the changes in the new curricu!Um; yet it was in use for 3 more years after the enactment 
of the new curriculum in 1978 and not until 1981 that a new regulation was issued with 
details for more measures to be taken in the implementation specified right down to the 
units of school clusters in accordance with the curriculum principles and contents. Thus it 
c~n be seen' that 3 y~ars has lapsed after the enforcement of the new curriculum before 
any measures was 'taken for supervision and monitoring which have been given under the 
care and responsibility 'of the newly founded commission of the Primary Education Office 
under the Ministry of Education. 

2.2 The lack of clear cut specification of duties and responsibilities in supervision 
and monitoring. Although both regulations for supervision (1977 and 1981) have specified 
that these two jobs come under the responsibility of the supervisory units, supervisors have 
a tendency to regard. themselves responsible for professional supervision only especially in 

rural education which until 3 years ago, was under the Province (Changwaad) Administrative 
Organization (CAO), the Ministry of Interior. Then the supervisors, under the Ministry of 
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Education had no real authority ?ver tbe actual monitoring since they had no real power to 
reinforce. The CAO on the other hand, believed or considered the monitoring to be the 
supervisors' job so had neglected this aspect in the monitoring of the school in the province. 
Thus in the past, no one was responsible· for the monitoring of the curriculum until the 
reorganization for primary education system in 1980 when the Office of the National Primary 
Education Commission (ONPEC) was set up under the Ministry of Education and ail the rural 

schools which were previously under the CAO were transferred _and put under its responsibility 
that the 2 jobs could be integrated in the same department. The ONPEC set up its own 
supervision division. However, it is yet too early to say how much this change will effect 

the monitoring and professional supervision of the rural schools. ONPEC' s current policy 
is to assign more important role to school clusters in professional supervision and school 
monitoring. 

3. Budget 

A study by a sub-committee for primary education budget allocation mentioned 
that in the past, there existed certain inequality and inequity in budge( for primary education 

and suggested that this could be better allocated by using educational needs index for each 
province (Report of the Sub:-Committee on Primary Educatjon Budget Allocation 1981). 
Thus one may expect in future a more widespread distribution of budget for primary schools 
in the country which should better serve to meet the needs nationwide. However, certain 
points should be considered. on the ratio for the allocation of different expense categories. 
Table 1 below gives the details of the budget allocation for primary education between 

1977-1981. The budget is classified in various categories of expense. It is worth noted that 
3/4 of the total budget was spent on operational cost- 800Jo of which was for salary, leaving 
only 200Jo for any other management and de.velopment cost. Data obtained from the schools 
under study even revealed a more worrying ratio. There as much as 960Jo of·the running co~t 
(compared with 920Jo in the previous year) was spent on teachers' and administrators' 
salary (see Table 1). The school co~ld rely on two other groups of expense namely equipment 

and miscellaneous expenses for the improvement of school academic standard. But· again, 
the equipment. expense was mainly used for producing school ·forms and documents for 
the school administrative routine work,, not for teaching equipment. Thus the only fund 
available for any development in the telitching-learning which was the heart of the school 
function lay in the miscellaneous expenses category which _went towards purchase of the 
new teaching materials as speeified by 'the new curriculum, of coursebooks and of school 
stationary for needy children. Yet, shockingly, this miscellaneous budget amounted only 
about lOOJo of the running and management budget, and its proportion' to the other budget 

I 

did not changed much either before or after the implementation of the new curriculum. 
This figure may account for the reason why teachers had been forced to stick to the traditional 
lecturing method with no aid from teaching equipment nor any kind ·of activities due to lack 
of fund for the required equipment and material for the activities as more resources had 
been allocated for teaching staff as opposed to the acquisition of the requ_ired teaching 
materials. - However, although the government spent well over 8,000 million baht on salary 
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in the year the research was conducted, and the national iratior of teacher: students was 
1:23. There »'ere inadequate numbers of teachers in the four schools in the rural areas that -

we have based our study on. 

Table 1: Budget Allocation for Primary Educaion (1977-1981) 

unit: 1,000,000 baht 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

TOTAL 8,691.26 9,096.10 9,993.90 12,594.02 15,507.41 

Operational cost 6,202.39 6,874.48 7,586.35 9,523.77 12,495.85 

Salary 5, 121.13 5,769.19 6,371.21 8,076.75 10,746.9 

permanent employment 175.56 203.98 225.51 292.19 393.3 

temporaly employment poraly 9.92 13.22 13.61 16.13 7.6 

numeration 85.11 92.34 82.11 67.38 86.7 

incurred expense 26.87 35.06 68.11 102.73 87.9 

light equipment 72.03 68.89 73.54 108.46 137.15 

overhead expenses 5.40 1.9 

subsidy 27.27 30.90 31.99 39.88 60.5 

miscellaneous expense 684.50 660.90 720.27 814.85 973.6_ 

Capital cost 2,488.87 2,221.62 2,407.55 3,070.25 3,011.56 

heavy equipment 135.89 149.31 185.76 233.44 300.3 

land and construction 2,353.98 2,072.31 2,221.79 2,836.81 2,711.1 

Source Thailand: An Educational Sector Survey, Office of the National Education 
Commission, 1982 (in Thal) 

4. The role of the school cluster in school administration. -

A new policy under the present curriculum was to decentralize educational res
ponsibility from the district level to the inter-school cluster level especially the professional 
responsibility such as supervision, testing and evaluation (one joint board of examination 
per one school cluster). This policy was welcome by most teachers as it directly benefited 
them and their students. However, there was some administrative problems in the running 
of the school c_luster as no fund had been provided for the teachers to travel to the inter
school group meetings at the school used as an office for the school cluster. Also the 
group meet rather regularly so many teachers had to be excused from schools and thus 

were absent from the classes there were in charge of. If these two problems cari be tackled, 
the school cluster could cause a. considerable 'improvement in the quality of education 

among the rural primary schools. 
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5. Teaching-learning assessrnent. 

Assessment is one controlling /actor of educational quality and thus it is essential . 
that .there should be an assessment of all th~ objectives pre-set bit.he curriculum. Formally,. 

- the traditional way of assessment. was to use a test at the end of each term plus an annual 
test for each subject at the end ~f the academic year. This has been changed in 1977 when 
the ministry of education enforced a new evaluation me~hod for the new curriculum whereby 
regular assessments are carried .out throughout the term as formative evaluation, measure for 
the teachers to give remedial work that the students need and final testing at the end of the 
academic year only applies to Primary Two, Four and Six in order to have some control 

over the national standard of educational quality. Under this new procedure, in principle 
it means automatic yearJy promotion for the students' even though some. of them may .not 
have. achieved all the objectives as set by the syllabus. However, the schools are required to 
provide remedial lessons for these children either during the vacation or .at the begillning of 
the following term until they have achieved the goal of each objective. However, this 
research had found that in practice, the measure did little to help increase the Thai education 
quality due to the following factors: · 

5.1 Teachers I lack of training in te~ting and evaluation. The. modern testing 

methods ~e quite alien to the majority of Thai teachers who have to rely heavily on, 
suggestions obtained at the ministerial orientation and guidelines which were never, quite 
adequate. The orientations usually lasted 3-5 days and this topic is usually touched lightly 
upon so usually the teachers have to depend on the curriculum guidelines, the teachers' 
manulas and the lesson plans. From what the researchers have observed in the classrooms, 
there have been very little evaluation in the teaching. Our analysis of the guideline and 
the teachers' manuals w°hich are the sole s~urc'es of information for the te~chers on this 
topic was disappointing since they all lack .the operational d_etails .which would be useful 
to the teachers. for instance, in the te.acher' s manual for teaching the Thai language, 
Primary Three, the objective based assessment is 

"The teacher should select or obtain suitable sets for each behavioral objective and proceed , 

to evaluated the students accordingly" 

Suc_!1 recommendations are not only tin operational, they also means nothing. Some tests 
are very difficult to devise even with training in this field such as those for subjects in 
character development area where one needs to quantify such abstract concepts as diligence, 
unselfishness, gratitude etc. Some of the recommended evaluative procedures suggested by 
the manuals were unrealistic. For instance, the lesson . plan for Primary Three in Habit. 
Formation Block, (p. 51) the teachers were recommen.ded to observe the students' behaviour 
while, they (the students) are standing still and remembering other people's virtues. It se.ems 
that what the teachers would need to evaluate subjects. in this block is to use a provided 
ranking scale evaluation from observation. 

5.2 An increased burden on the teachers. Individual evaluation, to be carried out 
successfully, is time consuming.. It is even more so when one considers. the numerous 
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objectives required by each subjects. For instance, Primary One alone has 170 learning 

objectives. Thus it is impossible to expect the teachers to do this job well on top of their 

normal teaching load. In.practice, the teachers just take for granted that the students have' 

achieved those objectives without administering any test and without the tests, remedial 

works are meaningless and futile since the teachers have no way of telling .which objectives 

the students have not achieved and what their problems are. 'The teachers probably know 

vaguely which students are clever and advanced or which are weak and slow. This modern 

method of testing is therefore unrealistic as it expects far too much and is beyond the 

teachers' ability. Also when one remembers how heavy their teaching load was and how 

much they were worried about covering all the contents in time, it is obvi_ous that they would 

have no time to give remedial lessons to the slow students as this would have held back 

the whole class.· 

5.3 Automatic class promotion. As mentioned. before, the most vital part of 

evaluation under the new curriculum was the '!-SSessment through the pre-set behavioral 

objectives'. But no rigorous assessment h~d been carried out. It was also expected that 

student's were individually assessed which meant more work for the reluct~nt teachers. 

Thus it seemed that no serious assessment was ever made and without them, one had no 

way of knowing the students' learning achievement and without which no remedial teaching 

was possible. Therefore, automatic promotion at the end of the year is not advisable when 

there were no regular ass~ssment and remedial work as essential part in the evaluation system. 

6. The people's attitude to teachers. 

This factor is very interesting and deserves more careful study in depth. It has 

to be studied diachronically in terms of the history of Thai education. ·originally, the 

temples were,the only existing schools, this education~l institute was the same as the religious 

institute. The teachers' then were the monks who gave both the cognitive and moral teaching 

in the Buddhist traditional form. S>kill learning was acquired through apprentic~ship. 

Notice also that then the monks received no payment for the educational service they gave. 

The return of this service was indirect in the form of the students' gratitude and co-operation 

as weil as donation from the local people to the temples. The modern education has the 

school as the institute. It also requires that the teachers are laymen. The educational goal 

has been shifted and greater emphasis was given to cognitive learning. However, the first 

generations of teachers were the product of the old system and the teachers were expected 

to give both cognitive and moral teaching. Thus the teachers I image then was not much 

different from that of a rrionk in terms of selflessness ·and disinterested devotion to their 

profession. However, this was not the model taken by the subsequent generations of 

teachers. In the past, only cognitive achievement was evaluated so the teachers paid less and 

less emphasis on giving moral teaching to ·their students. Also when the Primary Education 

Act was first introduced, there was a great shortage of teachers especially. in the rural 

areas. One. had to set up primary teachers training schools which took in people with 

only 4 years of education for a 4 year training (see Pin Malakul, 1946). Those teachers 
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were poorly qualified and it was these people who had to fulfil the monks' role in education. 

Thus there was such a contrast in the teachers' quality. The birth o.f schools in thailand 

had .created a change in social stratification in people whose job was to educate the Thai 

youths. The teachers were no longer the boly and reverend monks but just laymen who 

earned their living through the teaching· job-. The sacredness of education passed out of· 

their hand and was given to the profaned hand of someone. no better than the man nextdoor. 

The teachers' roles. as model of moral guidance was reduced both in the teachers' con

sciousness and the parents' expectation. The parents no longer had a high opinion of the 

teachers. One often heard them discussing among themselves with great qetest at the 

teachers I behaviour like moonlighting, Coming to Work late While leaving early' getting 

drunk, having affairs with married men .etc. The people at Klong Yaaw village once criticized 

Khruu Ra!J1phaa who was wearing a side slit skirt : How did you get your skirt torn?" · This 

comment reflects the conflict the teachers are likely to have when 
/ 
they give moral te~ching. 

Here one could see that the people's attitud~ to the teachers had' deteriorated causing the~' 
to lose faith in the school and the teachers alike and this may have reduce their ~nthusiasm 
for their children's education. 
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APPENDIX II . 

Recommendations of primary school curriculum related to agriculture 

1. Build an inventory of technical concepts which can be drawn from an intensive 
and specialized training. 

2. Familiarize the rural people with 'available sources of technical information. 
3. Give .an accurate information about agricultural professions, while trying to 

instil a positive attitude for the profession without being unrealistic about it. 
4. Inform the rural people abo:ut .the government current projects on rural develop

ment, their step by step progress. 

·s. Give training in cost-benefit analysis to the students in the context of agricultural 

enterprise. and farm management 
6. Give students more practice in record keeping and computation. 

' 
7. Introduce students to the world of small machine technology. 

· 8. Give the students first hand experience in management and monitoring control 
of money and of labor. 

9. Introduce th.e idea of alternate uses of land. 
10. Make students aware of symptom and treatment for the major rural plant and 

animal diseases. 

Morris in Sheffield 1966: 3~7 

Sheffield, J. Education, employment and ·rural development. The proceeding of a 
conference held at Kei-ieho, Kenya in September, 1966. Published 
under the· auspices of University College, Nairobi. Nairobi: East 
African Publishing House. 

Good Educati~n: Characteristics of desirable teaching and learning. 

· 1. A willingness to build the curriculum from the experiences of the pupils (rather, 
there would be a tendency to stay close to the prescribed syllabus). 

· 2. •The encouragement· of curiosity and the observant exploration of local social, 
economic and natural phenomena and history (rather, again there would be a tendency to 

- . 
learn only from textbooks).; 

3. Encouraging searches for explanations and solutions to phenomena ·and problems 
(rather, there would be a tendency simply to g-ive informat.ion for memorization)~ 

4. Fostering a reliance on careful reasoning, (rather than on learning facts and 
formulas by heart) ; 

5 .. Fostering original thinking and creative reasoning (rather, there would be. a 
tendency to standardized responses) ; · 

6. devising practical projects to. apply mathematical and s~ientific principles and 
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knowledge; 

7. a willingness to digress from the strict curriculum for the sake of solving- a 
local query ; 

1
8. due to attention to all aspects of the cilrriculum (rather than undue emphasis 

on those parts important for qualification) ; 

9. the encouragement of co0perative learning (rather than exclusive attention to 
individual achi~vement) ; 

10. equitable attention to all students, with particular help for the weaker (rather 
than excessive attention to the more able and thos·e likely to achieve qualification). 

I 

Brooke and Oxenham 1980: 3 

Brook, Nigel,. with Oxenham, John, The quality of education in Mexican Rural 

Primary Schools IDS. Research Reports. Brighton : University of 
Sussex, October 1980. 

Some thoughts on curriculum development 

I. Ability to speak, read, and write some "World language" that is, a language 

. which will make p·articipation in international conferences and free movements about the 

world possible ; 
2. A grasp of the fr:amework of western economy, use of money and credit, and a 

recognition of the implication of living in a contract rather than a status society ; 

3. A modicum of cross-c.ultural sophistication which enables the individual concerned 
to work among people with different. codes and standards without taking offense or becoming 

disoriented ; 
4. A working acceptance of the ~tate of mind roughly summarized in such phrases 

as the scientific attitude with an ability to act within its premises in public interpersonal 

contexts, political, economic, and technological ; 
5. Some conceptualized view of history which makes it possible to deal with the 

time perspectives (toward the past and future) of the great civilizations ; 
6. A sufficient independence of the living mesh· of his own culture to be able to 

exist outside it without crippling nostalgia. 

Margaret Mead. "Professional Problems of Education in Developing Countries:" 

Journal of Negr9 Education, Vol.15, Summer 1946, pp.346-357. 
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APPENDIX III 
Anthropological Fieldwork Experience on the Education 

in the Thai Rural Society 

This article is a report, of a case study of 4 schools in the central and north-eastern 

parts .of Thailand. The emphasis will be on the experien~e in fieldwork the researchers have 
had while studying the quality of education in the Thai rural society. 

Data for this research was collected by 4 researchers who were based in each school 

in the 2 provinces, one in the central part of Thailand and the other in the northeastern· 

part. While staying among the people in the villages, the role the researchers took was that 
of assistant teacher. Recordings were made of the schools, communities, teachers, students 

and parents. Simultaneously, they co-ordinated closely with the research director and the 

consultants by having monthly discussions when they came to Bangkok. The research 
director and the consultants also occasionally visited the 4 sites. 

Herriot' s technique of cross-site study (Herriot 1977) was used in the selection of 

the schools and villages. Thus two sites were selected in each part of Thailand for comparative 
study across the geographical regions. This choice increased· the complexity of the research 

I 

and entailed more detailed study as each sites ti.ad its own particular characteristics. This 
method of site selection also increased the complexity of the data collection as well as the 

variables involved. The work would have gone more swiftly had only one site been used. 

But this would also mean that the findings would be limited as no generalization beyond the 

case studied would be possible. As it_ was expected that findings from this research could be 

used for policy making in Thai rural education, it is important to estabiish some claim to 

validity of any generalizations from the findings. Thus 4 schools and 4 communities were 
·selected. 

All the four researchers were graduates in social science with some background and 

experience in rural fieldwork. However, before the beginnin.g of data collection, they 

re~eives some orientation and training in ·research-methodology and filing techniques by 

experienced social anthropologists. They also made an intensive study by reading up 

b~ckground on primary education for a month before the starting of the data gatherihg in 

May, 1980 which co-incided with the beginning of the school term. The rese~rch team was 
in the school by the end of April. It was planned that each researcher should spend 12 

months in the school so tl).at the whole year cycle of school life and activities could be 
observed. and recorded. They had to make 3 trips to Bangkok to reports their findings to 
the committee and to· have discussions on the implication of the findings. However, it was 

found that 12 months was not sufficient as certain data had to be· checked and rechecked 
for validity and more data were needed: In fact the fieldwork did not finish until December 

1981. 
/ 
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In the regular meetings between the research director, the consultants and the site 

rese~rchers, valuable points were made in the discussion about the advantage and disadvantage 

of the various research techniques used and the effect they had on the monitoring of the 

research project. It was felt that the lessons learned were valuable and could give useful . ' . . 
· . insights for future research works employing similar research method and techniques. So it 

· was decided to append this recording of the points ·made in the. discussion in the research 

report. 

1. The orientation of the researchers. Fieldworkers are not just data collectors 

but they are the most important research instruments. ·It is imperative that they understand 

thoroughly the scope of the project, its inter-related areas, its research questions as well as 

its underlying theory or principles. They also have to be up to date with recent findings in 

the topic. In fact, as pointed out by Wolcot~ in 1975, fieldworkers are usually the researchers 

themselves. 

" ... I am inclined to view fieldwork as essentially an individual undertaking. Sometimes one 

finds a team, usually a husband and wife and often there are a5sistants present at parti~ular 
stages during the data gat~ering ... " 

Thus it is important that when many researchers are involved at the data gathering 

stage, they would have to be· highly trained. We found that the researchers who were civil 

servants at the National Education Commission were more equipped as researchers than the 

hired research assistants as the latter had not enough background in the field. Also they 

are not very competent in terms of decision making on what might be relevant and could 

serve as more variables in tl;J.e study although intensive training had previously been given 

to them. · 

It is crucial that before the starting of the fieldwork, the re~earchers should meet to 

agree on the frame of references and variables which they should keep in mind through the 

data gathering phase. In most educational researches the usual factors are factors on 

the schools, the teachers, headmasters, students. etc,. (However, in actual fact, different 

schools have ·different conditions which may increase· or decrease the number of variables 

under study or lend themselves to a different pattern of relations but this different condition 

and environment would not become .apparent to the researchers until after they have been 

in contact with and understood the society they are studying.) But this pre-data collection 

agreement on the factors framewm:k should not be based on any model or theory yet as it 

·would have a pre-determining efrect on the data to be collected. Also this approach would 

go against the qualitative design which aims at establishing a theory and not to test or 

refute one. The agreed framework would also give direction and confidence to the researchers 

especially when they are not the research director .. At these early meetings, 'the director . 

should also establish guidelines of research methodology as well as give some insights into 

the techniques. For instance, the site researchers often.ask for a discussion on the various 

techniques one could use for data collection. 
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2. The researcher status, role and personality. It is rather unfortunate that an 
I 

anthropologist on fieldwork often falls under suspicion -by all parties concerned. The 
villagers ofteri take them to be a spy from the government while the government takes them 

I ' 

for a communist. This _view seems tq prevails in all part of the non-communist worlds. 
This is because he ~as a rather ambiguous role to play among the villagers. Spindler (1974) 
thus emphasizes that the researchers ha~ to be assigned an appropriate role, and their 
status and role must be convincing enough for him to stay in the comn:mnity while collecting
the data. In this research, the site researchers were assigned the roles of temporary assistant 
teachers. Only the headmasters km,w who they actually were. However, this disguise 
did not last as the headmasters soon told everyone to be careful in their work as information 
was being collected. Thus it was necessary for the researchers to clarify themselves that they 

_were not there to report on the teachers. Admit this suspicion, oqe fact emerged. It 

seemed that the site researchers who were the government civil servants. were accepted 'by the _ 
teachers and villagers as they know who they were and which government department they 
came from. Thus the villagers were willing to co-operate in giving information. _But it did 
not mean that the villagers would give all information to the civil servants. On the contrary, 
they seemed to. be more relaxing in giving information to the femporary researchers who 
were not government officials so could not endanger their position in the government s~rvice. 
But still the villagers suspeeted. their motivation, had low opinion of them as they w~e 
"unemployed" (i.e. not having a permanent job) and suspected that they may be there to 
rally some mob protest against the- government and this ironically made them unw\lling to 
import any information to them. 

I 

Future researchers should avoid any change of site researcher mid way through the 
research as the villagers will compare the new research with the previous one.· The second 
one often suffer this comparison and may not get the same amount of co-operation. For 
instance, the villagers ni.'ay not give him some information if new sets of different questions 
were asked on the grounds that "The last one never asked me this kind of questions". On 
the other hand, the second site researcher also had to be careful not to repeat any questions 
that have been asked by' the first researchers as this would create the villagers' annoyance . 

. ' . 
It would be useful if the site researchers could develop a playful and talkative personality. 
Being pleasant, good-:-humored and patient is a good asset to him as often it is not possible 
to o~tain any information. The most one could do was to socialize and lay a good grounding 
for future inter-personal relationship. 

Also in a research which involves people from ·several departments, it is crucial 
that each researcher knows exactly what their roles are. In a survey research, the researchers 

only need to take out the questionnaires and. interview people who are the target-group. 
_ ~ut in a qualitative research, the researchers are both the research instrume_nt, the inter
viewers and sometimes the source of information themselves. 

3. Forming _the interpersonal relationship. Once the site researcher had taken 
residence and been introduced to the members of the community, it is important that he stays 
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with the a~signed role through ,the data collection period so that a_~table rel~tionship .could 

be established. Th.e best_ way is to 'live in' with one of the family and join in a_ll their 
activities without any resentment or unwillingness. This would help him ,to understand-the 
villagers' world view -very - fast and would made the _villagers warm themselves to him 

sooner. ' Once he has; familiarized himself and was accepted, he must stay that way and -
pariticjpate in all the local activities to m_ake him an- "in-group". - To .refuse would bring 

back the alienation. He must also proves· himself to be reliable, hospitable sympathetic and 

could give valid advises to the villagers. All these _traits of personality would facilitate the 
research work. However, 2 pitfalls s_hould be avoided. He must not take on a greater 

role_ than that which had _been assigned to him and also -he must not take sides and must 
stay unbiased-in data gathering, and interpretation. 

Gift presentation is good ~n some occasio-ns but the r~searche~s mu~t be carefur in 
. ,J . . • - • . . 

making sure that they are_tokens of appreciation for ari approp~iate occasirn:i. He should not 
-make the villagers 'expect' a present for each visit nor should the gift b-e expensiv~. I~ a 

small com~unity, news frave!s very fast an-d if ~-gift is given, it should be given eq~ally to 
everyone -~therwise people. -could not but ·compare what they get· with one -another. A 
researcher must be careful also in any letter he wrote to anyone in_ the village aS the letter 
would be circulated anci ~~ad by everyone. 

On occasions, the researcher may use the significant friend approach (Spindler· 1971). 
That is to say he would strike up a close friendship with one member of the community who, 

' could lead him oil to. be introduced to other members of the community. This technique 

works well in a dosed society. For instance, in a community w~ere the teachers were 
suspi~ious of the site resea~cher, 'the-latter may try to make friends with one of the more 
friendly teacher's. - In Si~gap6re, ~ sociologists who was studyi~g the Chinese· secret societies 

__ employed -thi~ technique (Mak 1980). - 'Mak called this techinque Snow· B~lr Sampling 
Technique using the analogy of the first member. being the first lump o{ snow which gathers 

-more and ~6re snow as it moves on through the data gathering process. -

. ._4. Interviews. Informal interviews is the technique used most frequently in this 
research- and the researchers has obtained certain insights throug~ its use. _- In general, no 

.interview should be made until a rapport has been established between' the researcher and -
the interviewee. The_ researcher: must also bear in mind that ·people are busy and the inter
vie}Ving time should be kept as short as possible. friendship with a grown-up -is more 

easily established through friendship with his or her_ child. On arrival to the site, it is 
essential to find out who are key informants in the community. This could be the village 
head, his wife, the headmaster, 'the c~~etaker etc. Moreover, the site researcher must 
testify if the obtained dat-a ~as biased through the use of triangulation bY' asking the person 
himself, by 'probing or by a seconct" int~rview' whi~h usually yield"s b~tkr res~lt than the 

first one. 

Different: interviewing t~chnique~ are' required with interviewees ;in different age 
groups. Students are-slow thinkers and tend to be- shy.even aft~r ~hey.ha~e g~t' to know the 
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researcher~ : Thus' b~her technique such as essay, writing mayh: required as this would giv~ ' 

them more time-to think.,. However, after' reading the essay, the researcher often' has to. 

probe' fur'ther-by intervie~~. u_sing the information' obtained in the essays (which often are 

unusable yet) or' by asking more questions and asking_ the students to· write down the answer 
again. ·Often this had to be .carried out three times before the needed information was yielded. 

As soon as the answer was obtained, it has to be followed immediately by an in depth interview; 

This complex use of technique is required when the information needed were ideas, concepts 

or feeling; wilile, {~~t~al inforrr'iation could be more easily collected. ' Ill the research, infor

matiOri had to be obtained from retarded ~tudenis or those. who faiied th~ ex~minatio~ a~d 
to stay in the s~~·e form for ~ore than one. year as they are cases of 1interest. With this 

type of informants, th~ use of an interpreter through ·another students who did the interviewing 
' . . . . . . ' ' 

for the researcher seems to work well. 

With adults, the researchers must be careful about the language he or she 'uses. 
In, sensitive matters which are critical such as the inter,nal conflict within the community, 

debt.s, the village~s' attitude to the researcher etc, it would.,be better to ask a thi~d person 

for instance, another researcher or someone else on the research team who understands the 

research ,desig'n well to conduct' the interview as 'the' inte'rviewee wo~ld feel less embarrassed' 

. to give out inf,6rination·. I have called this technique "third person interview" (Chantavanich 
i 980) a~d it h~s p~6ved to be a· highly effective technique. . · · . . . . . 

\ ' . .,., ' ' ; . . - : -
; 

During the harvest season, the site researcher· should time the interview carefully as 

the' villagers ·would be very .busy and would cut· short the interview, · Moreover, it was found 
' ' ' 

that the people tend to be more willing· to give 'more information to the researcher director 

or consultant than . to the researcher as they 'feel that the former 'were rriore important. 

One should also mention; -here thattthe sex _of the interviewer could have an effect• on the 

villager's decision as to which piece of information should or should not be giv.en. 
-··. 

5. lhe duration of the fieldwork. This project had first been designed that the 

data collection on the site should last one year as this period would have been sufficient for 

an experience researcher well versed in data collection techniques and. the design of the 

research. ·However, one needs not restrict oneself with the original design. Instead, the 

research's· discretion is much more important than the original design. For instance, in 
I . 

this research, 18 'months were needed for data collection due partly to insufficient experience 

among ·some site researchers. We also found that _there was no need to treat the fpur 

communities in the ·same way for conformity. We have also deeided that each researcher 

should give greater consideration to the activities so the priority was for him to stay and take 
part .in. his own local activities .. ·The planned· meeting in Bangkok were often postponed 

if they co-incided with an important local activity' which rriight enable him to meet. certain 

people and obtain important information or to establish r,apport with some informants 

or which. might -interfere with certain role which has been assigned to him (i.e. missing cliisses 

When he is an assista~t teacher.).· 

Daily, activities have to be pl~nnyd in adyapce. Usually, it. would b.e impos.si-ble for 
' - '·' ' ' • • ' • ' ' • ~ • : ~ r l " • ' ' _' -· • . -' . ' ' • ' .I I • • ' . • I 
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the researcher to collect da~a. take notes', make a fieldwork ~ecording as well as analyze and 
check its validity. The checking and analysing, uaually takes place at weekends. However, 

it i~ lmportant that he did not leave thel_analysjs\too late as it was pqssible that certain 
features could not be later retrieved. In a sense, to be away from the sites and the people 
involved during the analysis helps to increase the objectivity and accuracy of the information 
obtained. 

-. 
Some researchers rotated their stay in key informant's houses so that details 

information could be obtained from other members of the families. The woman re~earcher 
was of the opinion that a team of two researchers works better than one as information 
obtained, if proved to complement each other, could add extra confidence to the researchers. 
If a researcher is operating on his or her own, it is advisable to meet the other researcher in 

, the nearby village every 3 days at least for consultations as well as for confidence boosting. 
They also could help each other by. using the third person interview technique. 

6. Coordination with the research director. In this particµlar type of research, a 
close co-ordination between the research director and the team is very important. The site 
researchers are the director's representatives and the director has to perceive everything 

I •' : 

through the eyes of the site researchers. It is worth recording here th~ remarks made by the 
site researchers that in the illitial phase, a close guidance and contact with the director was 
needed frequently while in the later phase, they needed to work on their own to digest and 
systematize the data_ obtained. The site researchers made a request that for consultations, 
it was found useful to have all the site researchers at the meeting to discuss but individual 
consultation complementary to the joint consultation was also needed so that individual 
differences may be explored and concluded. Valuable lessons could be learned from the 
group meetir.gs as these had help them in avoiding simi~ar pitfalls or see how they could 

_ also solve similar problems that happened in their owll' sites. Moreover, they also gained 
a great deal by sharing or being aware of their colleague.bther hypotheses. , 

The researcher director also has to help to sort out, check and validate the data 
collected periodically. Often, we found that not enough data have been covered or ~heir 

- reliability remained doubtful. Periodical validation of data also help increase the efficiency 
of·data collection as the data would be updated and set aside s9 the site researcher did nQt -
have to worry for both the data to be obtained and the old one to be validated. The director 
was also crucial in the setting up for mutual agreement of the hypothesis for each bunch of 
the information obtained as this would help establish mutual understanding among the 
team members. Sometimes, the site researchers have not included all dimensions in the 
analysis when he or she set the hypothesis or the director may have set up one. without 
being aware of certain facts which would have been in conflict with the hypothesis. Thus it 
would be better for the team to form a hypothesis together. The director should be available 

' ' 

all the time and regularly checks the site researchers' objectivity. The director's proximity 
to the site could also help in solving certain problems or making some decision on the 
research thus it is advisable for the research director to devote full time to the project 
with no other research work which may claini equal demand on his or her attenti~n. 
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7. Recording the data and the ?Se ·or ancillary equipment. lj'ieldwork no~es are 
the crucial source of information for anthropologists. To prevent any forgetfulness and 
to help the researcher to sort out the ideas in his head, it is advisable for him to make 
recording of his findings nightly. Some researcher who are not used to fieldwork would I 

write a diary and then scah what he had written to look for the ·relevant variables. A good 
note should record who did what, where, with whom, and how. One could also ·describe 
an event as it consists of a set of acts of behaviour and then trace the causal relation back 
to the agents of the acts especially in a case when the phenomenon under study was so 
complex that the researcher felt at a loss as to where to start as recommended by Burnett Hill 
(Burnett Hill 1980). If one goes back regularly to the notebooks for forming hypotheses and 
getting information to answer the research various questions, soon the site researchers 

' 
would discover the adequacy (or inadequacy) of his note taking and how to improve on 
its methods and procedures. Once the data obtained is systematized, it is possible to store 
i.t in a computer for further analysis. Available software are EUREKA, EURUP, ICE 
(Illinois Central Editor) Text editor. This use of computer would reduce both the time and 

- I 

the labor involved in data collecting and analysing. However, it is not practical yet to go 
computehzed in Thailand where we still have problems with the basic infra-structure in term 

of the language used, the ability to write programs for the analysis and co-ordination with ' . 
the ,computer engineer is not easily obtainable yet. 

In a village where there is no electricity, the site researcher has to use lamp to wor.k 
at- night and his lamp may be the only one that kept burning through most of the night. 
This could have cause curiosity as well as suspicion .. The next morning whe_n he started 
walking with his notebook, the villagers would want to read what he has in his hand'. 
Some researchers solve the problem by letting them read whatever they want. Another 
res~archer kept the notebook in a bag so the villagers did not see it. Thus clothes with 
large pockets or a big bag would be a useful asset. It is advisable also not to carry with 
one the old notes as it is heavy, open to more curiosity as well as running the risk of losing. 

. ' 

Other recording equipment are camera and tape recorder. Some researchers would 
also like to take movie or video-tape and it is crucial that he or she has learned how to 
operate them efficiently as no help is 8:vialable in the village. These equipments could also 
have a double -edged effect. If used on inappropriate oc·casions, it could destroy all the 

trust that the researcher has taken so much pains to establish. On the other hand, if used 
appropriately, an indepth study of an event could be made. It was found that in most 
villagers in the rural area, this use of equipment draws much attention from the villagers. 
Some forei'gn researchers, like Jacquetta Hill and Nancy Eberhard would take photographs 
and use them for conversational topics so that one could learn about the villagers' world 
views (Jacquetta Hill, 1980, Nancy Eberhard, 1980) Other researchers like Robert Textor 

. (Textor, 1979) used cassette tape and video recordings and this helped to make the interview 
concise. It was also possible to 'make a verbal analysis of the interviews. However, it seems 
that in an urban society, the people tend to become suspicious of the use of these equipments. 

I. 
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Conclusion 

Methodology for qualitativ~ researches are badly needed in Thailand at the moment 

and thus the author has .recorded here a detailed description of the method and technlques 
· used in the research from the initial phase of site researchers' orientation,' selection of sites, 
the researchers' role'and personality, establishing rapport with the local people, interviewing· 

techniques, time tabling, co-ordination with research director, note taking, and use .of 

~qui.pments. It .is hoped that. this i~formation would be useful for any one wishing to 
employ the qualitative research design in his work. 
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